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Abstract
This study aims to explore recovery in AN from the perspective of individuals
who have experience of it and examine if there are implications for practice. A
Grounded Theory methodology was used and semi structured interviews
employed to collect the data. The sample consisted of 12 individuals who had
experience of AN, either as currently ill or self-defined as recovered from AN.
All interviews were recorded and transcribed and the constant comparison
method employed to analyse the data.

The findings show that recovery for the person involves the successful
integration of the four major dimensions of recovery; deciding to recover,
sustaining recovering, doing the necessary tasks and building a life without
AN. Each of these dimensions represents a series of tasks, which the person
must complete, to varying degrees, if they are to recover. The grounded
theory that emerged makes explicit that recovery from AN is conditional on the
individuals' decision to recover and to take an active part in making it happen.
Integrating the four dimensions is a spiralling process where the change in
one is dependant on and is influenced by change in the others. They have to
improve their physical condition or no recovery is possible because of the
effects of starvation. They must tackle the issues that contributed to the AN
and take on new roles if they are to move away from the AN identity. They
must reconnect with others, asking for and accepting their help because
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recovery is not achieved alone. If they invest the substantial physical and
emotional energy needed to sustain their recovery then they are transformed.
They explore and build a life separate from the AN through the integration of
the four dimensions. As a result the limited identity of AN is replaced by a
more complex identity where individuals are stronger, more connected with
others and in control of their lives. This study supports greater attention to the
role of self-development tasks and models of treatment that promote
autonomy in the person.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

This study emerged from two sources: the first was my 15 years'
professional/clinical experience and the second my engagement with the
literature. In this chapter, I will outline how these sources came to influence
the study. I will start with anorexia nervosa (AN), its severity and poor
outcomes, and then highlight criticisms in the literature regarding recovery
from AN, which include a lack of consensus around the nature of recovery.
This will be followed by an outline of influences that constrain the
measurement of recovery, such as including the voice of those with AN as
well as the influences on professionals who work and research in the field.
I will finish the chapter with a summary of what is demonstrated in the
literature and the rationale for the study.

Anorexia Nervosa

AN is a debilitating mental illness with a suggested prevalence of 0.2% in
young females (Hoek 1993). It has the highest mortality rate of any
functional psychiatric illness (Nielsen et al. 2001) and 15% to 25% of
sufferers are reported to be chronically symptomatic (Pike 1998, p.452). A
recent review of 108 outcome studies in AN reported that around 45% of
individuals recovered, 33% showed some improvement and approximately
20% remained in a chronic condition (Steinhausen 1999). A further review
study by the same author (Steinhausen 2002) entitled 'The outcome of
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Anorexia Nervosa in the 20th century' concludes that AN did not lose its
relatively poor prognosis in the 20th century and that outcome has not
improved over the second half of this century. This is a depressing
conclusion for all affected by AN or involved in the care and treatment of
those with it.

Regarding treatment, recent guidelines produced for the National Health
Service (NHS) in the United Kingdom conclude that there is not enough
evidence to determine which treatment modality is superior to others in the
treatment of AN (NICE 2004). The guidelines go on to say 'there is no
uniform or agreed approach to the psychological management of adults
with AN, either in terms of types of treatment offered, their duration,
intensity or the setting in which treatment is provided' (NICE 2004, p.81).
The aetiology of AN is considered to be multi-factorial, with no single factor
accounting for the development of the disorder in an individual or the
variation in the disorder found amongst those with AN (Cooper 1995). The
picture that emerges is that AN is a complex disorder, that outcomes are
poor and that there is a limited evidence base to guide treatment decisions
available to individuals, their families and professionals.

Some problems with the literature

No consensus
The National Institute of Clinical Excellence (NICE) guidelines for the NHS
conclude that the 'overall body of research in the treatment of anorexia
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2004,
(NICE
in
is
inconsistent
methodological
quality'
small
and
nervosa
p.81). Pike (1998), in a review of the long-term course of AN, identified a
number of methodological issues such as sample selection, length of
follow-up, drop out, failure to trace, different diagnostic criteria and
treatment effects, or lack of them, as all complicating efforts 'to summarise
the findings of studies available'. She notes that the lack of unanimity in
defining what criteria should be used to describe the various levels of
Other
(Berkman
hinders
authors
et al.
at
summary.
outcome also
attempts
2007, Coutourier & Lock 2006, Noordenbos & Seubring 2006, Bell 2004,
Tozzi et al. 2003 Steinhausen 2002, Jarman & Walsh 1999, Herzog et al.
1993) echo this. Deter & Herzog (1994) reported that the inclusion of
measures of somatic comorbidity and psychological functioning in criteria
for recovery lowered the rates from 54% to 41% when compared to
physical criteria alone. Saccomani et al. (1998) produced a similar finding
when they added psychological criteria to somatic criteria there was a
reduction in recovery rates from 79% to 49%.

There are risks associated with any assumptions that can be made about
study results in the absence of such a consensus. On one hand, Windauer
(1993) cautions that 'good outcome' figures in the literature may be
exaggerated if the literature focuses only on weight and menstrual status
and the studies at the end of the last paragraph above provide some

evidence for that. The author goes on to suggest that professionals may
have to review their expectations for recovery in AN and accept that

complete recovery may not be possible based on their findings. This is a
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depressing conclusion and one unlikely to engender hope in those affected
by AN. On the other hand, Herzog et al. (1993) reported that a group of
did
display
but
'total
did
in
their
a
recovery'
achieve
not
study
participants
high level of social functioning. They went on to suggest that the absence
'studies
in
the
impairment
this
requiring a
whether
question
area
raised
of
symptom free state for recovery may present an overly pessimistic view of
these disorders (eating disorders in general) by not permitting the
disorders'
in
the
improvements
the
less
dramatic
course
of
observation of
(p.45). This more optimistic view holds out the possibility of recovery whilst
limited
too
Thus,
AN.
having
a
of
a
consequence
of
symptoms
still
some
range of measures of outcome is that of either underestimating or
overestimating outcome in AN. Strober (1997) found that although the
physical measures of recovery were present after 4.7 years, the
psychosocial measures took 6.6 years and concluded that recovery was a
long process.

A further confusion that arises from the literature is the tendency for
if
they
'recovery'
'outcome'
between
to
the
were
as
and
authors
words
shift
the same thing (Couturier & Lock 2006, Finfgeld 2002, Lowe et al. 2001,
Strober et al. 1997). An outcome, as defined by the Collins Concise
dictionary, is 'something that follows from an action or situation; result;
consequence. ' The same dictionary defines recovery as 'the act or process
of recovering, especially from sickness, a shock, or a setback' and
grestoration to a former or better condition... ' There are clear differences
between these two concepts. The former is a singular event that is the
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result of an action and refers to a particular point in time. The latter, whilst
including aspects of the former, also incorporates the idea of a process
and other concepts such as restoration to a similar or better state. Using
them interchangeably can lead to confusion as this links the two together
and suggests that recovery, like outcome, is the result of a specific
intervention, in this case treatment.

There are a number of issues with this view. First, it tends to ascribe

recovery to the treatment intervention prescribed by the professional and
portrays the individual with the illness as a passive participant in their
recovery. Second, when an explanation is needed as to why treatment is
not successful, the patient rather than the treatment gets the blame (I will
return to this point later in the chapter). Finally, the existence of a number
of explanations for the aetiology of AN prompts Jarman et al. (1997) to
state that it is no surprise that there is no consensus in the definition of
recovery given the 'diversity of theories regarding how best to understand
and treat people with eating disorders' (p. 138).

Limited measures of recovery
Until recently, studies on outcome in AN have tended to report on a limited
subset of outcome measures (see Pike 1998 for review), and weight
restoration and normalising eating behaviour were key measures of
recovery (Noordenbos & Seubring 2006). As Jarman & Walsh (1999)
argue, 'It seems that a clinically relevant definition of recovery from an
eating disorder needs to encompass physical, psychological and social
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dimensions of change' (p.777). Vitousek et al. (1991) are critical of the
narrow focus on symptom status, particularly when asking the views of
individuals identified as recovered. There is evidence from my clinical
experience and the literature that questions such a limited focus when
measuring recovery.

'It's not just about weight' was the response from one of the participants in
this study on being asked what recovery from AN meant to her. The

emphasis placed by her on this aspect of recovery demonstrates her
feeling that there is too much focus on it by others. I know that it is often
overemphasised, along with other physical measures, when assessing
progress in the treatment of individuals with AN. Ratnasuriyaet al. as far
back as 1991 in a study looking at the outcome and prognostic factors
after 20 years in individualswith AN found weight to be 'unreliable' as an
indicator of outcome (p.500). The plea is for a broader understanding of
the predicamentthese individuals find themselves in and to consider other
aspects of the problem that are not so obvious. Bruch (1982) criticised
treatment programmes that placed an emphasis on weight restoration
alone and argued for the importance of psychological criteria in
measurements of recovery. An overemphasis on weight was regarded
negatively by individuals in studies looking at helpful and harmful aspects
of their treatment (Shelley 1997b, Purgold 1987). Button & Warren (2001)
reported that the greater the preoccupationwith weight on the part of the
therapist the more negativethe experienceof therapy by the individualwith
AN. They also reported that it contributed to increased dropout from
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treatment. Colton & Pistrang (2004), in their study of what adolescents
thought of their experience of treatment, noted that, although their
participants unanimously endorsed the view that weight was important and
needed to be addressed, attention to other aspects of their illness was also
vital. Thus, from the perspective of the individual with AN, an appreciation
of the broader aspects of recovery by others is important.

Constraints on measurement of recovery
In terms of the influences that constrain the measurement of other areas of
recovery, one such influence is the way in which diagnostic systems work
in psychiatry. As is the case with AN, diagnoses in psychiatry are based on
a limited description of the disorder and ignore the more general impact on
the individual. Hebebrand et al. (2004) are critical of this and argue that the
criteria do 'not adequately describe the cardinal symptoms of this eating
disorder' (p.827) and propose a revised set of criteria. Palmer (2003)
summarises

issues to do with the present classification

systems,

acknowledging their utility for clinicians and researchers alike but also
highlighting their deficits and suggesting gaps to be filled. Key for this
study, though, is the question he poses around diagnosis in the case of
mental disorder:

'However it can be argued when the definition of mental disorder
relies upon the mental state - as it almost inevitably should - that
classificationbecomes more difficult. Can we really measure people's
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thoughts and feelings reliably and is it reasonable to expect that they
should fit neatly into categories? (p. 1)

Hepworth (1994) notes that diagnosis is fraught with problems, especially
'in psychiatric medicine, where "illness" is not easily observable' (p.183).
Ward and her colleagues (2003) note that even recent psychiatric
diagnostic systems have not addressed this problem. A classification
system that delineates specific behaviours and symptoms as indicating the
presence of a particular disorder will identify the absence of these as
representing recovery. One result of this is that recovery is equated to the
absence of symptoms. This is likely to underestimate what is actually
required for recovery, giving a premature suggestion that recovery has
been achieved while leaving the individual with AN confused and dealing
with the ongoing impacts of the disorder.

A further issue is the likely impact on treatment interventions and service
configuration of the limited description of recovering from AN. As the aim
would be to remove the signs and symptoms that reflect the diagnostic
criteria then treatment and service delivery is likely to prioritiseweight gain.
Waller (1993) outlines that 'Therefore the focus of both clinical practice and
research is on identifying the cluster of symptoms or behaviours - the
diagnosis'(p.75) In the past, treatment programmeshave been criticised for
focussing on weight gain (Shelley 1997a, Bruch 1982) and how they
achieved this. The 'one size fits all' approach that emphasisesweight gain
above all other goals obscures the individual needs of sufferers, promotes
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unnecessary focus just on weight as a measure of recovery to the
detriment of other interventions, and perpetuates the myth that restoring
physical well-being will result in a cure from the illness. Shelley suggests

that weight not be considered as a primary consideration in AN and
highlights the psychologicaland social aspects that exist for the individual
(Shelley 1997b). Such a view is supported by a study, which showed that
individuals who had restored their weight still had many of the
psychologicaland behaviouralcriteria associatedwith the disorder (Herzog
et al. 1993). Some individualswith experienceof the illness have written of
the humiliation they felt because of these practices, condemning their
inhumanity and ineffectiveness (Lawrence 1994, Hornbacher

1999).

Vandereycken (2003) in an article looking at the place of inpatient care in
the treatment of AN suggest that there is no consensus as to the when,
where or how and that the development of evidence based practice is
hampered by the paucity of research. Gowers et al. (2000) argue that the
negative effects of hospital treatment are often overlooked in the research
literature. They also raise the point that some of the features of those with
AN such as low self-esteem makes these individuals particularly vulnerable

to the negative effects of hospitalisation. Finally, Waller (1993) argues that
'Rigid application of diagnosis has contributed to the breakdown of the
potentially valuable relationship between research and clinical practice'
(p.86)

A second constraining influence relates to the leanings and the agenda of
the professional undertaking the research. There have been attempts in
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research to assess recovery using broader measures of psychosocial
functioning but these are predetermined by the researchers (Windauer
1993, Hsu et al. 1992, Maine 1985). Pike (1998) describes a group of
categories, which she labels 'psychosocial adjustment measures'. These
include criteria such as marital status, having children, occupational status
and level of academic achievement. She notes that adding these to
measures of recovery will broaden the areas considered when defining
outcome in AN. However, she remarks that it 'does not seem that these

categories were examined qualitatively' (p.344). As a result, she
recommendsthat 'the issue of general quality of life related to course and
outcome in AN warrants further study' (p.446). Other studies also
recognise the importance of psychosocial measures being included in the
measurement of recovery (Pettersen & Rosenvinge 2002, Noordenbos
1992). Equally important is the professional'sperspectiveon recovery from
AN in terms of its likelihood to occur. If they are influenced by a particular
view such as recovery from AN is not possible then their practice will be
affected by this. It is clear that the literature on outcome in AN is
pessimistic about the individuals chances. In addition, if the professional's
perspective and that of the patients are different then this too can lead to
difficulties as the two parties pursue different goals. As Jarman and
Walsh(1999) state ' These alternative theoretical perspectives give rise to
different recovery possibilities, and clinicians therefore need to be aware of
the impact and constraints of their own and their clients' beliefs about the
change process, especially if these are discrepant with one another'
(p.782)
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Another aspect of this is that in my clinical practice I observed that
recovery is not widely discussed within eating disorders services. This
seemed out of step with the stated aims and philosophy of those services
which were about helping people recover from their AN. Instead, the focus
was on weight, menstrual status and use of questionnaires that measured
frequency and intensity of the individuals' eating disordered symptoms.
There is a recognition anecdotally that other things are important if we are
to measure recovery but these are not captured or observed in any
structured way. Recently there has been a shift towards discussion of
motivation to change and the use of motivational interviewing techniques.
This shift in a way seeks to redress the neglect as it includes activities
designed to access the individual's view of themselves in the future without
AN. However, it does not enquire as to what would be involved to get
there.

What influences the absence of the patient's perspective?
What might be some of the reasons for the absence of the patient's voice
in the literature? The limited nature of the research available is one
influence, (Strober 2005, Tierney 2004, Palmer 2000) and the literature's
predominantly quantitative approach is another. A further influence relates
to the description of AN as egosyntonic (Vitousek et al. 1998) or
Amaddeningly egosyntonic' (Strober 2004). Tan et al. (2003) describe
degosyntonicity' as a phenomenon in which the individual experiences the
AN 'as being a part of themselves or their identity' (p.537). Given this
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characteristic it is argued that any observations made by the individual with
AN must be treated with caution. The earliest descriptions in the literature
of AN make reference to the attachment of the individual to the illness, a

scenario not remarked on for other illnesses, and note the tendency for
those with AN to deny that anything is wrong. In an early description of the
an individual being treated for AN, Charles Las6gue eloquently conveys
this idea 'Not only does she not sigh for recovery, but she is not ill-pleased
with her condition' (p. 151)

In more recent times Palmer and Treasure (1999), in an article on
developing specialist services for people with eating disorders, note that
individuals with AN do not readily adopt the sick role, have mixed feelings
about treatment and avoid attempts at helping them change. The concept
of ambivalence towards change in AN is well established in the literature
(Geller et al. 2001, Vitousek et al. 1998). A study by Serpell et al. (1999)
refers to the way individuals see their illness as both friend and enemy at
the same time and highlights the need for this to be accommodated in
providing treatment. Windauer et al. (1993) suggest that clinical efforts to
tackle this characteristic patient ambivalence should focus on re-stating the
resistance as a 'motivation issue' and utilising motivational enhancement
principles to address the problem. Motivational enhancement techniques
have been applied to the treatment of AN (Ward et al. 1996). However,
fear on the part of the individual that professionals present a threat to their
position is likely to result in behaviour that limits the impact of any

intervention proposed. One way to address this could be by building a
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relationship between the individual and helper with the characteristics of
2000).
(Newton
validation
and
acceptance, empathy
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for many medical disorders and the fact that the identification of these
becomes more sophisticated as technology progresses enables colleagues
in the acute medical sector to cross-reference the symptoms reported to
them with these markers. There are as yet no known markers for AN or for
many other mental illnesses. As practitioners, we therefore depend on
individuals to inform us about their internal experience in order to assess
and judge how best to help. The earlier caution expressed concerning the
information
The
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comment.
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implications for employing qualitative methodologies with individuals with
AN and other eating disorders. Thomsen et al. (2000) note that the
psychopathology of those with eating disorders, particularly the skewed
view of themselves and the world, poses a number of problems for
qualitative researchers concerned with the trustworthiness and credibility of
the studies undertaken with this population.
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Vitousek et al. (1991) asked whether individuals with AN might give
different responses to enquiries about recovery depending on how ill the
individual was. The literature at this stage had little to say on this but there
were related studies that responded to parts of this question. One study
(Griffiths et al. 1998), of individuals' attitude to bed rest as a treatment
intervention for AN, found that attitude to bed rest became less negative
the further away they were chronologically from the event itself. The
authors suggested that this was indicative of a change in attitude in the
process of getting better, as improvement in condition was necessary to

get off bed rest.

Related findings from studies, which sought the views of individuals
previously treated, suggest that those with eating disorders do recognise
the value of interventions that are compulsory when followed up later
(Newton et al. 1993a, Cockett 1992). These findings support the possibility
that participants may indeed report differently on their experiences at
different times.

Vitousek et al. (1991) also address in detail the challenges of attending to
the perspective of the individual with AN. They report that individuals

'Often refuse to concede that they suffer from a psychiatric disorder,
deflect enquiries into the nature and extent of their symptomatology
and decline attempts to assist them in recovering from it'. (p.648)
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The authors list two other factors as affecting self-report:
1. The effects of starvation on an individual's reporting of their experience;
2. Personality factors associated with individuals with AN, particularly a

desire to please others.
Vitousek et al. (1991) caution researchers about accepting at face value
the reports of individuals with eating disorders. However, they go on to
note that the researcher may be seen as a 'non-combatant' in the
individuals' struggle with their treatment team and therefore not a threat to
the individual or their current position. This perception of the researcher
could facilitate a more open and honest discussion as the individual feels
less pressure to conceal or hide aspects of their situation, which they
believe would either upset others or draw an argument about change.
Doing researchwith individualswith whom you also have a therapeuticrole
is ethically difficult, constrains the research relationship and militates
against openness. (I will discuss this further in the methodologysection.) In
my local area, it was important that those with whom I had had direct
clinical contact were excluded as participants from the study for ethical
reasons as well as to prevent any confusion about my role. The findings
above suggest that removing this confusion would lead to more openness
in the research relationship.

The standpoint of the professional/researcher
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Vitousek et al. (1991) raise the issue of the professional's belief system
and its likely impact on interaction with an individual with an eating
disorder. Pettersen & Roenvinge (2002) make the following point:

'It might be the case then, that when recovery from an eating disorder
is defined only by clinicians and researchers, important aspects of
recovery might be overlooked'. (p.62)

The professional's conceptualisation of causation and treatment will
influence how the interaction proceeds and conceivably how effective it
can be. The perspectives of individuals with AN and professionals are
informed in different ways. The former have an intimate personal
experienceof the disorder and its impact. The latter have a more detached
experience based on clinical and theoretical knowledge. Hepworth (1994)
describes how the way in which a professional 'knows' AN has a major
influence on how they relate to the individual with AN and what treatments
the professional will suggest or prescribe. Surgenor and her colleagues
(2002) suggest that it is of equal importance what the individual with AN
'knows' anorexia to be and how this relates to the self. The authors
suggest that such 'knowing' will have a major impact on the individual's
responseto the treatment offered and their approachto recovery.

Within the literature, a collaborative relationship is most often associated
with assisting the individual with AN towards recovery (Cockell et al. 2004,
Button & Warren 2001, Jarman & Watson 1998). Given that a prerequisite
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of such a relationship is a shared understanding of what work is needed,
the dangers of the differing perspectives is clear. Noordenbos & Seubring
(2006), in a study looking at patient and therapist perspectives on
recovery, demonstrated agreements in some areas but found that patients
identified 18 criteria for recovery as being more important than therapists'
whilst therapists identified just three. The criteria identified by patients
covered a range of areas, including psychological, emotional and social
issues, whilst the therapists' three criteria were all in the area of somatic
concerns. The authors conclude that 'more agreement about criteria for
recovery between patients and therapists is not only necessary but also
possible' (p.52).

Warnings expressed about undervaluing the voice of the individual with AN
are important not just for clinicians but also for qualitative researchers, who
must guard against the voice of the participant being overwritten by their
own views. The methodology chosen, grounded theory helps address this
and how it does so will be covered in the next chapter. Finally, Vitousek et
al. (1991) caution that not asking for the opinions of those with AN carries
the risk that the valuable contribution to be made by individuals with AN to
recovery will be missed. The possibility is raised that professionals could
be underestimating these individuals and 'that we stand to learn a great
deal from our subjects if we can begin to ask them the right questions in
the right ways' (p.663). This view is echoed by Maine (1985) who
concludes her own study by suggesting that, 'in essence these results
require that clinicians try harder than ever to listen to their anorexic
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patients, for as this study indicates they know a great deal about what they
need in order to recover from this life threatening illness' (p.54).

How accurate might individualswith AN be in reportingtheir clinical status?
There is limited literature on this. Button and Warren (2001) in a follow up
study of a cohort of individuals with AN 7.5 years after treatment found
congruence between the assessmentof 75% of their respondentsof their
recovery status and their correspondingscores on the criteria for judging
recovery employed in the study. Ratnasuriya (1991) reported a similar
finding. It is also possible that by not asking and not listening professionals
run the risk of sending out a message that those with AN have nothing
importantto say or offer in their recovery and that individualswith AN must
look to others for the answers they need. Such a message is likely to be
experienced as disempoweringwhen recovery demands the individual be
empoweredto increasethe likelihoodof change.

Returning to the

issue outlined

earlier

in the

chapter

regarding

explanations for lack of success in treatment, Pettersen & Rosenvinge
(2002) note that

'One problem with clinical judgements is a fundamental attribution

error which gives credit to the treatment for improvement and
attributes treatment failure to patient resistance, manipulation or
ambivalence' (p.61).
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I know from my clinical experience that individuals with AN are often
described as manipulative, particularly when it comes to reporting on
anything related to their weight and food intake. One risk with such a
description is that the professional, driven by assumptions about what
'anorexics' do, manipulating others as an example, seeks to avoid being
manipulated by exerting more control over the treatment process. When a
professional exerts control in this way a consequence is an undermining of
the sense of control experienced by the individual with AN. Jarman et al.
(1997), in a paper on the attitudes of professionals to this client group and
how such attitudes influence treatment; describe this phenomenon as a
psychological battle for control. The authors caution that a better
understanding of the role control plays in AN is necessary if we are to
avoid conflict in the therapeutic relationship. Button & Warren (2001) found
that a sense of control was of central importance to participants in their
study and recommend that, for treatment to be successful, individuals with
AN should have as much control over the process as possible.

Pettersen & Rosenvinge (2002) highlight other consequences of this
"fundamental attribution error, beginning with 'treatment conservatism'
whereby professionalscontinue with unhelpful interventions because they
blame the patient for the lack of success in treatment and not the
intervention. Secondly, there is 'an underscoring of patient resources'
(p.61) where the skills and ability of the individual with AN are ignored in
the process of recovery from the disorder or are regarded as irrelevant.
Thirdly, there is a 'failure to consider factors other than therapy in the
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recovery process' (p.61) which ignores the possible contribution of friends,
family and other non-healthcare related interventions in recovery. Treasure
& Schmidt (1999) report that there is no good evidence on the prognosis of
those with AN who do not attend formal medical care. However, Beresin et
al. (1989) found that their participants identified interpersonal relationships
as important to their recovery, but that these do not have to be part of a
treatment process and can be with friends and family. Woods (2004),
looking at untreated recovery from eating disorders found that the most
frequent source of help cited by those who defined themselves as

recovered was a helpful relationshipwith family and friends. Such findings
raise questions about the need for the traditional professional-patienttype
relationship in the recovery process from AN. They also suggest that
important aspects of recovery which participants can inform practitioners
about are not picked up or are only indirectly identified by present research
methods.

Noordenbos & Seubring (2006) pose the question as to whether individuals
with eating disorders can fully recover or whether professionals involved in
the field have to accept that these individuals will always be vulnerable to
relapse or to retaining aspects of the AN. In response, the authors suggest
that such a conclusion can only be accepted when individuals have
6received the best possible treatment and follow up care' (p.51). Therefore
greater attention should be paid to the characteristics of the treatment
offered, such as the skills and training of the professionals delivering the
treatment, the appropriateness of treatment offered, the model of service
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delivery, service availability or timing of the intervention. However, even
these actions are likely to miss some of the factors that affect how
treatment is experienced by the individual. Greenwood and colleagues,
looking at satisfaction with psychiatric inpatient services and their
relationship to patient and treatment factors, reported that two thirds of
respondents to the survey reported adverse events whilst in treatment
(Greenwood et al. 1999). Gowers et al. (2000) looked at the outcome of
treatment for adolescents with AN and reported that inpatient treatment
may be associated with poorer outcome and iatrogenic effects. Such
experiences may have an impact on future healthcare choices made by the
individual with AN. If treatments have been unhelpful, this is likely to
influence the individuals' willingness to risk a repetition of the experience
and lead to lower confidence in the usefulness of the treatment. I am
aware from my clinical practice that individuals do have these types of
experiences. Another concern is the impact of what might be described as
a 'failed treatment' on the individuals and their families/carers. Such
experiences could undermine the individuals' confidence in tackling the
disorder whilst those closest to them may be disappointed or angry that
initial responses to treatment are not sustained. Any of these will have
implications for future treatment decisions as well as assessments of likely
success or failure.

Parameters of the preliminary literature review
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My first research proposal leant itself to a quantitative approach. I had
collected

data

in

the

form

of

physiological

measurements

and

questionnaires measuring the frequency and intensity of eating disorders
and other symptoms. These were taken on admission and discharge from
individuals who underwent inpatient treatment within an eating disorders
service over a three-year period. My initial literature search, using the
keywords 'anorexia nervosa', 'eating disorders', 'recovery' and 'outcome',
was carried out in line with this initial proposal. Databases searched were
CINAHL, Medline, Psychinfo, British Nursing Index, EMBASE, Allied and
Complimentary Medicine and King's Fund.

As the study progressed, my engagement with the literature and my clinical
experience combined to influence my decision to move away from the
original proposal towards one addressing the perspective on recovery held
by the individual with AN. I knew that the set of measures employed within
the service were unsatisfactory because I saw individuals restore weight to
a healthy level, display reduced intensity in symptoms as measured on the
in
later
be
then
need of
months
questionnaires, and
readmitted some
further treatment. The altered focus in study prompted a change in
research method and had implications for my relationship with the
literature, which I will cover in the next chapter.

At this stage, my choice of grounded theory (Glaser & Strauss 1967)
placed strictures on the scope of my initial venture into the literature. I had
to make decisions as to what areas I would or would not engage with at the
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start of the project. I planned to avoid the possibility of prejudicing my
research through exposure to concepts of recovery in the literature, other
than those, I carried myself, before I had collected and begun to analyse
the data. However, I needed to refer to the literature to confirm my intuition
that the perspective of the individual with AN was limited and to avoid the
possibility of duplicating research already done. A further literature search
was undertaken using the keywords as before but adding 'patient's
perspective' and 'recovered individuals' as extra key words. This produced
significant duplication of the original search but generated new studies as
well. Some (for example, Garrett 1997, Hsu et aL 1992, Beresin 1989)
were easily identified as being from the perspective of the individual with
AN and were not read but were retained for the analysis section of my
study. As my study progressed, I became aware of other studies from the
perspective of the individual with AN (Weaver et al. 2005, Hardin 2003a,
Tozzi et al. 2003). In grounded theory, an ongoing dialogue with the
literature is seen as an integral part of the method. As these studies
emerged during the analysis and the concepts arising from the data were
at a stage when comparison with the literature was appropriate, I then
chose to incorporate the studies into this dialogue.

Another group of studies emerged from the literature search in which
researchers asked participants' views on the success and failure of
treatment (Finfgeld 2002, Windauer et al. 1993, Lemberg & May 1991,
Purgold 1987, Maine 1985). Some of these studies showed what
individuals believed had helped them to recover from their illness, or were
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reviews of other studies about influences on recovery and markers of
recovery. The design of the studies, however, was usually in the form of a
survey or a review of other studies. Such designs limit the information
available to the areas covered in the survey document or the studies in the
review. This does not allow for a 'thick' or in-depth description of the
phenomenon in the study. Furthermore, the participants were chosen on
the basis that they had completed treatment and were being followed up to
assess their response to the treatments. Although treatments might have
contributed to recovery and could relate in some ways to characteristics of

recovery from their perspective, there was no attempt in the studies to
describe either the nature or process of recovery in detail. I was interested
in the individuals' experienceof recovery from AN from their viewpoint and
not only if they were recovered.

I decided not to review any of the literature in the general area of recovery
from mental illness from the perspective of the sufferer at this point
because this might have had a prejudicial effect on my data collection.
Glaser & Strauss (1967) advise researchers not to be directed by the
literature but to realise that their own data have priority.

There are other forces at work, which promote listening to those with
experience of illness. In the NHS in the UK there is increasing pressure to
include carers as well as those who are ill in all aspects of healthcare.The
idea of including individuals with an illness and their carer in the care
planning process is gradually becoming more acceptable, and recent
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developments encourage involvement in service planning, design and
delivery (DOH 1999a, 1999b, 1999c). Such involvement requires that
professionals ascertain individuals' views on not just the treatment they
need, or have had, but also their definitions of recovery or good outcome
and goals for treatment. Asking individuals for this information should
enable them to influence the focus of interventions at an earlier stage and
so increase the individual nature of their care and treatment. Hanley (2000)
highlights the challenges and benefits of such involvement.

All of these developments have arisen in the context of general medicine
and have then been applied the area of mental health. The obstacles that
exist around the idea of the 'expert patient' in the acute sector are added to
by the peculiarities of the mental health field. Issues such as capacity,
informed consent, and the stigma associated with mental health problems
and traditional models of practice have posed their own particular problems
to practitioners in the mental health field when responding to these
initiatives. Yet without these policy directives, such challenges may go
unaddressed. The flow of resources will have an impact on service delivery
models and those services that genuinely seek to involve users and carers
may be rewarded for their efforts.

Summary
The literature therefore demonstrates that:
1. AN is a serious, debilitating illness and the outcome of treatment is
unimpressive and has not changed in the second half of the twentieth
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century. These factors pose a serious challenge to the concept of
recovery from AN to professionals, individuals with AN and carers.
2. There is no consensus about the definition and measurement of

recovery in AN which hinders progress in describing what recovery is,
research into understanding recovery and the analysis of the existing
literature.
3. Measurement of recovery has been criticised for focussing too narrowly
on eating behaviour and weight restoration. Although more recently

psychosocial criteria have been used to extend the measurements
these have not often been studied qualitatively.
4. The voice of individuals with AN is present in a limited way and found
mainly in the area of satisfaction with treatment received. Their voice is
restricted to commenting on those areas predetermined as important by
the researcher. There is an acknowledgement that too great a reliance
on a professional perspective on recovery may lead to important
aspects of recovery being missed. This lack of evidence is another
restriction on the understanding of the nature of recovery in AN.

5. Individuals with AN often value aspects of the disorder and are
ambivalent about accepting help. These characteristicshave an impact
on whether an individual with AN seeks treatment, how treatment is
respondedto and how treatment will or will not influence recovery from
AN.
6. In the field of eating disorders, there is a dilemma as to how much to
trust the voice of the individual with AN. Some authors suggest that the
disorder means that the individual's view is less dependable and should
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not be taken at face value when commenting on their disorder and its
treatment. Others suggest that the individuals' contribution is essential
and that we underestimate how important it is in recovery. This is also
an important consideration

for researchers employing qualitative

methods.
7. Professionals working in the field of eating disorders have to be aware
of how their own views and beliefs affect the interaction with the
individual with an eating disorder if they are to better help the

individualsrecover.Again, this is relevantfor the qualitative researcher.
8. In mental health, professionalsdepend largely on what people tell them
of the experienceof mental illness to determinewhat to do next to help.
9. An empathic, collaborative and affirming relationship is important in
recovery from AN. This does not have to be with a professionaland can
involve family and friends. Achieving this can be hard for professionals
particularly if the caution outlined in (7) above is not heeded.

1O.Recent government policy within the NHS in the UK instructs
professionals to involve individuals with illness in all decisions about

care and in how services are to be developed. There are particular
challenges to delivering this in mental health practice given the
discrimination and stigma suffered by those with mental health
problems.

Taking into account all of the above, my research question therefore
addresses an area of need. There is a lack of consensus about the nature
of recovery, and the limited presence of the voice of those who have
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experienced AN impoverishes the understanding of recovery available.
There have been few attempts to describe the process of recovery; the
focus has been more on explaining how the individual got there or on
describing the end state of recovery following treatment interventions.

This study aims to discover what individuals with experience of AN think
about recovery and its meaning, to bring their thoughts, observations and
beliefs to the literature, and to engage in a dialogue with it. To do this, a
qualitative method will allow me to investigate in such a way as to capture

the individuals' stories in as much detail as possible. However, I do not
want just a description of recovery; I want to examine the data that
emerges, compare it with the existing literature and search for explanatory
concepts.With these, I can then identify any implicationsthere might be for
clinical practice and use these to suggest changes or modificationsthat will
be of benefit to those who present for care and treatmentfor AN. How best
to achieve these aims and to ensure that the outcome would be credible to
colleagues and participants alike became the literal starting point of this
study.

Research aim
The aim of the study is to explore recovery from AN from the perspective of
individuals who have experience of it, in order to develop a grounded
theory and examine its implications for practice.
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Chapter 2: Methodology

Introduction

The overall aim of this study was to understand the participants' view of
following
the
(AN).
To
this,
from
achieve
anorexia nervosa
recovering
objectives were pursued:
1. To gather accounts of recovering from AN from those with experience
of the disorder;
2. To explore the ideas and theory emerging from the data collection in a
systematic way;
3. To analyse the findings in relation to the data and the existing literature
in order to develop theory;
4. To identify potential implications and evaluate them in relation to
clinical practice.
These objectives are related to the nature of the task I wanted to
In
the
I
how
influenced
the
research.
went about
choice of
undertake and

this chapter, I will outline my choice of research paradigm and research
to
description
the
I
detailed
process
of
research
method. will also provide a
allow the reader to track my direction and to address some of the criticisms
directed at the methodology.The data collection method and process will
be outlined, as will the data analysis. However, I begin this chapter with a
discussion of the ethical issues that arise when undertaking research in
general and some, which were specific to the context of my study.
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Ethics
A researcher is required to address very specific ethical, safety and
confidentiality issues. This is even more pertinent when the participants in
the research are vulnerable, as was the case in this study by virtue of their
experience of AN. The vulnerabilities occur in a number of areas and arise
because of the unequal power relationship between participants and
researchers, concerns about capacity to consent, their position of needing
clinical care, risk of harm and issues of confidentiality. The responsibility
rests with the researcher to be aware of these issues and to act at all times
in an ethical manner to ensure that no harm comes to those who agree to
participate, including the researcher. They must also ensure that the
research is appropriate.

Christians (2005) suggests four key areas that make up codes of ethics.
The first of these is 'informed consent', which involves voluntary
participation devoid of any physical or psychological coercion and consent
that is based on full and open information about the project. The second is
related to the first in that insisting on informed consent means that
'deception' has no part in social science research. The third is 'privacy and
confidentiality' and relates to maintaining the anonymity of participants and
protecting against disclosure of private information that could cause harm.
The fourth relates to 'accuracy' and refers to the data being true to the
sources from which it came and not contrived or false in any way. Outlined
below are some of the steps that I took to address the first three of these
issues. I will return to the fourth later in the chapter.
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My past experience of being a participant in a study left me acutely aware
of the vulnerabilities that can be experienced by participants. This
emphasised for me how important the relationship between the researcher

and participant is and how dependent the participants are on the
researcher to protect them from any harm. Identifying and addressing
possible causes of harm are essential in the research process and this
was enabled through the process of securing ethical approval from the
local research and ethics committee and my own organisation's research
and developmentcommittee.These committees provided frameworks that
encouraged me to consider the risks to prospective participantsas well as
myself and to develop interventionsto remove or manage these. They also
provided the assurance that the study would be reviewed by an external
body, giving the opportunity to address possible problems with the
proposalfrom the start. Initially, the process appeareddaunting becauseof
my anxiety about it and my inexperienceconcerningthe system. However,
as the process proceeded,my view altered to one appreciativeof its role in
protecting participants and me from any harm, intended or unintended.
(See appendixA for ethics applicationform)

Informed consent
Smith (1992) states that 'The informed consent is considered to be one of
the means by which a patient's rights are protected' (p.99) and as such is
central to protecting prospective participants. Consent needs to be
informed in that the individual has to be given enough information about
the study and their role within it in order to make the decision. This is not
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always easily achieved; in the case of this study where the topic was clear,
the methodology chosen allowed for flexibility in terms of where the data
might take the investigation. Thus, there were limits to informing
prospective participants about the study in its entirety because it was not
known at the outset. To address this, participants need to know that they
can withdraw from the study at any time without any impact on their care
and that there are support mechanisms in place should they need them.
The study included both of these interventions partly for this reason and

partly for others which I list elsewherein this section.

Another important aspect of consent relates to the individual's reasons for
taking part in the study. They must not feel coerced to participate for any
reason, such as concerns about what impact a refusal might have on their
care and treatment or feeling obliged to help a member of their treatment
team. Equally, a decision to participate should not be because they
anticipate more favourable treatment (Munhall & Oiler 1986). Given that I
was undertaking this research in an area with which I was familiar, such
considerations were particularly relevant to this study. Butler (2003)
highlights a number of areas to be considered when undertaking research
in your place of work, such as recruitment, data validity, data analysis and
role conflict/confusion, and these are considered in relation to participants
and colleagues.

As a first step, I decided that no individual I was in direct clinical contact
with, or had been in the past, would be asked to participate in the study.
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Through this, I hoped to reduce the risks of coercion to participate because
of a wish to please me or to influence treatment decisions in a positive
way. Equally, non-participation would carry fewer fears of having a
negative impact on treatment. This decision, although necessary, excluded
a large group of prospective participants by virtue of my significant
therapeutic role within the local service. As such, it slowed the process of
recruitment significantly and was one reason for adaptations to the study
design outlined later. This decision also served to prevent any confusion
arising as to what my role was in relation to individuals in the service
because they did not have to decide whether I was their key worker or a
researcher during meetings. Another advantage commented on by
Vitousek (1991) was the likely effect on data validity given that the
separation of researcher from treatment team increases the likelihood of
participants being more open. In addressing Butler's concerns about data
analysis, the fact that the study was not exploring any treatment carried
out by the team or its outcome, I was under no pressure to analyse the
data in a way that showed us in a good light.

There is another aspect to role confusion inherent in the clinicianresearcher role, as discussed by Schutz (1994). She notes that the issue
of concern is 'the establishmentof detachmentand objectivity' (p.413) and
the 'transition from the previous role to that of the researcher' (p.413). The
establishment of such objectivity is, in my view impossible, because I
cannot separate myself from my experiences and knowledge of the field.
More than this, I would not wish to do so because I believe it would
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devalue the whole process. Because this also relates to my choice of
methodology, I will address this question more fully in that section.

Notwithstandingsome of the above, an information sheet about the study
was prepared (see Appendix B). This sheet provided all the information
about the study that prospective participants would need to assist them in
making an informed decision about whether or not to participate. It
included:

1. Advice to discuss the study and their participationwith their GP as well
as friends and family;
2. Guidance to a body independent of the organisation I worked for called

Consumersfor Ethics in Research (CERES), as well as to the National
Health Service (NHS) in the UK in general, if they wanted further
informationabout participatingin research;
3. Details of myself, the organisations I was connected with and an offer

to participantsto discuss the research further with either my colleagues
or myself;

4. An outline of what exactly they would have to do if they became
involved in taking part in the study;
5. An emphasis on the voluntary nature of participation, the importance of
consent and that refusing to participate and/or dropping out of the

research at any time would have no impact to the care they would

receive;
6. The issue of confidentiality and how this would be protected.
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The last of these relates to another area of potential harm to participants:
the handling of the information they provide whilst in the study. In my
professional life, I am required to adhere to strict legal and professional
guidelines on the handling and use of confidential information as produced
by the professional bodies governing my professional life, my employer
and government

legislation

(Nursing and Midwifery

Council 2002,

Department of Health 2001a, 2001b, Royal College of Nursing 2004). 1
saw no reason not to apply such standards to the handling of the
information provided in this study. It was imperative that the prospective
participants were guaranteed that they could not be identified in the data
and that they were fully aware of what would happen to the information
they provided and how it would be used.

To ensure anonymity, all participantswere allocated a study number that
appeared on the tapes and transcripts. Thus, the first participant was
allocated study number 341, the next 342 and so on to 351. Later in the
study, the quotes are followed by the study number to identify them. A list
of study numbers with corresponding participants' contact details were
kept separate from the tapes and transcripts. This was so that I could
supply participantswith copies of their interview transcripts if they wanted,
to contact them for clarification or to invite them for a further interview. I
removed any identifiableinformationthat came up on the tapes when I first
listened to them. The individual who transcribed the tapes lived out of the
area in which the research took place. All participantswere informed of the
location and surname of the individual and asked if it caused them any
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concerns about confidentiality. None did so. Participants were assured that
any excerpts from their interview used in the study would be anonymised
so that they would not be identifiable anywhere within the study or in any
publications arising from the study. Finally, to ensure safe storage of the
tapes and transcripts, they are kept in a locked box in a locked drawer to
which only I have the key, either in my office at work or in my desk at
home.

Participating in research always has a cost for participants, in terms of
time, inconvenience or impacting on private events. Acknowledging this
and the vulnerabilities of the participants outlined earlier, an important
consideration for researchers is how to provide support to a participant
should it become necessary.When individualsare asked to reflect on their
experiences, bringing to mind information from a different time to inform
the view they wish to share in the present, they may experience distress.
Although the study was designed to explore participants' views on
recovery from AN which, in my view, limited the scope for distress, I could
not be certain. Therefore, participants were made aware of the following
arrangements:
1. As a therapist, I would utilise the skills I had to assess the situation in

the interview and immediately afterwards, and to monitor it for any
distress. If any should appear, I would give immediatesupport and then
work with the participant to decide on the next steps required.
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2. Alternatively, or additionally, support was either provided from their key
worker or another identified person, if they did not have a key worker at
this time or preferred to speak to someone else.

3. My contact details were available to all participants and I could be
contacted after the event to arrange support if needed.
4. Alternatively, participants could contact one of the support agencies for
those with eating disorders in the community, details of which were
provided.

All of the above were designed to enhance the protection of participants
from any harm attributable to their participation in the study, both during it
and after it was completed.They were also designed to address Christians
(2005) concerns about informed consent, deception and privacy and
confidentiality.

Methodology and Procedures
The aim of the study is to explore recovery from AN from the perspective of
individuals who have experience of it, in order to develop a grounded
theory and examine its implications for practice.

The subject matter of the study determined the choice of research
paradigm and method. The initial choice of research paradigm was
simplified by the characteristics inherent in quantitative and qualitative
work. Elliott et al. (1999) describe the aim of qualitative research to be the
understanding and representation of 'the experiences and actions of
people as they encounter, engage and live through situations' (p.215). The
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authors go on to stress that the understandings developed in the research
are based as much as possible on the perspectives of the participants
being studied. My motivation was to develop a better understanding of
recovering from the perspective of those with experience of AN.

Quantitative methods, with their emphasis on establishing causal
relationshipsor exploring existing hypotheses,neither of which I had, were
not suited to this research project. Buston and her colleagues (1998) state
that, 'Rather than taking a reductionist view of the subject in order that
events can be measured, the holistic nature of the qualitative approach
allows preservation of complexities, so that their nature can be explored
and better understood' (p.197). Strauss & Corbin (1998) describe
qualitative methods as an ideal way to gather data about phenomenathat
are hard to access using conventionalresearch methods.

Streubert-Speciale

& Carpenter (2007) highlight key characteristics

emphasised by qualitative researchers, amongst which are the beliefs that
there are multiple realities and that the researcher is an active participant
in the research process. I referred to the latter previously when discussing
the idea of role conflict while carrying out work in a familiar setting.
Speciale & Carpenter then emphasise the issue of achieving objectivity
and the transition into the role of the researcher. However, I do not believe

that I can separate myself from my experiences.The ideas for this study
emerged from just such experience and knowledgeand I saw advantages
to this being part of the process. Schutz (1994), in her article exploring the
subjective approach in qualitative research, highlights that such
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subjectivity is noted in the literature but is 'rarely acknowledged as a
valuable aspect of the research' (p.413). She goes on to suggest that
subjective experience and knowledge when working in a familiar setting
both
knows
in
'one
the
be
that
and
can
parameters
can
advantageous
work within them and use them to recognise valuable data' (p.414). This
has some similarity with the concept of 'theoretical sensitivity' that I will
come back to in the next section when outlining my choice of qualitative
method.

I am aware that these experiences could affect the findings of the study
through my pre-existing ideas or concepts about recovery coming to
dominate the themes emerging from the participants' perspectives.
However,the open acknowledgementof my prior experienceallows me to
be better able to put it aside during the process of data collection. In
addition, by acknowledgingit, I provide the reader of the research with an
them
to
influenced
has
thereby
enabling
outline of what
my position,
is
key
here
that
it.
The
decisions
this
about
consider
when making
qualitative methods fit best in terms of meeting the objectives of the study.
In the next section on my choice of method, characteristicsof the method,
which are designed to address this concern with the researcher's impact
on the data, are outlined.

Grounded theory
Of the qualitative methods available to be used, grounded theory (Glaser &
Strauss 1967) seemed best suited to achieve all of the stated objectives of
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the study. In common with other qualitative methodologies, the starting
position for grounded theory is 'not to begin with theory and then set out to
test it, but to begin with an area of enquiry and allow whatever is
theoretically

relevant

to emerge'

(Strauss

& Corbin

1990, p.23).

Meanwhile, Wimpenny & Gass (2000) argue that'the generation of theory
is the principal aim, to be achieved in the absence of an a priori conceptual
framework or hypothesis' (p. 1486). As I did not have an existing
hypothesis to test and was interested in what recovery meant to the
participants grounded theory seemed a good candidate. It also provided
for the generation of a theory, which was another objective of the study.

Grounded theory as Cutcliffe (2000) notes, is 'rooted in symbolic
interactionism wherein the researcher attempts to determine what
symbolic meanings, artefacts, clothing, gestures and words have for
groups of people as they interact with one another' (p.1477). Charmaz
(2006) elaborates, stating that 'this perspective assumes that individuals
are active, creative, and reflective and that social life consists of
processes' (p.189). As a result of the above, grounded theory is able to
both describe and explain the system or behaviourunder study.

There are other characteristics of grounded theory, which support its
selection as the method. Strauss & Corbin (1998) state that a grounded
theory is 'one which is derived from data, systematically gathered and
analysed through the research process' (p.12). Charmaz (1990) elaborates
further, noting that it is the 'researchers commitmentto analyse what they
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actually observe in the field or in the data' (p. 1162) that results in the
groundedness of the results. In this method, the researcher is required to
synchronise the collection of data and its analysis, which enables themes

and concepts that emerge to shape further data collection and theoretical
development. This process is known as constant comparison and I will
discuss it further in the data analysis.

One impact of this is that, as the research progresses, data collection

becomes more focussed and specific (Holloway & Wheeler 2002). This
systematic approach to data collection and analysis, combined with the
developmental nature of the theory generation, is unique to grounded

theory. This combination of flexibility, in terms of pursuing themes that
emerge as the research progresses, with the structure of procedures to
guide analysis, suited my study well. I have found it reassuringto have the
guidance that is inherent in this approachto qualitative research.

A further strength of having such structure is that it helps to demonstrate

what has happened in the research process so that readers can follow the
route the researcher has taken. This is relevant in that it addresses the
dependability of the research, which in turn, adds to its credibility. Buston
et al. (1998) discuss the quantitative assumption of 'an unchanging world
in which replication is possible, and support the idea of reliability as a
measure of the quality of a study. In the qualitative paradigm,the notion of
the social context always changing means that the concept of replication is
flawed' (p.198). However, in pursuit of quality in qualitative research, the
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authors go on to suggest that the researcher demonstrates dependability
by maintaining a clear record of the research process and its outcomes to
assist other researchers to follow an audit trail. A further advantage is that
it enables a view to be taken on how the research procedures were
followed. All of this adds to the credibility of the findings and enhances
their acceptability.

A further concept in grounded theory relevant to the study's objectives is
that of 'theoretical sensitivity'. Strauss & Corbin (1990) describe it as
Ireferring to the attitude of having insight, the ability to give meaning to the
data, the capacity to understand and capability to separate the pertinent
from that which isn't' (p.42). Holloway & Wheeler (2002) further note that
there is a variety of sources for this sensitivity and that 'it can emerge from
experience and reading built up over time' (p. 156). In line with this
concept, my 15 years' clinical experience and knowledge of the literature
in the field of eating disorders are construed as positively contributing to
the research process and would form a core of such theoretical sensitivity.
In a sense, this makes a virtue of the experience and knowledge I bring to
the research and acknowledges that these will have an impact on the data.

Preliminary literature review
I discussed the circumstances of the preliminary literature review in my
introduction. This review was combined with my clinical knowledge and
experience to produce the research proposal. As such, I think the review is
more appropriately placed there amongst the factors that contributed to the
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emergence of the proposal as opposed to its more traditional positioning
within this section.

When reading the literature to help in deciding which method to employ, it
emerged that there are a number of different approaches to grounded
theory. Lack (2003) writes that this could be a characteristic of grounded
theory's flexibility, with researchers adapting the original grounded theory
method (Glaser & Strauss 1967) to the setting they are researching.Even
the founders, Glaser and Strauss, have diverged in their views of what
grounded theory is. Glaser (1992) has stated that the method proposed by
Strauss and Corbin is not grounded theory but another method altogether.
A number of authors discuss this divergence in views (Duchscher &
Morgan 2004, Cutcliffe 2000, Hickey 1997, Melia 1996) and emphasisethe
differences, particularly the 'emergence vs. forced debate'. Duchscher &
Morgan (2004) conclude that there are significant differences in the two
approaches.As such, researchersshould be clear which they are following
if they are to avoid contributing to the erosion of grounded theory as a
research method (Stern 1994). In this study, I followed the Strauss &
Corbin model of grounded theory but agree with Lack (2003) that
separatingGlaser completelyfrom the method is very difficult.

Participants
Choosing participants for a grounded theory study is usually guided by the
principle of theoretical sampling. This sampling procedure is described by
Glaser (1978) as being sampling driven by the data emerging from the
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analysis, which guides the researcher to what data to collect next and
where it might be found. Thus, the emerging theory determines the
characteristics of further data collection and assists the researcher in
developing depth in the data. However, my initial sample was determined
by virtue of wanting to speak to individuals with experience of AN, which
more closely resembles the concept of purposeful sampling.

Coyne (1997) draws attention to the confusion and overlap that exists
between theoretical sampling and purposeful sampling, warning of the
risks this poses to researchers. She describes the latter method as the
identification of a group of participants who can provide the researcher
with information about the central issues that are important to the aims of
the study. Thus, the participants are chosen on purpose because of their
special knowledge. It is clear from Glaser (1978) that, in the initial stages
of a study, a researcher would seek out those who were in the best
position to inform them about the phenomenon. From there, further
sampling would be guided by the themes and concepts emerging from the
data. Charmaz (2006) emphasises that there is a difference between this
initial sampling and theoretical sampling, describing them as, 'Initial
sampling in grounded theory is where you start, whereas theoretical
sampling directs you where to go' (p. 100). However, there is an
inconsistency here it would appear that my sampling strategy would be
best described as comprising an initial purposeful sampling stage followed
by theoretical sampling, a position shared with Lack (2003).
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Another aspect of the sampling was that I -deliberately chose not to focus
solely on those who were recovered by excluding those who continued to
have AN from the sample. I did this for a number of reasons but mainly
because I was interested in recovery from AN from the individual's

perspective.As discussed in the introduction,problems exist with both the
under- and over-reporting of recovery in the literature, and this makes
identification of a recovered group difficult. I would also be more likely to
replicate the problem I was trying to avoid. Also, if I excluded those who
were still ill from the study, it would mean that their perceptionof recovery
would be missing from any theory that emerged, leaving it relevant only to
those who had recoveredand thereby limiting its use.

Including both those with the disorder and those who had recoveredfrom it
allowed for a greater range of data on the process to be collected.
Including their views would also counter the charge levied at the literature
in the introduction, that the interests of the professionals and academic
researchers who carry out the research drive definitions of recovery.
However, some caution is needed when including those who have AN in
the sample. As discussed in the introduction, the 'egosyntonic' nature of
AN calls into question the self report of individuals with AN, which poses
problems for qualitative researcherswho are concernedwith the credibility
of their analysis and findings (Bell 2004, Pike 1998, Vitousek et al. 1991).
Vitousek et al. (1991) outline two other cautions: the impact of starvation
on the capacity to participate in the study and concern that individualswith
AN are overly compliant and eager to please. For outpatients, I attempted
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to minimise the former by contacting interested participants' general
practitioner (GP) to see if the GP had any objections to this on physical or
psychological grounds (none did). For inpatients, I sought the views of the
medical and nursing staff caring for the individuals prior to approaching
any prospective participants.

Vitousek and her colleagues (1991) make suggestions as to how to deal
with the two concerns they raise. They argue that the separation of the

clinician and researcher roles can help. When the participant is discussing
the AN with the researcher,'some may even welcome such interactionsas
an opportunity to talk more about their experiences without incurring the
risk that their admissions will be used in evidence against a defended
position' (pp.655-656). The authors also suggest that participants who
have AN have much to offer in terms of insights into AN and recovering
from it. Thomsen et al. (2000), in addressingthe same issue, suggest that
the use of member checks is important. Researchers should ask
participants to review emerging data and theory via follow-up meetings to
see if it reflects their experience. The authors- also suggest that
researchersshould discuss findings with colleagueswho have experience
in the area of study for a similar purpose. I undertook both of these steps.
First, I had further meetings with four participants to seek their views on
the theory that emerged and to see if it reflected their experience.Second,
I shared drafts of the emerging theory with colleagues both within my own
service and with colleagues elsewhere. I included the latter for two
reasons, one to address any impact my position as an influential person
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within the local service may have had on my colleagues and two to check
that individuals with a different service philosophy would recognise the
concepts emerging from the study. They all provided helpful comments.
However, I was mindful that their comments did not dominate the
perspectives of participants rather they supported continuing with data

collection.

As a result of where I was recruiting, participants interviewed at both sites

were initially in treatment for AN. As the interviews progressed, it became
clear that the emerging data suggested interviewing individuals who
described themselves as recovered as well as those who remained ill if I
was to capture the process of recovery in detail. Questions that emerged
included: Does recovery remain as difficult as initial participants suggested
at the start do? Alternatively, did it become less difficult as recovery
progressed? These questions could only be answered by those further
along the recovery process or by those who had recovered to a certain
point and had now relapsed to the extent that they required regular active
treatment. Even in this case, a question emerges about what contributed
to relapse from recovery. Equally, would those who were recovered
describe their experiences differently as they would now have hindsight?

The sample consisted of ten women and one man. Such a ratio is in
keeping with the reported prevalence in the population at large. Seven of
the participants were recruited locally; the other four participants came
from the extended area of the study. All participantswere white and aged
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18 or over. Given that the study was focussed on the perspective of
recovery from AN by those with experience of the disorder, rather than
comparisons between them, further characteristics of the sample were not
required. For practical reasons, follow-up interviews were possible only
with local participants, to which four agreed. As mentioned previously,
these interviews were to explore concepts emerging in the data and to act
as member checks to discover if they recognised the ideas and themes
emerging in the study.

Recruitment
Strauss & Corbin (1998) note that, when a researcher is choosing a
sample, they need to consider the practical implicationsof issues such as
'location of participants, how many there are going to be, resources
available and the goals of the research' (p.204). Some of these issues are
addressed in the ethics section, others are covered in this section, and the
remainderare discussed in the section on data collection.

Initial recruitment took place from the eating disorders service where I
worked and which served those in the local populationaged 18 years and
over. I began data collection in 2003 and, as noted earlier, the rate of
recruitmentwas very slow. One responseto this was to expand the area of
recruitment to a neighbouringservice, which also covered adults aged 18
and over. Locally, I discussed the study with my colleagues, emphasising
to them the voluntary nature of participation.I then asked them to offer the
study informationsheet to all individualswith a diagnosis of AN, or atypical
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versions of it, on their caseloads. There were no explicit exclusion criteria,
aside from the individual being too physically ill to participate or being
unable to speak or understand English. Given the slow recruitment, which I
discussed with my colleagues, I became aware that some were excluding
prospective participants for reasons irrelevant to the study, such as how
good an informant they would be or length of time the person had been ill.
Because I was interested in what individuals with experience of the illness
thought about recovering, I spoke to them all again and asked that they
offer all prospective participants a copy of the information sheet, which
they agreed to do. I repeated the introduction to the study with the
colleagues in the new area, and used my knowledge of the informal
exclusion criteria adopted by my colleagues locally to avoid this situation
happening again.

Data Coflection

As suggested by Strauss & Corbin (1998), another area that guides
sampling is the data collection methods to be utilised. To achieve the
objectives of this study, I needed to capture rich descriptions of recovery
from the participants. Interviews are a well-used method to achieve this.
Kvale (1996) states that 'it should not be forgotten that interviews are
particularly suited for studying people's understanding of the meanings in
their lived world, describing their experiences and self understanding, and
clarifying and elaborating their own perspective on their lived world'
(p. 105). There are a number of different types of interview and, in the
literature; different names are given to similar interviewing strategies.
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Wimpenny

&

Gass

(2000)

differentiate

between

structured

and

unstructured interviews, with the latter having a general guide for the
interviewer. This resembles the semi-structured interview referred to by
other authors (Holloway & Wheeler 2002) and best describes the approach
I took. Interviews also provide the opportunity to clarify instantly issues that
arise and allow flexibility in terms of time allocated to explore the same
issues. I found these to be advantageous as I was able to pursue leads,
which emerged with participants there and then as opposed to having to
contact them again later. Therefore, in keeping with my objectives, I
decided that a semi-structured interview offered the best means of data
collection for this project.

In the quantitative paradigm, the sample size is linked inextricably to the
concept of generalisability of the findings. Thus, the nature, number and
characteristics of the participants are recorded to inform readers of the
applicability of the study's results to other settings. There are criticisms of
qualitative researchers whose sample sizes are regarded as being too
small to provide generalisable results. As Elliott et al. (1999) point out; the
root of this criticism lies in the different philosophies of knowledge
generation subscribed to by qualitative and quantitative researchers. The
size of the sample in qualitative research is small but the data collected
generates what Geertz (1973) calls a 'thick description' of the situation or
behaviour being studied. Such descriptions, with their depth and detail,
offer different insights into the phenomenon being studied. I was seeking
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this type of description but I was equally concerned with the development
of theory and the acceptability of the results.

For this study the initial interviews following analysis, produced themes
and concepts that were followed up in subsequent interviews. Figure 2.1
provides a diagrammatical representation of the sampling process.
Figure 2.1

Diagram of the sampling process
Initial Interviews(3)
Themes
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L
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I
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I

Memberchecks

Saturation

aber Checks
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Uni-directional arrows indicate the direction of progress in the sampling
process. Bi-directional arrows indicate a movement back and forward
between these sources of data throughout the process and reflect the
constant comparison of emerging themes and concepts with previous data
to check for fit. Following the initial 3 participant interviews, which all came
from within the local service I was guided by the emerging themes and the
pace of the recruitment to seek participants from outside the service. This
was designed to expand the perspectives on recovery to allow further
exploration of the themes. Alongside this the literature I was engaged with
also contributed to the guidance towards the next group of participants. A
particular theme from the literature related to the existence of negative
impacts of treatment on individuals with AN and this was not a theme
apparent in the first three interviews. The absence of this theme made me
wonder if the participants concern about their treatment was influencing
their responses despite my efforts at allaying their fears in this area.
Therefore the remaining interviews took place with individuals not in the
inpatient setting although one of the member check interviews was with an
individual at the end of their inpatient treatment.

Following the initial interviews subsequent interviews took place with
individuals in outpatient treatment both with the local service and a

neighbouring service. Alongside these interviews and in keeping with the
themes emerging interviews were also carried out with those who
described themselves as recovered. This broad range allowed the
exploring of themes, particularly surprising ones such as recovery as
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difficult and demanding to be checked as relevant and developed with
those who were further along in treatment and recovered. The sample also
allowed for other differences in perspective but which operated in the
opposite direction to be checked. An example would be the theme of the
necessity of weight restoration which emerges from those who are
recovered and the professional literature. Would those still ill share this
conviction? As it turned out they did and they added the sense of fear they
felt about having to restore weight. This theme was then checked in later
interviews with those who were recovered who confirmed they had had a
similar experience.

Other sources of data were also accessed because of themes emerging in
the research. These not only include the professional literature, such as
journals and books, but also the literature written or contributed to by
individuals with experience of the disorder (Pettit 2003, Hornbacher 1999,
Hall 1993, Way 1993, Margolis 1988). Internet-based resources were
accessed, including websites developed by organisations that represent
the views of individuals with eating disorders and their relatives,
(www.edauk.com; www.sweda.uk.or-q), as well as ones developed as
information

sources

for

professionals

by

professionals

(www.eatinqdisordersreseach.
com). Recovery stories recorded on these
websites provided not only resources to check the emerging themes but
also questions to ask of the participants in the study. They also served to
confirm saturation as visits to these resourcesdid not produce new themes
to those emergingfrom the later interviews in the study.
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This ongoing interaction with the literature served to contribute to the
development of the themes emerging, as well as supporting their
relevance when similar themes were found to be present in the literature.

In grounded theory, the number of participants is not stated at the outset
and interviews are carried out until the point of saturation is reached. The
point of saturation is described by Charmaz (2006) as being 'when
gathering fresh data no longer sparks new theoretical insights nor reveals
new properties of these core theoretical categories' (p. 113). Deciding
when this point is reached is a challenge of using grounded theory and
'occurs at a different stage in each project and can not be predicted at the
outset' (Holloway & Wheeler 2002, p. 158). In line with the method, each
interview was analysed for emerging concepts and themes. These in turn
were compared with the other interviews, in looking for commonalities and
differences. This process continued until no new concepts emerged from
the data collected. For this study, this point was reached after 15
interviews, four of which were follow-ups with participants interviewed
previously.

Procedure
Initially, the study proposal was to include a broader range of perspectives
on what recovery from AN might mean. The proposal included individuals
currently suffering, those who described themselves as recovered and
their carers as participants. Individuals from each group were to have been
interviewed on a one-to-one basis and then asked to participate in a focus
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interviews
As
had
been
the
initial
data
from
the
the
analysed.
group once
that
however,
of
events
occurred
a
number
unfolded,
process
research

prompteda change in these arrangements.

1) Slow recruitmentof participants
This was due to a number of reasons. The low incidence of AN in the
general population means there is a small pool of available participants.
This was further reduced because of my necessary decision to exclude
any participant from the study who had been seen by me or was seeing
I
had
been
because
the
for
This
the
treatment.
markedly
pool
reduced
me
lead clinician in the area for the previous 10 years with a central role in the
provision of treatment during that time.

2) Concernsover confidentiality
Another aspect was that some prospective participants expressed
concerns to my colleagues and I about the involvement of their carers in
the study. Colleagues who assisted in recruitment informed me that two
individuals who did not participate expressed concern about the
confidentialityof informationshould their carers be involved in the study.

3) Themes emerging
All of this was happening over time and early interviews were completed
and analysed. Themes emerging from initial interviews raised suggestions
that participants believed the view held by others about their illness and
recovery from it were simplistic and superficial in nature.
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I think some people have a very naYve perception of it and
they just think it's a stupid young lady starving herself for no
reason. (P344)

Holliday and her colleagues (2005), in a study comparing perceptions of
illness between individuals with AN and lay people, found a marked
discrepancy in how the two groups perceived the illness. The authors
concluded that the difference was so significant that it could be
contributing to the stigmatisation of individuals with AN. The early
participants appeared to imply that others' perspectives lacked an
essential component of the concept in which I was interested. For the
reasons above, I decided to focus the study on individuals with the illness
and those recovered from it, therefore removing carers.

Another issue that emerged from the recruitment process was the
perceptions held by prospective participants about the focus group part of
the study. These ranged from disliking the group format, believing that they
would feel less likely to be open in it and fears about confidentiality.The
initial design was to consist of four face-to-face interviews in each of the
original subgroups. These were to be followed by a focus group in which
the discussions would be guided by the themes emerging from the
interviews. This would allow for further exploration of these concepts and
serve as a check on the groundedness of the concepts through their
endorsementby the group members. However, given that the focus group
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was deterring prospective participants and that recruitment was so slow, I
decided to adapt the design to the situation I had. The new design
focussed on recruiting individuals with experience of the disorder to
explore their perceptions of recovery on a one-to-one basis. It would no
longer include a focus group. It did include the option of a follow-up
meeting as a checking mechanism.

The proposed changes required;

1) Application to local ethics committees to remove carers and the focus
group, as well as extending the geographical area from which I could
recruit participants.
2) Research and development approval from the organisation that
provided mental health care in the new area was also secured
(see Appendices D&E for documents relating to these changes).
Ethical considerations relating to the extended area included ensuring that

the safeguards in place for local participants were replicated in the new
area in terms informed consent and available support structures.

Alongside the more formal structures outlined above, I also met with
colleagues working in the local eating disorders service to discuss the
study and to see if the support could be delivered. I was fortunate to
secure agreement to help in the recruitment process as well as delivering
the same support package. I was also helped with the provision of
interviewing space in the new area, which reduced potential problems with
travelling for participants from that location.
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The interview
I offered to undertake the interviews wherever the participant wished them
to occur in order to offer the greatest sense of control to them and to
reduce any anxiety they may have had about attending healthcare
settings. I also wanted to avoid any influences that may have occurred
from interviewing people in the location in which they were treated. Nonmedical settings also helped to reduce any role confusion I might
experience as a researcher. Most of the interviewees chose to meet with
me on neutral ground, i.e. not at the eating disorders service buildings or
their own homes; rather, another building such as a community mental
health centre or general practice setting. Some explained their reasons for
this, which included not wishing to burden family with reminders of the
illness, not wishing to have a stranger in the house and not wishing to
revisit places where treatment for the illness took place. I was grateful for
their willingness to see me.

Wherever I was to see people, I arrived 30 minutes early to ensure the
logistics of the interview were addressed in good time. Finding the room
allocated, or changing it from a clinical space to a more informal one, and
setting up and testing the recording equipment were completed before the
participant arrived. I had an interview guide (Appendix F contains the
original guide for interview number one) containing prompts to test the
taping mechanism and to confirm consent to participate on the tape, along
with some initial orienting questions. This guide was designed to aid me
and was placed on a table to the side of the interview space so that I could
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refer to it if needed. I also informed participants of its function. Over time,
some of the questions on the guide changed to reflect the themes that
emerged in the analysis and became progressively more focussed. The
first question was always a broad one to open up the topic of recovery, by
seeking what came to mind when participants thought of when they heard
the words recovery from AN. Other areas covered included perceived
challenges to recovering, support, their role and others roles in the
process. These developed over time into more specific enquiries relating
to more complex and specific themes, namely deciding to recover,
recovering as a dynamic process, personal impacts of recovery, positives
associated with being ill, dangers in recovery and strategies for recovering.
Such changes are in line with grounded theory methodology as the
analysis of the earlier interviews provides themes and categories that are
pursued in subsequent data gathering.

The guide retained central questions such as the initial focussing question
'What ideas spring to mind when you hear the words recovery from AN'
Themes which emerged and became questions in later versions of the
guide included; breaking down the question about the role of others to
explore family, friends and professionals separately. Also questions were
added the addressed the concept of recovery as difficult and hard which
further developed into questions about the process being a struggle. The
concept of struggle allowed for questions about the nature of the struggle
and that it was an internal as well as an external struggle to be taken up in
subsequent interviews. Further areas covered were specific queries about
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the benefits of the AN to the individual which allowed the emerging theme
of the functionality of AN to be explored in detail. These changes also
contributed to the emerging construct of 'wanting to recover' and 'having to
do it for yourself and not others' This in turn lead to the theoretical ideas of
'Deciding to recover', and 'Making it personal' which are central to the
basic social process which emerged in this study.

Other changes to the guide allowed questions about AN as being a part of
the individuals identity to be explored and how recovery involved taking
steps and tolerating the changes needed to replace the AN with other
aspects of life. Questions were asked about what 'getting a life' meant and
this allowed the role of expanding non "anorexic" activities to be
highlighted. A further theme pursued through questioning but only with
those who were recovered was the concept of the individual having been
transformed by their recovery and becoming a "different person" in a sense
more of a person than they had been before the illness. This in turn
contributed to the theoretical concept of a change in identity being
necessary for recovery to happen. This is described more fully within the
findings section of this thesis. All of these changes to the guide were
designed to pursue the themes emerging and to help develop in-depth
descriptions and understanding of recovery. In doing this the theory which
emerged could be seen to be grounded in the words of the participants.
The interviews lasted between 40 minutes and two hours.
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Before starting the interview, I reviewed the research process and aims
with the participant, reiterating the option that existed for them to drop out
of the study at any time should they wish. I also allowed an opportunity for
any questions they may have had about the logistics of the interview or
getting a copy of the transcript afterwards. I discussed the taping of the
interview and checked for any concerns about the data storage. The
interview proper began when I asked permission to start the tape recorder,
recorded their consent to participate and made my first enquiry.

After the tape recorder had been switched off, there was time to check that
the individual was all right and whether or not they had any questions or
observations. During this time, one early participant volunteered the fact
that she had never discussed the topic of recovery before in her contact
with mental health services. She had discussed treatment and the
reduction of symptoms but not what recovery was or how she felt about it. I

was promptedto include an enquiry about this in future interviews because
I found it surprising and wondered if this was a common experience.

I thanked participantsfor their time and ended the interview. Afterwards, I
took the opportunity to review the interview and the interaction, noting
down my own impressions and observations in my research diary. This
diary also served as a journal in which early emerging concepts were
written and in which memos were recorded; an integral part of data
analysis in grounded theory. All participants were offered a copy of the
transcribed interview and all except one asked for it to be sent to them. A
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covering letter was included with the transcript asking participants to
contact me if they had any concerns, questions or anxieties about the
transcript or if they had other comments to make. None did so as a result
of this letter.

When using grounded theory, a theory is being sought and therefore an
ongoing dialogue with the literature is needed for comparisons to be made
with existing data on the area being studied. It is in the role of the literature
that I depart from the Glaserian position on grounded theory. Glaser (1992)
argues that reviewing the literature prior to the emergence of theory
grounded in the core variable can impede or contaminate the generation of
theory. Strauss & Corbin (1990), on the other hand, advocate interaction
with the literature to 'stimulate theoretical sensitivity, stimulate questions',
and 'direct theoretical sampling as secondary sources of data and as
supplementary validation' (pp. 50-52). Hutchinson (1993) suggests that a
preliminary literature review can identify current gaps in the literature and
can help provide a rationale for the proposed research. This was the case
for this study. Overall, my position is one in which the literature is viewed
as a valuable contributing factor to the research process. The literature in
this case refers not just to professional books and journals but also to the
literature written by individuals with experience of AN and related mental
health difficulties.
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Data analysis
I listened to each of the tapes and then repeated this whilst reading the
transcripts. I subsequently deleted any material that would identify
individuals. Along with the interviews and the entries in my research diary,
this process enabled me to become immersed in the data by becoming
increasingly familiar with the contents of the interviews as recommended
by the methodology. The gathering of data and its analysis in grounded
theory is a dynamic and fluid process (Strauss & Corbin 1998). This
process enables the data that is generated and analysed to determine the
direction of further data generation and analysis. Hutchinson (1993)
highlights that the process enables the researcher to change focus
pursuing leads revealed by the ongoing data analysis. A strength of this
analytic process is that the researcher can remain close to the participants
and their words something I wanted to do.

The data analysis procedures of grounded theory are a constant
comparison method and a structured coding process. Together, these
require the researcher to engage in a process of crosschecking all aspects
of the data and looking for patterns and processes. This maximises the
groundedness of what emerges whilst minimising the risk of the author's
concepts and ideas dominating the data. Another inherent protection is
that the progressive breakdown of the data in the initial coding procedure
is gradually superseded by the more complex techniques designed to
reconstruct the data. This also ensures that the development of theory is
grounded in the data. Hutchinson (1993) describes it as:
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'Grounded theory has an inherent safeguard against this danger
[researcher's ideas dominating] in that its explanation of key social
structures and processes is derived from or grounded in the
empirical data themselves'. (p. 180)

Another component of the data analysis is the research diary. My diary
served to capture the thoughts and ideas that emerged as I analysed
and interacted with the data. Within the diary, I recorded memos, which
are regarded as an integral feature of grounded theory. (Charmaz
2006) describes these as 'the pivotal step between data collection and
writing drafts of the paper' and that they constitute a 'crucial method' in
the theory by prompting early analysis of the codes in the research
process (p.72). The memos reveal ideas that emerged as I analysed
the data, comments on the development of initial concepts in the data
and their grouping

into categories,

as well as ideas on the

characteristics of these categories in terms of their dimensions and
properties. They also contain initial theoretical ideas and questions that
needed to be pursued in future data collection. Examples appear in
Figure 2.2 and 2.3. The first relates to the dynamic interaction

between, at this point the functionality and aversiveness of both AN
and recovery from it. It was becoming clear that this interaction has a
central role to play in continuing to recover. These characteristicswere
not only a part of the decision to recover but that the balance that
existed between them could contribute to further recovery or relapse.
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In some way the initial decision to recover had to be revisited and
renewed if recovery was to continue or not as the case may be.

Figure 2.2: Example of a memo
How does the interaction of the emerging categories of the recovery
process, the aversiveness and functionality of both AN and recovering
impact on the process. These are dynamically interlinked and influence
how the individual views recovering and of being able to cope with the
demands of recovery. I think it has to be promoted from my original idea as
a sub category of the recovering tasks to a major component of the theory
that is emerging from the data. It helps explain how the weight restoration
can undermine the whole recovering process because as the individual
weight restores some of the psychological aspects that have been dealt
with through the AN begin to surface. If I take as an example the
experience of recovery as feeling like the individual's armour has been
taken away then this may lead to an increased urge to return to AN.
Participants have suggested that as recovery progresses the AN almost
appears to increase in intensity in response to acting in ways which will
improve their physical state but are contrary to the urgings of the AN. This
interaction or feedback mechanism has an important part to play as it is
part of the struggle described by participants with themselves about
recovery. They act in one way to recover but a consequence is that they
have a reaction to this which can be either supportive of further recovery or
undermining of it. How the individual continues recovery in the face of this
struggle is linked to the initial decision to recover but requires more than
this as the individual is now faced with the demand s of recovery which are
difficult. Therefore the theory of recovering needs to incorporate an
understanding of how the individual sustains recovery during the recovering
process. Do they have to keep deciding to recover?

The second memo below describes the concept of guilt as it emerged
form the study. In it I explore the concept identifying how it is
experienced by the individual with AN, how the AN creates problems
and how in recovering from AN guilt has to be tolerated. The memo
also expands on the theme of the first memo identifying more of the
properties of the category of sustaining recovery which emerged form
the data.
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Figure 2.3: Example of a memo
Memo. Guilt.
Eating, a necessary act of the recovery process contributes to the
emergence of guilt. What might the guilt be about or related to? It would
appear to be related to weight gain in the context of the 'anorexic' drive to
avoid weight gain. However the individual has decided to engage in
recovery and are likely to have reasons for doing so which can help with
reducing the guilt. Participants talk about the guilt associated with spending
time focused on themselves. Prior to the anorexia they tended to focus
their energy on meeting the needs of others. An impact of the AN is that it
allows them to focus on their own needs. In doing so they become more
isolated from other people and focused on the small world of AN. So the AN
whilst providing a solution for one problem also creates new problems to be
solved. In the recovering process the individual has to spend time focused
on their own needs and the cost to them is they have less time and energy
for the needs of others. This is difficult to manage particularly as they see
themselves as someone who helps other people. The guilt is also linked to
the reasons for focussing on others in the first place. This can be related to
low self esteem or not deserving to have the attention. If this is the case
then acting against these perceptions could lead to feelings of guilt for
neglecting others and/or expending time on themselves. The activity
required by recovery contributes to the creation of an unpleasant emotional
state that can increase the urge to return to AN. This implies that the
management of guilt whatever its origins is essential to continuing to
recover. More than this it appears that the management of guilt in a way
that leads to its toleration and addresses the root causes of it is required as
there are other means such as alcohol or drugs that may deal with the
negative feelings but do not promote recovery. Another aspect of this may
be, how does the individual address their emotional response to what
happened when they were ill with AN. Does the process of recovering
include the need for the individual to accept behaviours within AN which
impacted on friends and family? Could it be that the individual by not
recovering is attempting to avoid the consequences of their behaviour
whilst ill including feelings of guilt? Are they in an indirect way dealing with
the guilt by not dealing with it? It seems clear that guilt, in whatever shape
will need to be addressed further with participants.

Also thinking about this reinforces a frequent characteristic of recovering
emergingfrom the study that of the interactionof the activities of recovering
with each other and how this can influence the recovering process. It
appears that the impact is not only positive in the sense of promoting
recovery but could be negative and lead to relapse. The factors that
determine which it is seem to include the reasons why the person wants to
recover, supports they have particularly if it is knowledgeableabout AN,
their expectations of recovery, confidence in their ability to recover and
relationships they have. Other possible factors include social and work
interests. There is a suggestionthat expanding their non eating disordered
life is also important. Further questions around the role of 'getting a life' as
an early participant put it is necessary to explore this as is further
information on how managing/tolerating guilt and more generally the
aversive experiencesof recoveringfrom AN.
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Open coding
Having immersed myself in the data, the more structured process of

coding began with 'open coding'. Strauss & Corbin (1998) define this
type of coding as:
'The analytic process through which concepts are identified and
their properties and dimensions discovered in the data'. (p. 101)
In this study, I utilised a line-by-line analysis of the transcribed
interviews, examining each line in the document. Strauss & Corbin

(1998) note that an advantageof line by line coding is:

'That it allows the analyst to generate categories quickly and to

develop these categories through further sampling along
dimensions of the category's general properties, through a process

of samplingthat they call theoretical sampling'. (p.119)

Concepts that emerged were written in the margins of the transcript
and then onto a separate piece of paper, enabling easier comparison

with the remaining data. It also allowed the concepts to be gathered
into a smaller space. Given that the initial number of concepts for each
interview was around 90 to 100, this facilitated their management.
Figure 2.4 contains an example of this. Each interview was treated in
the same way. Concepts were labelled using the participants' words
wherever possible. Glaser & Strauss (1967) describe such labels as 'in
vivo-codes'.
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Figure 2.4: Example of concept gathering
Line by line coding

Transcript excerpt

The actual recovery - hard work. Hard work
I think you start to recognise that Recognise problem
there is a problem. The hardest

Knowledge of right people

thing is recognising there is a Ask for help
problem in the first place and Ask family
then knowing the right people to Being directed for help
go to, to ask for help. I went to my Personal experience
family

first

of

all

who

Can't do it on your own

then

directed me this way. Um... but Family support vital
from my personal experience it's Wouldn't have progressed
not something you can do on Bullied into putting weight on
your own at all. I wouldn't have Treatment at home
got to where I am now if it weren't

Saw a professional

for the support of my family. I In own time
think quite a lot of the way I've Without family no progress
almost been sort of bullied into
putting the weight on. I've done
most of what I've done at home I came to see CL here for a bit
but most of what I've done has
been done in my own time with
my

family

support.

Definitely

without them I wouldn't put the
weight on that I have.

An example of such a code is 'a means of controlling things', which
clearly conveys how this participant perceived her AN as a way of

controlling other issues in her life. I also used labels that described the
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meaning or imagery that participants wished to convey. An example of
this is the label of 'Benefit of restoring weight'. This code captures what
these participants meant in the phrases 'you need to gain weight in
order to be able to do the other things in life, 'at low weight you can't
really think clearly'

In grounded theory, constant comparison is the key mechanism
employed throughout the analytic process. Holloway & Wheeler (2002)
describe it as the process of comparing 'each incident of a category
it
is
differences'
that
incident
for
and
similarities
and
other
with every
'useful for finding the properties and dimensions of categories' (p. 160).
In this way, all new data generated are checked for their 'fit' with all
existing data, and patterns or connections between them are more
easily identified. This demands that the researcher constantly check
that the emerging themes are grounded in the data. In this study, I
returned repeatedly to the transcripts and then to the literature to
ensure that this was the case.

The next step in the coding process is the grouping together of
concepts into what are called 'categories'. Categoriesare described by
Strauss & Corbin (1998) as 'higher order concepts' which 'have the
potential to explain and predict' what is going on' (p.113). An example
of a category in this study is that of 'dealing with underlying issues'.
Participantsidentified a number of areas that existed prior to the illness
taking hold and, in some cases, contributed to its development,which
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would need to be addressed if recovery was to succeed. Examples
include 'family stresses, 'low self esteem', 'putting yourself first' and
'painful issues. I grouped these concepts together and created the
category of 'dealing with underlying issues'. This category pulls
together a group of activities, which the individual is required to
address in the recovery process. It includes the idea that, without
dealing with these, the process will be hampered. The identification of
categories leads to:
1. The adaptation of the data collection methods to explore these

criteria further (theoreticalsampling);
2. Further analysis to begin to identify the properties and dimensions
of the categories.
Strauss & Corbin (1998) described properties as 'the general or
specific characteristics

or attributes

of- a category;

dimensions

represent the location of a property along a continuum or range'
(p. 117).

Figure 2.5 illustrates the properties and dimension of a category from
the study, that of 'Restoring weight' which I formed from the codes
'Outpatient weight restoring', 'Inpatient weight restoring', 'Rate of
weight restoring' and 'Impact of weight restoring. The general
properties of the category (quantity, rate, method, location, tolerable
and support for) are listed on the left whilst the dimensions (small or
large amounts of weight required to achieve a healthy weight [quantity]
and a slow or quick speed of weight restoration [rate] are listed on the
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is
For
is
It
that
the
a
complex
concept.
weight
restoration
clear
right.
illustration purposes, having to gain 6kg in weight to restore a healthy

weight is perceived differently to having to gain 15kg. Equally where
either quantity of weight is to be restored, inpatient or outpatient, level
how
individual
influence
the
low);
(high
will
also
or
of support
experiences this process.

Figure 2.5: Category of Restoring Weight: Properties and
Dimensions.
Properties

Dimensions

Quantity

Small

Rate

Slow

Method

Food

Location

Community

Tolerable

Intolerable

Tolerable

Support

High

Low

Informed

Uninformed

Total

None

Control

+-+

Large

+-+

Fast

4-+

Supplements

+-+

Inpatient

Axial coding

To progressthe analysis, a higher level of coding, that of 'axial coding',
began. Strauss & Corbin (1998) define this as:

'The process relating categories to their sub categories, termed
axial because coding occurs around the axes of the category,
linking categoriesat the level of propertiesand dimensions'. (p.123)

McLeod (2001) describes this type of coding as:
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'The identification

of the conditions

under which categories

occur

and the consequences of their occurrence [i.e. what follows them]'.
(p.73)
Therefore, I was looking to see how the categories 'crosscut and link'
(Strauss & Corbin 1998, p. 124). Figure 2.6 illustrates how the act of
eating a code identified in the open coding period can be linked to the
higher order categories

and constructs.

This diagram

represents

a

more advanced stage of the analytic process as I drew out the
connections that existed between codes and used these to build sub
categories and categories.

Figure 2.6 Eating as a code and its links and connections.

Initial increase in
anxiety, weight
gain
Produces guilt,
Reassures others,
Increases social

Reduces
preoccupation with
food,
And can think
about other issues

opportunities,

Eating

Rcpairing the
damage, rcstores
physical health,

Builds stamina,
Helps combat
power of AN,

Is necessary,
Tolerating it builds

self esteem,
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As the individual with AN starts to eat more they are engaged with a

number of aspects of their recovering It is necessary to improve their
physical state without it there can be no recovery. Howeverthe impacts
of eating are felt emotionally, psychologically and socially and these
impacts can either hinder or promote recovering. Thus an increase in
stamina and a reduction in preoccupation with food may enable the
individual to increase their social activity which in turn increases the
if
However
from
help
the
to
sustain
recovery.
available
others
support
eating is accompaniedby increasedguilt and anxiety which overwhelms
the individualthen relapse is likely. This process enabled me to begin to
group the various codes and subcategoriesand increasinglyto identify
candidatesfor the major constructsthat were emergingfrom the study.

When a possible candidate was identified I drew a diagram of it and
then compared it to the available categories and codes that were
available. This involved extensive moving back and forth between the
sources of data that I had to ensure that I was addressing all of the
information I had available to me. Figure 2.7 is a diagram of the sub

categories and categories that came to make up one of the major
constructs identified that of doing what is necessary. This was so
labelled because the tasks involved the individual with AN engaging in
the tasks initially identified as individual codes but then gathered
together as tasks that were essential to the recovering process. It
wasn't just about eating the individual had to tackle the disorder, retake
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control of their life and deal with the issues that contributed to the
development of the AN for recovery to be successful in the first place.
Through this analytical process of taking the codes that emerge and
comparing them to all other aspects of the data I was able to build up
the sub categories and categories which in turn lead to the major
constructs. This process led to the development of the following four
major constructs:
1. Deciding to recover;
2.

Undertaking the necessary tasks of recovering,

3.

Building a life without AN;

4.

Sustaining recovery,

All of these constructs have a connection with the literature, which was
part of the data analysis, in addition to surprising elements that are
significant for this study.
To illustrate further how I developed these constructs and also the later
levels of analysis carried out to identify the basic social process Figure
2.8 demonstrates the connections between the major constructs
deciding to recover and doing what is necessary and also between the
categories of these constructs Thus as an individual is repairing the
damage they are also addressing the limitations imposed physically by
the AN. However there is also recognition that if the individual continues
to repair the damage then this will also help deliver on their wanting to
be more by improving not only their physical state but also their
emotional and psychological state.
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This in turn will contribute to their awareness of the limitations imposed
by the AN. Therefore gaining weight, something
coding stage of analysis,
damage

and through

identified at the open

is linked to the category

this to the major construct

of repairing

the

of doing what is

Equally through this it is connected to deciding to recover

necessary.

and sustaining

recovery because if the individual does not repair the

damage e. g. restore weight by eating more, then the capacity to keep
recovery

Another

going will be undermined.

example

is where the

individual is able to recognise how the AN provides benefits for them.
With this recognition comes insight into the power the AN has and also
that the underlying
with.

Figure

issues managed

2.8 outlines

just

by the AN will have to be dealt

how interconnected

constructs were and these connections
the theory that emerged

these

two main

serve as the building blocks of

and as a guide to the data collection

and

analysis.

Selective coding
Strauss & Corbin (1998) described selective coding 'as the process of
integrating and refining theory' (p. 143). They also describe it as a
process of integrating and refining the categories to generate the
theory. It is selective in that the analyst has to 'select' a central variable
that fulfils the following criteria:
1. It must be central; that is, all other major categories can be related
to it.
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2. The explanation that evolves by relating the categories is logical
and consistent. There is no forcing of data.
3. The name or phrase used to describe the central category should

be sufficiently abstract that it can be used to do research in other
substantive areas, leading to the development of a more general
theory.
4. As the concept is refined analytically through integration with other
concepts, the theory grows in depth and explanatory power.

5. The concept is able to explain variation as well as the main point
made by the data; that is, when conditionsvary, the explanationstill
holds, although the way in which phenomena are expressed might
look somewhat different. One also should be able to explain
contradictory or alternative cases in terms of that central idea
(p.147).

I subjected the data I had to further analysis using the list of
it
be
back
figure
2.8
Looking
can
seen
at
above
as
a
guide.
characteristics
that the constructs outlined there have categories that convey the sense
that recovering has both positive and negative characteristics and this is
true of the other major constructs which emerged in the study. What
emerged was a sense that the recovery process was sought after and yet

feared at the same time. This was emphasised by participants in their
descriptions, as the following examples show, with one participant using
the word 'struggle' to describe their experience:
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I'm the only one who can do it. It's a struggle with yourself.
(P348)

I know the bottom line is that it's a really funny illness - not
funny, ha ha - but it's very strange because it's an illness
and yet you want to have it and at the same point you
have to make a decision that you don't want to have it any
more. (P343)

The first quote is a bold statement about the struggle with the self; in the
second it is clear that AN generates mixed feelings in the individual.
Therefore, the concept of recovery as a struggle is conveyed by the data.
There is a similarity here with the established concept of ambivalence
towards recovery that is shown in the eating disorders literature (Gale et
al. 2006, Cockell et al. 2002, Serpell et al. 1999). However, I would argue
that this study is different because these previous descriptions were
hampered by not ascribing enough importanceto the concept of 'recovery
as aversive. One consequence of this was that the studies emphasised
the importanceof the benefits of staying ill for the individual.This, in turn,
had another impact: that of suggesting that the individual hangs on to the
illness because of what they gain from it. This opens the possibility of
them being blamed for not getting better, as discussed in the introduction.
However, in this study, the concept of 'struggle' embraces the sense of
being engaged in an active process, of being drawn to and driven away
from recovery at the same time.
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Basic social process
Streubert-Speciale & Carpenter (2003) note that 'The discovery of a core
variable is the goal of grounded theory' (p. 115), whilst Holloway & Wheeler
(2002) state that 'the researcher must discover the core category (p. 160,
emphasis in the original). This is the category that connects all other
categories and the linkages are established in selective coding. It is also
known as the basic social process which is described as 'a process that
occurs over time and explains changes in behaviour' (Holloway & Wheeler
2002 p. 160) I was drawn to the emerging idea of a change in the persons
identity as a candidate for the core variable. This was because participants
described a struggle with the AN identity during the recovering process.
The process involved both reinforcing and aversive experiences to which

they were exposed and how they came to deal with these provided them
with informationabout themselves.The assumptionthat recovery had only
positive connotations was incorrect for this group of participants. They
perceived it has having a significant downside that could influence their
decisions not to continue to recover. Thus, for them it could be a perilous
undertaking. This is a difficult and perhaps surprising concept for
professionals and family members alike who have been socialised to the
idea that recovery, as described within our culture, is ultimately worth it.
Yet clearly, those participantswho were recoveredwere transformed by it.
The increased self-knowledgeand confidence they gleaned made them a
better person and more able to manage the demands their lives placed on
them.
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Limitations of the study

Sample
There are a number of aspects of the sample that contribute to the
limitations of the study. First, the sample was predominantly made up of
women: with one male, the ratio was 10:1. As such, the study mainly
This
however,
AN.
the
ratio,
reflects
women
with
views
of
reflects
incidence
AN
information
of
prevalence
and
about
relative
epidemiological
for men and women and is therefore a true reflection of the make-up of the
group in society who have experience of the disorder. Nonetheless, to
represent this group fully, additional male participants would enhance the
applicabilityof the findings.

Second, the sample was aged 18 and over and was entirely white in its
ethnicity. It is therefore limited in terms of the age range and ethnic
diversity it represents. These two characteristics arise because the location
is
that
disorders
the
and
service
service
of
study was within an adult eating
within a geographical area where the level of ethnic diversity is limited.
Further research could be carried out in a more multicultural environment
as well as within a child and adolescent setting to address these
limitations.

By using the interview as a method of data collection, as well as excluding
those who do not speak English, the sample was biased towards those
who could understand and speak the language of the researcher, in this
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case English. Thus, a third concern is that the participants represented an
articulate group who were able to verbalise their thoughts and feelings.
However, the population who have the disorder share a similar profile and
so it could be argued that the group is therefore representative of this
population. Employing different data collection methods designed to
overcome difficulties with language skill could address this.

Fourth, the sample was limited to individuals who had undergone treatment

for AN. Despite some participants stating that they believed themselves to
be recovered, all had been treated for the illness and their experience of
such treatment may have created a bias in the results. According to Wood
(2004), there are individuals with the illness who do not go for treatment
and recover without it. Therefore, the findings may only represent the
views of those with AN who have had treatment. However, the dialogue
with the literature did incorporate those studies, which had researched
those who were not treated, and they endorsed similar influences on their
recovery as the participants in this study particularly increasing connection

with others. (Wood 2004)

The sample size of 11 individuals also limited the study. In the
methodology section, however, I argued that the sample size needed to be
limited because the search for in-depth descriptions produces vast
amounts of data. The fact that preliminary codes for the line-by-line
analysis were running into approximately 100 per interview gives a sense
of the data management task. In addition, total sample size in grounded
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theory is determined once a point of saturation is reached and so cannot
be decided on simply in terms of numbers of participants.

Another area of concern relates to do with the setting in which the research
took place. How representativeis it of eating disorder services elsewhere
in the country. I outlined some of the factors above but others are relevant
also. The service has evolved over the last 17 years into a specialist
service offering residential, non-residential and community care and
treatment for people with eating disorders. Throughout that time, I have
has
background
having
in
its
development,
key
and
a
nursing
role
played a
influenced this process. I am the clinical lead and, as such, have infused
the ideas that I gained in my training into how the service offers its care
and treatment. One example of this would be the service's philosophyand
policy on enforced methods of treatment. We do not offer any interventions
that are forced and we very rarely employ any legal means to bring about
compliance with treatment. This emphasis has influenced the training
undertaken by members of the service an example of which would be
motivationalinterviewing(MI). MI suggests that motivationto change is the
involved
in
interaction,
the
interaction
between
the
two
the
people
result of
in this case, the individual with AN and the healthcare professional and
suggests ways of maximising this. This requires a collaborative approach
is taken with both looking to produce a solution together and not as in
traditional settings the professionalas expert providing the answer. We are
not a national centre delivering treatment across the country whilst
engaged in ongoing research, as other centres in the UK are. Also we are
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not a service that treats people with eating disorders within a more generic
psychiatric setting, without a specialist service, as also occurs in the UK.
Thus, the participants may reflect the nature and characteristics of our
service to some extent. However, my recruitmentfrom other areas and the
contact with colleagues from other areas may mitigate some of these

effects.
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Chapter 3: Findings and Discussion

In this chapter, I aim to describe the findings, which emerged from the
participants accounts and in line with the methodology discuss them in
conjunction with the literature. I will outline the major constructs including
their categories, illustrating them with quotes from participants. Throughout
I will refer to the literature to compare the emerging constructs and to build
a theory of recovering from AN. Then I will demonstrate the basic social
process that runs through all of these constructs, that of 'developing a
more complex identity' from the perspective of those with the disorder.

Participantssuggestedthat their recoverywas a struggle, involving a move
from a limited sense of self as defined by the label 'anorexic' to a more
complex identity which allowed them to engage fully with people and to
take on other roles. To describe this better, I will take some license with the
word 'knowing' and add to its meaning by including a more work-like
aspect, alongside its more usual 'having knowledge of something'.
Employing both senses of the word, individuals are literally 'knowing
themselves better (not ill) from AN through the knowledge they acquire
during the recovering process. Thus the expansion of their life activities in
recovery enables them to experience themselves as more than 'anorexic'
which in turn acts as a spur to further recovery. However, this is a difficult
task demanding commitment and the use of extensive personal resources
to achieve. It has its dangers in that, for the individual to recover, they must
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engage with activities that expose them to circumstances and emotions for
which they are often unprepared. The insecurity and uncertainty of this
period is in stark contrast to the predictability and routine of their lives
when ill with AN. The resulting distress can lead to setbacks or lapses back
into AN. As a result, participants describe recovering as a 'struggle' that
has to be won, which involves those closest to them, their illness,
sometimes professionals trying to help and, above all, a struggle with
themselves to tolerate life without AN and to become more than they are.

Summary of the findings

In Table 3.1, is a summary of the major constructs and categories that
emerged from the participants'accounts. This table is here to orientate the
reader as to the major constructs and their categories and as a point of
reference for the discussion that follows. What follows afterwards is a very
brief narrative description with the same purpose in mind. Recovery from
AN is a difficult and demanding task for the individual. It requires that the
individual address the detrimental effects to their physical, psychological,
social and emotional health in the process. However, it is more than this
and individuals must recognise and let go of the aspects of AN that have
come to serve a function for them. Functions such as avoiding emotions
and being excused from life's responsibilities must be relinquished if
recovery is to happen.
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Table 3.1: Summary of the major constructs along with their
categories.

Major Construct

Categories

Decidingto recover

1. Recognisingthe limitationsof AN
2. Acknowledgingthe benefits of AN
to them
3. Wanting to be more
4. Fears about recovery
5. Make it personal
1. Repairingthe damage

Doing what is necessary

2. Dealing with underlyingissues
3. Re establishingcontrol.
4. Combatingthe power of AN
1. Taking on new roles
2. Getting and using support from

Building a life without AN

others
Sustaining Recovery

1. Acknowledgingthe positives
2. Managingthe negatives
3. Decidingto recover

The simplicity and certainty of life with AN provides a sense of control for
the individual and they have to redefine their understandingof control so
that they can embrace more healthy ways of controlling their lives. This

means they may have to learn new skills in managing their emotional life,
to expose themselves to novel situations, to face their doubts about
themselves and their worth and to re-engage with others from whom they
have become distanced. Initially, this is difficult and distressing, and

relapse is always a possibility if the individuals' support mechanisms and
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capacity to tolerate uncertainty are overwhelmed. Indeed, participants
emphasised that the work of recovering was demanding and at times
contributed to the urge to return to AN.

Recoveringis a perilous activity, which has the potentialto lead to recovery
but also contains the danger of relapse and failure. To negotiate it requires
that individualsdo not just become better in the medical sense of the term
but also understand themselves more fully. By tolerating the complexity
and uncertaintiesof life without AN, individuals can be transformed by the
experience of recovering and develop a greater understanding of
themselves. In this way, they acquire increased knowledge of themselves
and their capabilities through their own hard work. I will now cover the
findings in more detail by outlining each category and its contents and
highlighting how they link with one another. I will also engage with the
literature in a discussion of the findings to examine both supporting and
critical aspects of the emerging theory.

Detailed findings and discussion

Deciding to recover
Any individual with any illness has insight into and knowledge of their
experience denied to anyone else and this holds true for AN. Individuals
with AN when discussing their illness do so from the privileged position of
the insider also known as the emic perspective. Whilst the perspective of
those without AN described as the outsider, is known as the etic
perspective. These perspectives contribute substantially to the different
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positions adopted in relation to both the AN and recovery from it. The
individual with AN when viewed from the etic perspective appears as
someone who is ill with a mental disorder and in need of help to get well.
The individual is often emaciated, physically compromised and in conflict
with those closest to them about the need for intervention. Yet as
discussed in the introduction they often appear doggedly committed to the
AN despite this. As such, this perspective raises difficulties for the
individual when it comes to recovery because if they are not concerned by
the situation then why change. Participants in this study acknowledged just
such an absence of desire to recover but it did not exist in a vacuum.
Instead they also had concerns about the AN's impact on their physical
and psychological state and their future. What emerges from their accounts

is that an active process takes place at the start of their recoveringin which
the individual reviews their situation and concludes that recovery is
necessary. If this does not happen then they will remain ill with the AN. As
this participantdescribes it;
/ guess it's really wanting to [long pause] get well, be made stronger.
(P348)

So the first step in recovery is that the individual with AN has to engage in
'Deciding to recover'and this is the label of the first major construct which
emerged from the participants' accounts. Table 3.2 summarises the
contents of this major construct. I will take each category in turn to illustrate
how they fit into the process of recovering.
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Table 3.2: Categories of deciding to recover

Major Construct

Categories

Deciding to recover

Recognising the limitations of AN
Acknowledging the benefits of AN to them
Wanting to be more
Fears about recovery
Making it personal

The participants emphasised that without this desire they would not even
begin to recover. The participants decided to recover when the individual

lives.
This
impacted
in
AN
their
the
the
often
on
ways which
reflected on
began when the individual became more aware of the destructive aspects
AN
limitations
the
to
disorder,
the
of
recognise
of
coming
was
part
which
of
decision
to
to
lives.
However,
this
their
a
reach
sufficient
was not
on
AN.
This
benefits
had
the
to
they
was
of
acknowledge
recover and
important because these 'benefits' to the individual provided by the AN
the
to
to
the
counterweights
act
as
and
recover
motivation
undermine

limitations' imposed by it.

Traditionally, the advantages and disadvantages of AN are considered to
be important in recovering, particularly in the literature on motivation to
However,
1999).
(Geller
2001,
Serpell
what emerged
et
al.
recover
et al.

from this study was that the individual needs to consider two other
be
to
factors.
Participants
talked
more,
utilising
a
wanting
of
opposing
which contained their aspirations for a life without AN to support their
desire to recover. However their fears about recovery counterbalance this

desire and contributed to the urge to stay ill. Neglectingthe benefits of AN
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would lead to relapse because the demands of giving the benefits up
would overwhelm the individual's

commitment

to recover. Another

consideration is that, in deciding to recover, the individual has to make it
personaL By doing so, the reasons to recover are personalised to them
because doing it for other people would not be enough to sustain
recovering in the long term. This is an important consideration given the
extended time scales involved in the process (Strober 1997).

I have deliberately chosen to use the present tense of the verb 'to decide'
when naming this category because I did not want to lose the sense of
action that participants conveyed. This action stems from both their
description of the ongoing nature of their decision-makingabout recovery (I
will return to this later in the chapter) and how the different aspects of the
process interacted with and influenced each other. Figure 3.1 below
conveys how each of the categories contributes to the overall decisionmaking. It also outlines just what is involved in each of the separate
activities of deciding. Although dealing with each separately for the purpose
of clarity in the text, it is essential to be mindful that they all interact with
each other, leading to changes in how they are experienced by the
individual. They are all mixed in the cauldron of the individual producing
different and unique responses to the circumstances encountered by the
individual. These responses, in turn, can contribute to recovering or
undermine it, depending on their context, and I will demonstrate this within
this chapter.
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Figure 3.1: Diagrammatic

representation

of categories

contained

in

the deciding to recover

Recognising

the limitations

of AN

/ think you start to recognise that there is a problem. The
hardest thing is recognising

there is a problem

in the first

place and then knowing the right people to go to ask for help.
(P345)

Although participants gave differing accounts of the beginning of their
recovery, often being uncertain as to when it began, they were clear that
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the decision to recover included recognising how AN negatively affected

their lives. They did this as part of motivating themselves to recover
because recognitionof the damage done supported their desire to change.
In Table 3.3,1 have listed the main sub-categoriesof this category and, in
the following pages; I give examples of the participants' descriptions in
their own words.

Table 3.3: Sub-categories of limitations of AN.

Category

Sub-categories

Limitationsof AN

No energy
Poor concentration
Preoccupiedwith weight and shape
Loss of friends
Isolation
Loss of potential
Loss of control
Low mood
Cold
Physicaldiscomforton sitting/lying
Conflict with close others

This category incorporates the physical and psychological deterioration
that accompaniesthe characteristicbehavioursof a person with AN. These
are the result of their driven efforts to reduce their calorie intake and
weight, as well as those of excessive exercise or purging behaviours.
Physical frailty, obsession with food, social isolation and loss of
opportunities are all a part of this. Participants can experience AN as a
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negative aspect of their lives as well as in the lives of others. Here are a

few examples:

Physical
Um physically / suppose not aching, feeling cold, the dizziness and
...
the physical cold that go with eating problems. (P348)

Emotional

Yes / think so because when you are ill you have no emotions. You
just kind of a bag of nothing really. It was. Um... [pause] it was my
..
...
life was full of depression, blackness and I couldn't see a way out.
(P341)

Social
Yes it does because as a person you change because you haven't
got the energy to do anything. You don't go out with your friends as
much because they want to go out for meals and that and you can't
bring yourself to do it really because it's an awkward situation.
Um you're moody and lose friends. It changes you totally as a
...
person. A lot of people just look at you and think ... eugggh! (P346)

Psvcholoqical

And you donT know what recovery means. When you're really ill you
don't even think about recovery to start with. You're just going through
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your day-to-day pattem. You don't think of recovery at all. When
you're actually, ..it doesn't appeal to you at all. (P344)

Impact on others
It's been really hard for them to see how ill I was and then they've
fought all the way with me to try and get the weight back on. Umm I
...
hate myself having done that to them and I really they didn't deserve
..
it at all. (P345)

Ancel Keys (1946), in a classic study looking at the impact of starvation on
human beings, reported findings many of which are paralleled in the
experience of those with AN. All of these impacts, whether on the
individual or others, are experienced as aversive to the individual. Other
authors have also written about the unpleasant consequencesof AN, both
in the professionalliterature, books and journals (Zipfel et al. 2003, Pomery
& Mitchell 2001) and in accounts of those who have recovered from the
disorder (Pettit 2003, Hombacher 1999). Serpell and colleagues (1999), in
a study looking at the view of AN held by those with the disorder, asked
their participantsto compose letters to their illness as a friend or a foe. On
reviewing the themes that emerged from the letters, they identified a group
of themes which they labelled the 'anti-themes'.These included impacts on
the person's health, their mood, impact on others and the waste of life
associated with having the disorder. They also pointed out that these
themes were important in recovering because they could be engaged with
to help the individual increase their motivation to change their behaviours.
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They concluded that these themes were experienced as motivators
towards recovering because the individual is likely to want to get rid of
these effects.

A study by Cockell and colleagues looking at the application of a
'decisional balance' measure in the field of eating disorders provides
further support to this category (Cockell et al. 2002). In the study, they
items.
Following
60
246
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with
a
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asked
women complete
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they
found
that
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they
solution
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Benefits and FunctionalAvoidance'. The first of these, 'Burdens', contains
link
to the
disorder
the
the
the
authors
which
of
many of
negative aspects
anti-themes of the Serpell (1999) study and conclude that they are
important to recovery because the individual sees their situation as being
in need of change. The similarity of these findings to those that emerged
from this study is reassuring in that they add to the validity of this study's
findings. This in turn supports this group of effects as a robust finding for
those with AN at least in the settings for these studies that of specialist
for
important
These
disorders
other subare
studies
services.
eating
themes of recognising the limitations of AN and I will return to them later in
this chapter.

It is important to note that the consequencesdiscussed above are usually
the most observable to those without AN, which can give rise to a different
set of circumstances. Sometimes the decision to seek out and even to
start recovering was prompted by those closest to the individual. This
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situation usually occurred when the individualwas very unwell with AN and
did not act to remedy the situation. As this participant states, she was not
going to cooperate because she was not in the recovery stage:

It was obvious I wasn't going to cooperate too much -I

wasn't in

recovery stage. My mum took me down because she knew / wasn't
right (P346)

Participantsstated that this was either because they did not think anything
was wrong with them, as above, or they were so preoccupied with the
demands of AN that there was no time to consider recovery.

It was like kind of something I was really in control of and it was
something I really focussed on - it was my main mission in life just to
keep losing weight. (P347)

However if they were to recover they had to recognise that the AN was
limiting what they could do. In the next quote, the individual recognises
that something that had originally been experienced as a means of
controlling things no longer functioned. Instead, she now felt unable to
control it and the consequenceswere that she was admitted to hospital
because she could no longer turn it around on her own.

When I was low weight - the choice wasn't mine -/ was out of

control and / couldn't control it. Though it started as my way of
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controlling it, it became out of control. Then I couldn't pull it back
on my own then. I needed to go as an in-patient. I kept telling
myself I was going to pull this up - I'm going to eat this, eat that
it
help
but
happened.
I
but
it
down
the
then
never
needed
was
to me. Whether I chose to get better or not. (P342)
These resemble the circumstances in which individuals with AN are not

considering any change to their behaviour and so others intervene to
prevent what they see as further harm. Participants suggested that this
was sometimes appropriate because they were unable to act for
themselves due to the power of AN and the effects of starvation. However,
this could not remain the basis for full recovery and the responsibilityhad
to be handed back to the individual as soon as practicable or they were
likely to begin to resist treatment that could appear imposed. I will return to
this later in the study but first I shall discuss the second category, that of
wanting to be more.

Wanting to be more

I just knew / wasn't meant to be this way. I know that / had been so
out of it for so long that / know that there had to be more to my life
than where / was at and I was just determined to be different to be
free, to be free from being so unhappy for so long. / know / had to
change because it was so miserable I sort of know I had to do
something to get out of it. (P351)
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This category contains what participants saw as events or effects that
either immediately reinforce recovering or are anticipated as being longer-

term positive outcomes of the process.They contain the individual's hopes
for the future and their desire to be different from how they are now. As
the participant above notes, she just knew that she 'wasn't meant to be
this way. Table 3.4 below outlines this category and the sub categories
that emerged from it.

Table 3.4: Wanting to be more category and the sub categories

Category

Sub-categories

Wanting to be more

Improvedphysical state
Stop wasting their lives
Improvedmood
Impact of AN on others

When deliberating about recovering, the most obvious area that will benefit
from any change in behaviour is the individual's physical state. Participants

cited not feeling cold, having more energy, the return of the chance to have
children, improvements in mood and a return to 'normal' life as all

contributingto decision-makingabout recovery.Whatever the benefits may
be, participantsstressed that they have to be personally meaningful to the
individual if they are to have any influence. This is because these

influences provide the reasons why the individuals with AN will continue
recovering;without them it will not happen.The first sub-categoryrelates to
the improvementin physical condition,which was the result of the negative
effects listed in the sub category of deciding to recover limitations of AN:
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Once the first few pounds go on you start to feel yes I can do this and the more weight you put on ...like now I have so much more
energy, I generally feel warmer. Like before even with the heating on
I'd always be cold and have big jumpers on. Now I don't feel like that
at all and can walk around in T-shirts and feel fine. You generally feel
more comfortable and it's those little things that make you realise that
it is actually worth putting the weight on. (P345)

Therefore, in these circumstances, individuals feel less restricted by their
physical condition and generally more 'comfortable'. In turn, this positive
outcome helps them to continue to recover because it reassures them that
recovering is worth the effort they are putting in. The synergy between
aspects of the recovering process is obvious in this quote with the linked
but different consequences that arise. This is important to the process
because it increasesthe rewards to the individual.A further example would
be when the individual begins to improve their physical state, which has
the effect of reducing the anxiety of those closest to them. This is
rewardingto the individual because they feel less guilty about the impact of
their disorder on others.

This participant reveals how thinking about how the physical changes
brought about by AN made it impossible for her to have children,
something that was important to her and acted as an impetus to
recovering:
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Also, / always used to think of the bad points like if I carry on The
...
main thing was having kids because all my periods and everything
stopped. That was the main thing - when you think about that. (P346)

The very personal nature of this motivation needs to be acknowledged
because it may not apply to others but, its personal nature, reinforces the
important role such motivations play in recovery for each individual.

Within this category, participants reported an increasing awareness that
they were in many ways 'wasting their lives' and missing out on things that
their friends were engaged in whilst they were ill with AN:

I guess I dont want to go on missing out on opportunities because
that makes you feel like you want to change being with friends and
...
seeing what they do and seeing what I'm doing - wanting to do what
they do and being round friends that also makes you want to recover.
Thinking of all the time I've wasted being ill which is most important
also helped. (P348)

This awareness has to be contrasted with the denial of illness that is
regularly reported as part of the presentation of AN. They are mutually
exclusive in that individuals cannot deny any problems when they are
aware of how they are wasting their lives. Therefore, the presence of this
awareness is an indicator that the individual is more likely to change than
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those who deny the illness. This participant is anticipating that the
recovering process will be worthwhile because it will make her a stronger
person and she will know how she deals with things. She believes that it
will all be worth it in the end:

And, I mean, whatever happens at the end of this, I will come out a
stronger person. / will know how I react to things and how I deal with
certain things. (P350)

This description of the increase in self-knowledge in the participants
because of the recovering process occurs in other categories of the study
such as doing the necessary tasks and taking on new roles. The
suggestion is that the recovery process changes the individual and this
change enables further recovery to take place. If individualsdo not acquire
a greater level of self-awarenessthen they are unlikely to progress their
recovery.

Another important subcategory, The impact of AN on others, shares
common ground with another subcategory; that of the role others have to
play in the recovering process. At this point, just one example to illustrate
its role in the consideration of recovery is needed. This participant
acknowledges how the fact that she can function better on a day-to-day
basis and is able to look after her children is a motivator for her and
reminds her that recoveringis worthwhile:

III

Now I can function on a day-to-day level like most normal people and
my worries about food I can be conscious with them rather than
wanting to be unconscious without them. So the fact that I'm out and
about and looking after my kids and for example, I'm taking them to
the cinema this afternoon. (P347)

Individuals with AN experience these conditions as promoting their
recovering. The combination of the immediate and anticipated benefits of
recovering makes you feel like you want to change (P348).

In the studies by Serpell (1999) and Cockell (2002) cited earlier, the
authors developed two very similar concepts - the 'anti-themes' and
'burdens' - to describe their participants' negative feelings about their
illness. Some of the themes that I allocate to this category are included in
their concepts and I need to explain why I have this extra category. The
studies quoted above focussed only on the participants' views of AN and
not on recovering from it. The Serpell study asked participants to write
letters to AN as friend or foe whilst the Cockell study asked them to
complete a questionnaire on the costs and benefits of AN. Therefore, I

believe the authors limited the participants' scope of response to
commentingsolely on AN, a danger associatedwith questionnairestudies.
In my research participantswere encouraged to speak about the process
of recovery from AN and were not limited to what they thought about or
how they constructed AN. Data collection was via an interview with only
limited prompts to orientate the individualto the topic. The fact that themes
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found in the earlier studies also emerged in this study supports the
findings.

However, participants in this study spoke about 'recovering' as having an
importance separate from the AN, and that the anticipated benefits and,
decision
to
their
making
contributed
anticipated
costs
more surprisingly,
from
it
AN
ill.
A
treating
to
as
and
recovery
stay
risk
of
about whether or not
one and the same is that recovery is limited to the absence of symptomsof
AN and excludes the other markers that the participants in this study
indicated were necessaryfor recovery. One consequenceof this neglect of
the true nature of the recovering process is that it leads to an
underestimation of what is required to recover, which is a theme I will
return to elsewhere in this study. Therefore, in keeping with the
methodology and in grounding the theory in the participants' accounts, I
include not one but two subcategoriesto do with recovering: the benefits
and risks associatedwith it.

Having described so clearly the negatives of having AN and the benefits of
recovering, participants also conveyed their belief that these were not
sufficient by themselves to capture the complexity of recovering from AN.
In the introduction to this thesis I highlighted that individuals with AN are
often described as reluctant patients (Palmer & Treasure 1999) and appear
less concerned than others about their situation. I have witnessed this
presentation during my clinical practice and it contributed to my decision to

study recovery from AN. The existence of this characteristic means that
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those without AN struggle to comprehend why individuals do not change
their condition when it appears the obvious thing to do. The participants
described a series of conditions that had the effect of reinforcing their AN,
either directly through the benefits it provided or indirectly in that it avoided
dealing with the work of recovering. Two other categories I have labelled
Acknowledge the benefits of AN to them and fears about recovery.

Acknowledging

the benefits of AN

Often, participantswere aware of wanting to recover for a time before they
began to undertake recovering activities. They explained that this was due
not just to the negative effects of AN on their physical and psychological
well-being but also because of the benefits the AN brought to them. Others
explained that this was becausethey did not think that anything was wrong
with them or they were so preoccupiedwith the demands of AN that there
was no time to consider it. The denial of concern is a characteristicof AN
that was reported in the literature and was discussed in the introductionas
being relevant to the value of the responses of those with AN in research
studies (Vitousek et al. 1991). Benefits of a mental illness are not a
common finding in research studies. However, it is the case in this study
and, as will be shown later in this section, has been reported in the
literature. Table 3.5 outlines the benefits participants ascribed to AN, and I
will describe these in detail because of their role in the process of
recoveringfrom the participants'perspective.
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Table 3.5: Subcategories

of category acknowledging

the benefits of

AN

Category

Subcategories

Acknowledgethe benefits

Boost to self esteem

of AN to them

A sense of identity
A way of coping with difficult issues
Communicatingwith others
Excusedfrom other's expectations

There was a part of me that was proud I could push myself that far,
have that amount of self-discipline.(P350)

Here the participant speaks of the pride she felt in being able to push

herself so hard and to demonstrate self-discipline. For her, this led to a
sense of achievement and a boost to her self-esteem through the
recognition of aspects of herself of which she could feel proud. Vitousek &

Manke (1994), in their paper on personality variables in eating disorders,
suggested that a deficit in self-esteem is a central component in the
causation of AN and that the sense of achievement experienced by those

with AN when they lose weight is a significant factor in maintaining the
illness. Determination and self-discipline are also characteristics that draw

admiration from others. Slade (1982), in a functional analysis of eating
disorders, suggested that this demonstration of discipline is designed to
show not only him or herself, but also others that they have worth. For the
individual who has low self-esteem, the admiration of others for their

display of self-control and their own endorsement of the ascetic ideals of
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denial of need and self-discipline are likely to be powerful rewards of the
illness. Without addressing this, recovery will not happen, and as I shall
show in the categories taking on new roles and dealing with underlying
issues, participants indicated that this was necessary.

Slade's (1982) overall formulation of AN was that it was 'an attempted
adaptive strategy (which has functional value to the individual) given the
major setting conditions of the individual's current life situation' (p. 167).
Therefore, the AN can be seen to function as a way of dealing with other
aspects of the individuals' life. Participants in this study also reported this
as a feature of their AN. The following quote captures the sense of AN as a
coping mechanism:

I think it served, it served a lot of functions for me but / have only
been able to see that in retrospect,in getting better because I can see
that / have used it as a control mechanism but also as a way to cope.
(P349)

The next quote from a participant adds to the concept by including an
outline of what she was coping with -a personal sense of worthlessness:

Then it was just a whole cobweb of different things that made me
spiral into this feeling of just being worthless therefore why should I
be here and then guilt about being here and guilt about eating. If
there was one thing I could keep control over, even though I couldn't
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control what / was thinking about myself, I could control what I was
putting into my body. (P347)

Both of these participants introduces the concept of 'control' -I

have

allocated a separate category to this because it emerges often in the
participants' accounts as they discuss various aspects and stages of the
recovering process so I will not address it further here. In the Cockell study
(2002) looking at the use of decisional balance with eating disorders, the
authors were surprised to find that, instead of the standard two factor
solution found in other populations studied, a third factor which they
labelled 'Functional avoidance' emerged.This factor contained the ways in
which the individual with AN uses the AN to avoid some other activity or
event that they either knew would be or anticipated would be unpleasant
and difficult.

Individual participants spoke of how the AN served as a means of
communicatingwith others in a number of differentways:

So then when / was ill / was at the centre of it and / suppose people
were looking at me and thinking 'oh you poor thing. (P342)

Her appearancewhen she was 'at the centre of it' informed people of her
condition and drew sympathy from others as a result. The next quote is
more specific about communicatingwith others whilst it also highlights how
she is pleased by her thinness but knows others see it as a problem:
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Before, if / went out anywhere and people were looking at me,
I
knew
be
thin.
/
to
/
time
thin
the
so
was
pleased
at
although was
is
God,
look
how
'my
looking
thinking
she
skinny
at me
people were
she's obviously got a problem. (P346)

This next quote highlights another aspect of AN as a means of
communicating with others. The individual's condition not only elicits
from
the
but
they
are
protected
care
also
means
sympathy and
expectations of others who might make demands on them, which they
could not meet. They were therefore excused the responsibilities
associated with being an adult, of being there for others, because they
were ill:

didn't have to be the person for other people
you
almost
and
...
because you weren't well enough to and I suppose it wasn't expected
of me. (P342)

Gale et al. (2006), in their study aimed at developing a questionnaire to
measure the pros and cons of eating disorders, looked at factors in both
AN and Bulimia Nervosa. They identified a factor they labelled
'Communication:emotions and distress' which closely resembles the sub
theme of communicating with others described above. Their participants
endorsed statements such as 'my AN is a cry for help' or I use my AN to
communicate my distress/unhappinessto others'. Other researchers have
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also reported a similar function for AN (Cockell 2003, Serpell 1999).
Participants were clear that to recover they had to develop new and
healthier ways of communicating with others. This quote provides a link
between the theme of avoiding responsibilities to others and another
theme which emerged that of AN providing an identity to the individual. It
also eloquently conveys the fear the individual experiences and the doubts
she has about who she will be or how she will be perceived by others.

People know me as Sara [all names have been changed] the
anorexic. Because I've been like it since I was quite young so this is
how they know me. If I didn't have it what would I be? Would I be just
Sara -I

wouldn't be Sara the anorexic, /V just be Sara and people

would expect me to do normal things. (P351)

The individual knows herself and is known by others as an 'anorexic'and is
concerned that she would not know how to be any other way or how she
would cope with the expectations of others if she were not. The AN
provided a way of being in the world and of being seen by others that had
distinct advantages for the individual. She also notes that the length of time

she has had the illness contributesto the strength of her 'anorexic' identity,
suggesting that the longer one has AN the harder it may be to recover.
Such a position is supported in the outcome literature where there is a
clear link between duration of illness and less good outcome (Steinhausen
2002, Pike 1998, Herzog et al. 1997, Ratnasuriyaet al. 1991). Hilde Bruch
(1982,1981,1978) suggestedthat AN is caused by impairmentsin identity
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formation, attributable to particular parenting styles which limit the
opportunities for autonomous functioning. She also suggested that the
choice of body weight as a means to self-determination is made because it
is controllable and is both personally and culturally important. Therefore,
she suggests the AN comes to represent an attempt to develop a sense of
self, linked to exercising power and control in a setting of powerlessness.
These descriptions encompass the ways in which AN can come to serve a
particular and valued function for the individual and this view was endorsed
by the participants of the study. When this happens, recovery becomes
more difficult.

The adoption of the AN identity is marked by certain characteristicways of
behaving if it is to deliver on its promise of power and control. I mentioned
the self-denial and discipline associated with it earlier and the next quote
conveys some other characteristics noted by this participant, who also
covers what this means in terms of recovery:

It's stayed with me through thick and thin That's the thing,
...
recoveringmeans getting rid of it - losing a friend and this is so scary
because I view it as a friend and if I was to recover I'd be losing like
my best friend so who would I have? (P344)

The participant is remarking on how helpful she found the dependable and
consistent presence of the AN in her life. In a way, it is a predictable and
reassuring, if destructive, presence in the person's life. Recovery would be
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scary because it would mean her giving up this AN and then what would
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In describing a maintenance model for AN, Schmidt & Treasure (2006)
suggest that, amongst other things, the personality traits, particularly
have
AN
those
traits,
are
who
of
perfectionism and obsessive compulsive
both risk factors and maintainingfactors. They suggest that individualswith
'being
that
fear
'value
traits
and
mistakes'
making
perfection and
such
rigidly rule bound, striving for perfection' (p.349) can facilitate behaviours
associated with AN, such as restricting dietary intake. They suggest that a
AN
behaviours
for
focus
detail
the
may
make
on
wish
simplicity and a
'satisfying' to the individual. The AN is overlaid on their personality and
becomes their way of dealing with the world. It also becomes the way in
which others see them. This simplifies their life, and the predictabilityand
simplicity is attractive to them. As recovery means relinquishing this
simplicity because life is unpredictableand complex, such a theory would
predict that recovery would be perceived as difficult. Participants in this
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study said as much and this is evidence that they are not just getting over
AN but battling some of their personality traits as well. Although the
authors of the above study show support for the presence of the traits in
those with AN, they note that there is currently no evidence that they affect
outcome or that treatment interventions aimed at these traits have any
impact. However, participants in this study did convey a concern about the
unpredictability of life without AN, which contributed to the uncertainty in
the recovering process. This was factored into their ongoing decisions
about continuing to recover.

Other authors employing qualitative methodologies to explore this in a

different way imply other factors in the maintenance of the AN identity.
Hepworth (1994), in her book on the social constructionof AN, and Hardin
(2003a), in her article on recovery from AN, both discuss the dangers
inherent in labelling someone as 'anorexic'. They suggest it can set the
parameters of the individuals' existence and therefore contribute to the

maintenanceof the problem. Participantsin this study suggested that they
were, in a sense, staying true to their 'anorexic' identity and that acting
outside of it would be wrong. Malson and her colleagues (2004) employed
a discourse analysis methodology to examine how individuals with AN
described their treatment experiences. They also focussed on the
construction of the 'eating disordered patient' by individuals with AN. The
authors found that both individuals with AN and healthcare workers were
likely to construct the individual as '100% anorexic' and that this had

implications for how both groups acted and interacted. For the individual
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with AN who constructs him or herself in this way one consequence is a
belief that they must behave in keeping with the persona associated with
AN. If they engage in behaviours, which are not in keeping with this, they
will experience a sense of guilt and the urge to return to the AN. If this
sense of guilt is too great for the individual to manage then recovery is
experienced as unpleasant and may be abandoned.

However, Malson et al. (2004) also reported that the degree to which an

individual felt positive about remaining with their eating disorder was
positively correlated with the pros and negatively correlated with the cons.
They found that the opposite was true for those who felt negatively about
staying with their disorder. They noted that 'it was the degree to which the
individuals endorsed pro themes, rather than cons, that was most
consistently correlated with their attitude towards the illness' (p.402). This
suggests that it is the perception of the advantages that most influences
the individuals' view of their illness and whether or not they will want to
recover from it. The authors assert that the 'positive aspects' of AN may
explain the 'poor motivation to change and contribute to the maintenance
of the disorder' (p.394).

Overall, the literature is clear that the perceived advantages of AN are
significant and need to be addressed if the individual is to recover,
something with which the participants in this study concurred. Therefore
without addressing the positive aspects of the AN as perceived by the

individual no recovery is likely to take place. This is because the individuals
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remain committed to the AN as a way of coping, a solution or providing
them with an identity which they otherwise would not have. That AN has
benefits for the individual also has implications for any treatment proposed
for AN. It is likely that any treatment will be perceived as a threat to identity
and therefore they will resist it. I will return to this within the sub category of
getting support from others later in the thesis.

Alongside articulating the benefits of AN, participants in this study
be
likely
AN,
to
benefits
they
by
the
that,
are
of
relinquishing
suggested
anxious and fearful of what will happen to them. How will they cope without
the AN? For them, recovering is more than giving up the benefits of AN - it
is also the necessity of dealing with the work of recovering. Thus, to
recover individuals with AN have to tolerate the distress that inevitably
find
lives
how
their
they
alternative
and
changing
accompanies
manage
ways to address these needs. It is in the scale and nature of this task that
the difficulty of the recovering process is partially captured, as will be
shown in the next section managing their fears about recovery.

Managing their fears about recovery
Recovery can be quite lonely becauseyou haven't got that kind of If
..
it's a cry for help like, 'hey look at me, I'm struggling,'well you haven't
got a physical way of showing it. (P349)

This quote is linked to a previous sub theme 'communicatingwith others'
and introduces some of the consequencesof no longer relying on AN to
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communicate distress. Relinquishing this benefit can lead to individuals
feeling lonely and without a means of letting others know how they feel so
they have to find an alternative means of fulfilling this need.

It is not surprising given the previous section that participants might speak
benefits
listed
Giving
the
having
up
of recovering as
negative aspects.
above would constitute a significant task (Halmi et al. 2005) and would
is
is
is
individual.
What
that
this
from
the
surprising
require significant effort
not regularly captured in the literature. There is a recognition in the
literature that it is difficult to recover from AN and that it is a long process
requiring substantial effort on the part of the individual (Cockell et al. 2004,
Finfgeld 2002, Herzog et al. 1997, Hall 1993, Way 1993, Hsu et al. 1992,
Beresin et al. 1989). This is usually found in a small number of sentences
which describe the sentiment at the beginning of the study. There is no
attempt to provide descriptionsas to why this recovering is so difficult. The
literature is rightly criticised in my view because it confines itself to listing
prognostic factors or activities that were beneficial to recovering whilst
providing little as to the experiential aspects of recovering (Jarman &
Walsh 1999, Pike 1998). The possible reasons for this, as I have
discussed in the introduction, include a focus on the more measurable
indicators of outcome and on the AN itself, rather than on recovering from
it from the perspectiveof the individualwith the disorder. I concluded in the
introductionthat this potentially limits our understandingof what is required
to recover and neglects a valuable source of important data on this topic.
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In keeping with my methodology, I initially refrained from reading parts of
the literature that may have prejudiced the data collection with concepts of
recovery other than the ones I carried myself. However, as the study
progressed and I engaged with the literature I identified a number of
studies that focussed on the individual with AN's perspective on recovery.
(Couturier & Lock 2006, Lamoureux & Bottorff 2005, Noordenbos &
Seubring 2006, Jones et al. 2005, Tan et al. 2003, Hardin 2003a, Tozzi et
al. 2003, Button & Warren 2001, Hsu et al. 1992, Beresin et al. 1989). The
fact that the majority of these articles were published in recent years is a
welcome confirmation of the increasing frequency with which the views of
those with experience of the illness are being sought. However, even in
this literature, there is a focus on the factors that aided recovery or

contributed to relapse, as well as analysis of AN as a disorder and how it
contributed to both these outcomes. There is limited space allocated to the
experience of recovering itself, aside from it being hard and that there are
things individuals need to do to recover. The risk, as I see it, is that this
leads to an underestimation of what is actually required to recover. The
consequences of this are significant for the individual with AN and those
trying to help.

In this study, all the participants,those who had completed the recovering
process and those who were still undergoing it, spoke of how
uncomfortable and difficult their experience of it was. This is important
because, as mentioned in the methodology, I did not exclude participants
based on their clinical status. I did not do so for a number of reasons but
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mainly because I was interested in recovering from AN from the
perspective of the individual with AN. Including those with the disorder as
well as those who had recovered from it allowed for a greater range of data
on the process to be collected. Including their view would also help to
counter the charge levied at the literature in the introduction that the
interests of the professionals and academic researchers who carry out the
research drive the definitions of recovery.

The aspects experienced as aversive consisted of both giving up the
benefits of AN and what was required to live life without it, such as
managingtheir emotional life. For example, individualswould not only have
to relinquish the sense of achievement associated with losing weight but
would also have to tolerate weight gain. These are two completelydifferent
aspects to manage, as illustratedby these two quotes:

When the weight does start to go on - to start with, it is really scary
and you kind of lose control of something that you have had tight
control of all the time and you feel frightened that you're going to lose
control and not stop putting weight on. (P344)

I guess so. I could never use gaining weight as a measure of
achievement.It has always felt like a failure, like giving in. (P349)

The first quote relates to fears that when they start to recover and gain
some weight they will no longer be able to control their eating and will just
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keep gaining weight. This demonstrates an erroneous belief that exists
within AN that eating will mean continuous weight gain. This is one of a
series of thoughts associated with AN that will have to be disproved for
recovery to continue. Unfortunately, this occurs 'in vivo', so to speak, with
the individual having to begin to eat to find out what will happen.
Participants stated that trusting the information they received about this
was important, as was who gave them that information. The second quote
relates more to the experience of weight gain as a failure, as somehow
giving in to something. This is in contrast to the boost to their self-esteem

associated with weight loss. The importance of this for recovering is that
they experience these events negatively, and as such, they make the
process of recovering unpleasant to the individual. If they are not
committed to the process then these experiences are likely to undermine it.
Participants also wanted to convey the sense that the loss of self-esteem
from weight gain and the feeling of being out of control could combine to
undermine this commitment further. The drop in self-esteem associated
with giving up the maintenance of a low weight undermines the individuals'
belief in their ability to cope with the loss of control experienced when
restoring weight. The result is less confidence in dealing with the demands
of recovering and a greater risk of relapse.

Recovering from AN is difficult and demanding and has some unique
challenges that are not present in other disorders. I will return to having to
eat within the necessary tasks category and will restrict myself here to
looking at the peculiarity of food in contrast to other disorders where the
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intake of substances leads to problems, such alcohol and drugs. Food
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experience of recovery because individuals with AN are compelled to come
face to face with food as illustrated by this participant:

The problem is I think that if you were an alcoholic, for example, fair
enough you are put into situations where alcohol is available but you
can distance yourself from these potentially whereas. With anorexia,
you have to face food every day, interact with food every day ... It is a
constant thing you have to face. Like I said, you have to be aware of it
all the time. I thought about food a lot in my anorexia but actually, I
am actually going to think about it more in recovery. Just the thought
of it having such a domineering part in my life is scary. (P351)

Not only is food a constant concern during the AN but, during recovery, it
becomes more important as individuals rearrange their relationshipwith it.
Participants point out that social activity often takes place at events and in
settings that include food as an integral part of the activity. As participants
explained, this means that exposure to such situations would be a
significant part of their recovering and would be difficult to manage or
control.
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This example demonstrates how the categories, which emerged in the
study, interact with each other and contribute to the sense of dynamism
conveyed by participants about recovering. Here, improvement in the area
of food behaviours is likely to increase the occurrence of social activities,
both of which participants perceived as positive in the context of
recovering. Equally, limited improvement in food behaviour will also limit
social opportunities, which will compound the individual's isolation, all of
which are perceived as negative for recovering. This interrelatedness
between aspects of the process and their capacity to influence one another
is important for the ongoing commitment of the individual to recover.

Participants emphasised how this interaction was a constant presence in
their lives, prompting considerationand reconsiderationof what to do next
in the context of their recovery. They convey the effort and commitment
needed to maintain their recovery, particularly given the comments about
the importanceof returning to what they describe as a 'normal life'. Both of
these observations are relevant to the basic social process, developing a
more complex identity, which is described later.

Another aversive aspect of recovering is the physiological reaction of
human beings when restarting eating. Keys (1946) found that individuals
who have restricted their food intake undergo a number of responses,
which are uncomfortable. Individuals report feeling bloated after small
amounts of food, stomach pain due the stomach lining stretching to
accommodatethe amount of food consumed and, occasionally,feelings of
nausea. Szmukler et al. (1995) reported similar findings and attributed
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them to the delayed emptying of the stomach, while Schmidt & Treasure
(2006) note that the 'prospect of having to eat becomes a threat associated
with these aversive consequences' (p.347). For participants, the impact of
such experiences was to make them regard eating as unpleasant and to
begin restricting their food intake or purging behaviours; in order to remove
the unpleasantness. However, participants' comments were not limited to
the physical consequences of restarting eating; they also spoke of the
cognitive and emotional consequences. Eating anything outside of the
limited range of foods they allowed themselves was seen as a failure and
led to negative emotions. A significant one, which arose in many different
contexts, was guilt.

Guilt
Guilt; remorse or self-reproach caused by feeling that one is
responsible for a wrong or offence.

(Collins Concise English Dictionary 1982)

This definition of guilt conveys what participantsexperiencedand struggled
with in the recovering process. Participants found this to be a prominent
part of their recoveringand a difficult emotion to deal with. Guilt could also
arise in the context of two apparently opposing sets of circumstances,as
illustrated in the following quote:

Because I was like it for quite a while there is still something quite
deeply ingrained that kicks its head up now and again and if / eat less
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in a day I feel kind of like I have achieved something, which isn't right
at this stage as I'm still trying to put weight on. I know it's not right and
when I do get those feelings I do kind of fee/ a bit guilty about it.
Before I felt guilty if I ate too much whereas now if I eat too little I fee/
guilty about that. (P345)

For this participant, the guilt arises when she perceives she is breaking
both the rules of AN and the rules of recovering as she has laid them out.
Participants spoke of how the guilt arose in a number of contexts, such as
in spending time focussing on him or herself. The AN allowed them to
become more self-absorbed and more focussed on their own needs.

However, this is false in that it was only a limited set of their needs being
addressed and was achieved only through becoming more isolated from
others. Taking time for oneself is described and experienced as being
selfish by participants and, as such, is a negative for them. Cockell et al.
(2002) report similar findings in their factor analysis study, particularly in
the factor they describe as the 'burdens' of AN.

For participants in this study, the guilt also contributes to them becoming
more isolated from other people, as they seek to avoid not meeting the
needs of others. Connors (1996) suggests that one of the possible
vulnerabilities to developing AN is the individual's temperament and
personality characteristics and that, because of their concern about how
others see them, they are overly eager to please and compliant. In order to
recover, they recognise that they need to strike a balance between
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spending time focussed on their needs whilst increasing time spent with
other people. They have to address the feelings of guilt and run the risk of
others thinking they are ignoring them. When the isolation is due to a low
level of self-esteem, to overcome it they have to accept that they are
worthy of their own and other people's time and attention. In a sense, they
have to resolve the dilemma of time for self as opposed to time with others.
All of these tasks bring with them an exposure to situations and emotions
that the individual participants describe as difficult and demanding. If they
are not prepared for them or are unsure about their reasons for recovering,
the risk of relapse will increase. However, if they have altered the beliefs
they hold about food and see recovering as something they want, then
they are likely to continue their recovering journey as indicated here:

To recover you would have to have less of the guilty thoughts and
that food is a bad thing. (P343)

Another aspect of the 'guilt' that emerged from the study was related to
how the AN impacts on others. The process of recovering includes the
need for the individual to come to terms with the often-negativeimpact on
friends and family. Not recovering was a way to avoid the guilt they felt
about the effect the disorder had on others. Therefore, the dilemma
becomes even more complex for the individual. Staying in AN becomes a
solution that allows individuals to focus on themselves. However, the cost
is that they withdraw from others which has an impact on those closest to
them, causing hurt and difficulty. This in turn leads to guilt for having done
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that, but the only way they can prevent it continuing is to embrace the guilt
associated with focussing on their own recovery, thereby running the risk
of creating further guilt . Such a scenario could easily lead to the individual
feeling stuck or engaged in an internal struggle as to how best to act. The
It
dilemma.
the
below
the
also
and
challenge
of
quote
captures
complexity
acknowledges the power of AN and the need for the individual to address
this in recovering, which is a separate section of this chapter.

It's wrong, it just doesn't work [others taking over responsibility for
feeding] and it just makes you feel worse about yourself because you
feel you're letting them down as well as letting yourself down. At that
point, letting yourself down is eating and letting them down is not
eating...So there's a real conflict in your head there as well but you
don't want to let other people down but by not letting them down
you're letting yourself down and it's you you've got to live with not
them. (P347)

It is clear from this that the individual is trying to resolve a dilemma and
whichever route they take they are likely to encounter negative emotions,
which they have to tolerate.

Overall, individuals are faced with many challenges in their deciding to
recover. These range from consideration of giving up the perceived
benefits of the disorder, finding alternativesto the benefits, dealing with the
consequencesof acting against the AN identity, addressing the impact of
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the disorder on themselves and others, accepting that others cannot really
appreciate what is involved in their recovering, as well as eating food and
restoring weight. They have also to deal with their fears about the time

when they are recoveredor if they ever will be.
As I've said before, sometimes I'm sort of frightened of myself
because Ijust like... particularly now I'm getting so much better and
putting this weight on but I'm frightened that once I get to a sensible
weight that there is still going to be something that's really deeply
ingrained that is always going to tell me to cut back a bit and try and
is
frightened
I
lose
there
this
always going
am
a
pound
week.
maybe
to be that thing there, which I cannot control necessarilY. But it's not
so much... / do not know if it is me or like the illness and whether it

will ever completelygo -I do not know. (P345)

Such a prospect can appear daunting and is compounded by its
unpredictable nature, because those who suffer from AN value simplicity
and certainty (Vitousek & Ewald 1993). Given this, it is not surprising that
participants speak of the battle or struggle they face when engaged in
recovering from the disorder.

This is compounded by participants highlighting how the same event can
have both positive and negative consequencesfor them, which as a result,
support or undermine recovering. In discussing the above four categories,
it is clear that AN and recovery are perceived as both beneficial and

aversive. Both those who remained ill and those who recovered described
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recovery as aversive. Instead, all the participants acknowledged the
capacity of events to have two opposing meanings. Weight restoration
means becoming physically healthier as well as having to deal with more
anxiety. Having no emotions can be both unpleasant in the sense that you
do not feel any positive emotions and pleasant in that you cannot feel any
hurt. The significance of this is that starting to recover does not necessarily
lead to a smooth continuous journey towards recovery. Instead, individuals
are faced with situations and circumstances that they have previously
managed with their AN and it remains an option for them to continue to
manage them in this way. Participants were clear that it was when they felt
overwhelmed by the demands of recovering that it was most difficult to
manage. This sense of loss of control contributed to recovering being
experienced as perilous.

The presence of such a theme was surprising because I had always
considered recovery to be a good thing and that whatever was required
was worth it. The reasons for this could lie within the normative perspective
into which I had been socialised in my training as a nurse. Looking on
recovery as a positive thing could lead to the underreporting of negative
experiences of it because they are not part of the dominant view.
Alternatively in AN, which has poor outcomes (NICE 2004, Steinhausen
2002), any focus on the difficulties of recovering may be viewed as
undermining even this limited response. It could also be considered as
reducing hope for a successful resolution of their difficulties. However, not
reporting it underestimates what is required to recover and participants in
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the study remarked that others often did not appreciate how hard the
recovering process was for them. They felt that others were therefore not
appreciative

of the efforts they put in. Disguising such demands

underestimates what the individual can contribute and, as discussed
earlier, constructingan individual in a particularway can set the agenda for
treatment and the response to it (Malson et al. 2004). Finally, I also believe
it maintains a focus on the individual and the AN as the main contributors
to any lack of progress, whilst the limited success of the treatment

interventionsprovidedare partially absolved from such scrutiny.

Returning to the Cockell et al. (2002) study for further support to this
concept, they point out that the third factor in the decisional balance, the
'functional avoidance' subscale, can be interpreted as serving both a
positive and negative function for the individual. It can be positive in that
the individual perceives it to be 'helpful in providing escape' (p.370) and
negative in that it also means that the individual does not achieve their
longer-termgoals.

This ambivalence emerges from the participants and is important to the
experience of recovering from the insiders' perspective. It contributes to
the mismatch in perceptionsof the same event between the individualwith
AN and those without it, with unfortunate consequences. Of further
importance for this study is the suggestion that individuals with AN have
insight into the 'complexity of their life circumstances' (p.371). This
includes the extent to which the individual is aware that the problems (i.e.
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burdens) perceived serve a purpose (i.e. benefits), which 'on a deeper
level provides a means to avoiding a perceivedworse fate' (Cockell et al.
2002, p.371). It is in this perceivedworse fate, whatever this may entail for
the individual, that will have to be addressed in recoveringfrom AN and I
However,
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the
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what
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Cockell study only construes it in terms of avoidance of the AN state itself
is
it,
in
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which
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and not
This I believe is a criticism to be levelled at most of the studies quoted so
far because their focus has been on looking at the costs and benefits of
having the AN as the determiningfactors when deciding to recover whilst
neglecting the challenges posed to the individual by the process of
recovering itself. In Figure 3.2 1 have drawn the subcategories of this
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scales represent the considerations the individuals make around the
illness, on the left and recovering, on the right. The arrows indicate the
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made by individuals and whether they support recovery or not. The lower
sets of scales can influence each other as well as affecting the larger set
of scales above them. Using scales may appear a touch ironic given my
subject matter but scales can be tipped in either direction and as such
convey the dynamic nature of this construct and how different categories
influence one another. The next pages will describe this in more detail.
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Whilst reflecting on the illness, individuals with AN have to recognise the
destructive

aspects

of the illness,

how it limits their lives as well as

acknowledging how it has come to be of benefit to them.

Figure 3.2: Diagram of interactions between categories of, deciding
to recover
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Without doing both, they will not recognise there is a problem in the first
place and even if they do without also acknowledging its benefits, they
may continue to downplay or even deny the seriousness of the problem.
An example would be where the individual is low weight and endangering
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their physical health and because the AN is helping them address other
issues in their lives they will not act on their physical health. The outcome
of these considerations shifts with the change of importance an individual
gives to the components of the each side of their debate. Therefore, as
they become more physically unwell this becomes a larger part of their
considerations than previously. This is particularly the case if it intensifies
other limitations such as not socialising with friends.

At the same time, individualsare reflecting on recovery and what it means
to them. They are anticipating the likely benefits of recovering but also
have to deal with the fears they hold about starting such a process. Both
are important to the process because the anticipated benefits
counterbalance the fears promoting recovery and vice versa. One
example would be where the individual is anticipating that recovery will
have a positive impact on their social life and they are worried about how
others will see them or whether they will fit in. A further example would be
the individual having had a negative treatment experience or comments
about their appearance. In this situation despite the anticipated benefit of
being physically well, the fear of a return of such negative comments will
underminetheir commitmentto recovery.

However the AN and recovering from it are not separate and they
influence each other. The individual with AN may decide that given how
bad they are feeling physically the benefits of doing something about it
may outweigh any fears they have about what it might take to start
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recovering. Alternatively if the AN serves to sustain a relationship with a
relative that they value then this may outweigh any concerns about their
physical health or any benefits that improving it may bring.

The larger set of scales represents this next level of deciding to recover,
where the reflections about recovery and AN come together. Thus a
decision to recover based on an analysis of the AN only, may be
supported or undermined when the decision based on the analysis of
recovery is incorporated.It is at this level that the participantsof this study
experienced and considered the unpleasant aspects of recovering.These
either were anticipated to be part of the recovery process or had been
previously experienced by the individual and they influence what the
individual will decide to do. For example if the individual is considering
having treatment and they have previously had a negative experience of
treatment then this is likely to reduce the individualsconfidencethat it may
be beneficial to them. Another participant in this study spoke of not using
treatment the first time around and that therefore on returning to treatment
she was influenced to try harder to make the most of it. In my experience
professionals often focus on the analysis of the pros and cons of the AN
and give limited consideration to the recovering process. As discussed
earlier this may happen becausethe normativeview of recovery is positive
and ultimately worth it and that as professionals we promote recovery.
However, its significance lies in how it might influence practice and I will
discuss this within my conclusionand its implications.
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Figure 3.2 when taken all together represents the construct deciding to
recover but not its entirety. Participants of the study emphasised another
aspect, which has to do with the conditions that need to be fulfilled to start
to recover. These conditions were also important to recovery being
sustained to its conclusion. I have labelled this aspect making it personal,
which I will now detail.

Making it personal
You have to want it, you have to want it. You also have to want to
have
You
lot.
You
have
to
the
can't
everything
change.
change a
want
you want; you cant have the five star life and an eating disorder. You
have to actually want to change. You have to take on what people are
saying to you. Youjust can't keep going you have to change. (P351)

Participants emphasised that the person with AN has to want to recover or
the process is unlikely to start and would not be sustained. Recovering is
both anticipated to be and is reported as being difficult and challenging by
the participants. If the individual is not recovering for him or herself, they
will not embark on such a difficult task in the first place. They have to

develop a personal commitment to recover. They do this by drawing on
their hopes for a life without AN. These hopes will help them to sustain
their efforts to recover, particularly when things get difficult. Participants
caution against doing it for other people, particularlythose closest to them.
They predict that such motivations would not be sufficient to sustain the
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effort required to recover and can lead to resentment towards the other
person.

At the end of the day you control what you eat. It's you and you cant
get better for anyone else because as soon as you try you end up
resenting that person and if anything ever goes wrong it's the first
thing you go back to, the anorexia because you don't do it for
yourself (P350)

The individual is solely responsible for the recovering process; they need
to be in control of it. If they cede this responsibility to others or wait for
others to make them recover, it will not happen and they will stay with their
illness.
I'm the only one who can do it. It is a struggle with yourself. (P348)

One exception highlighted by participants relates to when individuals are
so ill that others have to intervene through insisting on eating or weight
restoration. Participants stated that, at these times, it was unlikely that they
would start to recover themselves so they accepted the need for others to
act. However, the responsibility has to be returned to them as soon as
possible to avoid being pushed too far too fast and increasing the risk of
relapse. They acknowledged that others had a role to play (I will return to
this later) but the greatest role was always reserved for those with the
illness.
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Therefore, individuals have to create their own solution. They adapt their
own and other resources available to them to manage the recovering
process if in order to sustain it. As this participant says:

/ know the bottom line is that it is a really funny illness - not funny ha,
ha, but it's vety strange because it's an illness and yet you want to
have it and, at some point, you have to make the decision that you
donYwant to have it any more. (P349)

Vansteenkiste et al. (2005) examined the motivation to change in eating
disorders from the perspective of self-determinationtheory. They found
that the more the individual internalised the need for change, as well as
their acknowledgementof the personal importance of change the greater
the change that took place.

So at this stage individuals review the AN, its affects on them as well as
how it functions for them. They must also consider recovery, its potential
benefits and the anxieties they have about what it will bring. The
conclusion they reach must be supportive of recovery or they will remain
with AN. They have to decide to recover for themselves and not for others
or they are likely to fail. What this suggests is that the individual is in a
struggle with him or herself as to what to do. They have to engage with
complicated and demanding issues if they are to recover. Participants
suggest that they value simplicity and predictability, a finding in the
literature also, which serves to heighten their anxieties about the demands
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of recovering. Therefore in deciding to recover individuals examine the
limitations and possibilities of AN as well as recovery from it. They must
conclude that they have to change if recovery is to start.

As Maine (1985) found in her study of recovery from AN, 'All saw personal
responsibility and self motivation as integral to their recoveries.The inner
logic of anorexia was impermeable until these shifts began' (p.52)
However, deciding to recover is not a one off event and participantswere
clear that they had to continue to decide to recover and I will cover this
more fully within the category sustaining recovery. For now the individual
with AN must move on to the next stage that of the doing what is
necessary.

Doing what is necessafy
This major category incorporates the tasks that participants say are
essential to the recovering process. Although there are, other tasks to
recovery these are particularly significant because without undertaking and
completing these recovery will not be successful. In addition, it would not
be sufficient to complete just one of them without the others, as this too
would lead to a limited form of recovery and an increased risk of relapse.
Participants found the prospect and experience of these tasks anxiety
provoking and daunting which meant that they had to continue to decide to
recover in the face of the demands such tasks placed on them. This major
construct labelled doing what is necessary consists of three categories
repairing the damage, dealing with underlying issues and re-establish
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controL Table 3.6 summarises the various categories that make up this

construct.

Table 3.6: Major construct doing what is necessary

Categories

Major Construct
Doing what is
necessary

1
2.
3.
4.

Repairing the damage
Dealing with the underlying issues
Re-establish control
Combat the power of the AN

Repairing the damage

I think that obviously weight needs to be restored when you're very
low weight and I think this is the same for most people and it has to
be done in a safe manner so that you can restore your weight to a
healthy weight (P344)

This participantcaptures what other participantsalso emphasisedthat they
must restore their weight if recovery is to occur. This first category
repairing the damage, relates to undoing the harm caused by the

restriction of food intake and/or the other behaviours such as laxative use,
vomiting or excessive exercise. This harm is physical, psychological,
emotional and social and as such, it imposes limits on individuals. In the
category recognising the limitations of AN, I outlined how individuals were
affected by the AN. Participants spoke of feeling cold, having no energy,
being a 'bag of nothing' and isolating themselves from others. Whilst in
wanting to be more, participants anticipated the likely benefits of eating

more and increasing their weight. AN reduces the resources individuals
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have to start and to continue dealing with the demands of the recovering
process. One participant talked of not even 'thinking about recovery'
(13346)because of how physically ill she was.

Its impact on the physical and psychological capacity of the individual
handicaps
they
them
their
when
and
efforts
at
recovering
undermines
begin
the
They
have
to
to
to
their
repair
succeed.
resources
need all of
damage if they are to withstand the demands of recovering.To do so they
healthy
towards
range.
a
more
weight
and
restore
adequately
must eat
This participantdescribesjust how this works.
Once the first few pounds go on you start to feel yes I can do thisand the more weight you put on....like now I have so much more
heating
Like
before
the
feel
I
on
even
with
warmer.
energy, generally
IV always be cold and have big jumpers on. Now I don't feel like that
at al/ and can walk around in t-shirts and feel fine. You generally feel
more comfortable and it is those little things that make you realise
that it is actually worth putting the weight on (P345)

The quote also acknowledges how putting weight on helps individuals to
keep on recovering because of its positive effects. The individuals capacity
to deal with their AN is increasedas they become physically healthier.This
effect is important because of its role in counteractingthe aversive aspects
of the recovering process. I outlined the influences arrayed against
recovery in the subcategoriesacknowledgingthe benefits of AN and fears
about recovery. The benefits, remarked on by the participantsto restoring
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their physical health act as reassurance that recovery is worthwhile. The
next quote outlines how repairing the physical damage will help them to
have enough energy to pursue other aspects of their life.

Initially it would be the energy to have a life. Before I came in here I
had no energy and that's why I lost a lot of my life... and also when
you haven't got the energy to actually do things even if you want
to.(P 341)

Ultimately the physical impact of AN is significant and can make it
impossiblefor the individual to function on a day-to-day basis. (Keys 1946)
We also know from research that those who restore weight to close to their
healthy weight have a better prognosis than those who do not (Pike 1998,
Strober et al.1997, Herzog et al 1993) and participants' perspectives
concur with such a finding. Therefore for the best chance of recovery being
successfulthe individualwith AN must eat and restore their weight.

From the etic perspective eating and improving physical health through
weight increase appear self-evident and something to be pursued.
However, they are fraught with challenges and fears for the individualwith
AN. These tasks contribute to the experienceof recoveringas unpleasant.
This is important because it can undermine the commitment towards
staying in recovery. Indeed too great a focus on the physical aspects of
recovery can undermine the process. In the introduction I discussed the
literature and the concerns expressed therein of too great an emphasis on
such physical measures of recovery, (Noordenbos& Seubring 2006, Pike
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1998 as examples). In a similar way participants warned against too great

issues
that
issues
focus
other
emphasised
and
alone
on physical
a
needed attending to.

The thing is when you put weight on in here often initially as well your
however
be
increase
still
mind
can
and
your
massively
weight can
many miles behind and you like I said its not just about weight
restoration but also tackling the underlying issues that caused you to
lose the weight in the first place. (P350)

Also in the introduction, I outlined how such an emphasis could both
be
Recovery
levels
would
of
recovery.
underestimate and overestimate
by
is
because
to
only
measured
recovery
progress
underestimated
in
improvement
being
to
other areas.
and
neglects
reference physical well
Whilst it could also overestimate it, if physical well being is treated as
in
in
difficulties
the
the
elsewhere
context of continuing
complete recovery
person's life. Participantsshare this misgiving and convey that they need
to be dealing with underlyingissues, which I address in the next section.

Participants stressed that repairing their physical health was a significant
component of their recovery particularly in the early stages. This was true
for participants who regarded themselves as recovered and those who
in
it
is
that
ill.
Such
unexpected
surprising
remained
a consensus was
given the commentaryon the concept of denial of illness in AN outlined in
the introduction. Perhaps as noted by Vitousek et al. (1991) my role as
interested researcher as opposed to a clinician involved in their care may
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have allowed participants to acknowledge this aspect of recovery without

believing they had to act on the insight.

Dealing with underlying issues

ff you're in recovery / think you should be working on the issues
otherwise you just are kind of delaying a relapse because obviously
there are problems why the illness started - it's not just a thing that
happens. There are problems that need to be worked on otherwise
theyWhappen again and even if you think you're recovered at the
time it can happen again. (P343)

This participant warns of the consequences for individuals who do not
address the underlying issues which contributed to the AN developing.
Improving their physical state as challenging as that is, is not sufficient on
its own to bring about recovery. Pike (1998) in a review of the outcome of
AN states that 'Addressing past trauma is an important issue' (p.471) but
recommends that work on such trauma be carried out when the AN is not

in an acute stage. Individuals have to address underlying issues, which
could have contributed to the emergence of the illness or evolved as the
illness progressed. These included dealing with low self-esteem, poor
family relationships,fears about coping with adulthood, childhood trauma
and other psychiatricsymptomssuch as obsessionsor depression.

Other issues emerged as the AN progressed and an example was the

sense of feeling stronger, different, even special because of the response
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of others to the illness. Another participant described herself as being 'let
off the hoole (P345) by the AN as she did not have to deal with the
expectations of others. The key characteristic in all of the scenarios
outlined above, is that the AN helped the individual deal with events which

they experiencedas difficult in their lives. In a way, this method of dealing
with things was not to deal with them, to avoid them through becoming
preoccupied with the demands of the disorder. This avoidance is a
characteristicreferred to in the literature on AN (Schmidt & Treasure 2006,
Cockell 2002, Slade 1982) and unless it is dealt with relapse is likely to
occur.

Troop & Treasure (1997) in a study of psychosocialfactors in the onset of
eating disorders found that cognitive avoidance, as a means of dealing
with difficult events was associatedwith the onset and maintenanceof AN.
In this participants case the constant focus on food and dieting that
characterisesAN served to occupy all the waking moments preventingthe
underlying issues from surfacing.
For me it was a way of dealing with things, I don't actually.... The
anorexia was the solution. It emerged out of how I dealt with other
things and took a grasp that way (P346).

Therefore, any reduction in this preoccupationwith food would open the
way for the re-emergenceof underlying issues, which would demand the
attention of the individual. Unless they developed new ways of dealing
with these issues, they were likely to relapse into the AN. If they develop
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new ways of dealing with them and are supported to do so then they will
continue to recover. This next long quote captures what is required to deal
with underlying issues and how by doing so it enhanced understandingof
what was needed to recover.
For me I didn't realise what it was so I needed to go back years and
years and years to rind all the little things that had built up to make
one big.... You know.... It was like a catalyst. There was like these
little bits that all of a sudden.... Or maybe not all of a sudden but over
a period of timejoined together and that was where my downfall was
having
dealt
(P347)
them
not
with
properly.
-

The remainderof the quote covers the work involved in dealing with them.
...

/ was going through the talking therapy and / had to draw pictures

and write letters and stuff like that and all these little things came out.
Not necessarily that / had to delve deeply into all of them -I just had
to acknowledgethem and once I had, it became easier to recognise
how / was going to recover and what / needed... (P347)

The literature on the coping strategies of those with an eating disorder is
also helpful in this regard. It suggests that individuals use avoidance more
than do control groups. (Bloks et al. 2001, Troop et al. 1998, Troop et
al.1994). However Bloks et al. (2004) in a further study examining coping
strategies and recovery in eating disorders found that recovery in AN was
associated with less avoiding, less passive reacting more active tackling
and more seeking of social support. The facing up to and dealing with their
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difficulties proposed by the participants resemble the concepts of less
avoiding and more active tackling outlined in the study. Bloks (2004) also
found that those participants who remained ill displayed no difference in
coping strategies from assessment at follow up. They did not report on
any interim stages in the recovering process in terms of coping strategies.
A conclusionthey reach is that the teaching of coping strategies is likely to
be beneficial in helping individualsto recover and to make individuals less
vulnerable to relapse. In this study, participantsemphasisedthe necessity
of dealing with the underlying issues differently if they were to recover.
Avoiding these issues would leave individualsvulnerableto relapse.

There

is another

aspect

to

the

AN

as

a

coping

mechanism.

Conceptualising AN as a solution, as Bruch (1985) has done can help
explain the individuals adherence to behaviours which are destructive.
When AN acts as a solution for individuals it is reinforced by virtue of its
success in distracting individuals from the underlying problem. However, it
can also come to be reinforced because giving AN up means having to
deal with whatever it is a solution to and this is likely to be an aversive
experience. Recovering involves not just giving up the solution but also
finding alternatives ways of dealing with whatever difficulties exist.
Therefore challenging the power of the AN is seen as only a part of the
struggle by the participants of this study. They are required to go beyond
this and to change other aspects of their lives which if they do not they will
notrecover.
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One possible outcome of this can be to undermine the individual's

it
in
They
being
see
as
recovering.
successful
about
confidence
is
When
beyond
this
the case, they
their
capabilities.
and
overwhelming
in
the process
likely
be
less
to
to
give
up
early
and
may
start
recover
will
when it is particularly difficult. (It is difficult throughout). It is important
therefore to assist the individual to review their perception of the
recovering task. For the individual doing so provides an opportunity to
it.
be
helped
how
they
the
achieve
might
and
process
reflect on
recovering
It will also allow for the identification of any unrealistic demands they are
making of themselves. It can allow also for the identification of steps that
have been taken and the acknowledgement of interim success, which
it
help
For
to
those
trying
offers the
reinforces continued recovering.
opportunity to empathise about the nature of the task to be undertaken
and reduce misunderstandings. Participants reported that others often
underestimated the task of recovering which leads to demands being
placed on them that they feel unable to meet. A consequenceof this was
that it could lead to a lack of positive comment on or recognition of what
they had achieved. Avoiding these pitfalls in an already difficult process
was seen as beneficial by participantsand helped them to recover.

However, for professionalsthere is a further danger that of neglecting the
power of the AN in the treatment processwhich will likely result in a lack of
progress. Beumont and Vandereycken (1998) when discussing the
challenges and risks for professionals describe a scenario where the
professional may 'ignore, minimise or even trivialise, the eating disorder
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because 'the real issue is supposed to be something else' (p.15). They
argue that this is becausethe professionaldoes not understandthe nature
of AN and that you have to deal with the disorder just as you would if you
were dealing with 'factors maintaining the drinking of an alcoholic' (p.16).
They go on to caution that the pursuit of the secret reason neglects the
serious impacts the AN has on the individuals life both physically and
psychologically.Pike (1998) in a review of the long-termcourse of AN also
cautions professionals not to regard the symptoms of AN as 'simply
symbols of underlying issues' (p.471) and suggests that it is critical that
the professional be aware that 'whatever caused the illness may not be
what is maintainingit' (p.471). It is also important to acknowledgehow the
symptoms of the illness take on a life of their own which can have serious
implications for the individual with AN. Such advice is echoed by
participantsemphasisingthe need to address the hold the AN has on their
lives in order to sustain the recovery process.

Participantswhen describing the aversive aspects of the disorder list not
only the physical effects of their starved state but also the psychological
effects that can only be addressed via their physical recovery.
Interventions,which neglect this in favour of a search for a psychological
cause, run a high risk of failing to address the deficits associatedwith the
AN. However, this is not to say that underlying issues are not relevant to
the recovering process. Beumont and Vandereycken (1998) note that
such issues exist but that the relationshipwith the eating disorder may not
be direct. What this does suggest and which emerges from the accounts
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of participants is that recovering is a complex process that requires
attention to a number of areas at the same time if it is to be successful.
Learning skills to manage their emotions and getting support from others
are helpful at this time.

A separate but connected issue for participants arises if they do not
address these underlying issues. When faced with situations previously
dealt with via the AN there is a risk they would use other unhealthy means
to manage their lives such as alcohol or drugs.

/V see myself as weight recovered, but you have to understand what
got you there in the first place. / suppose the way I see it is as an
accident waiting to happen. / have had problems in the past with
They
lot
drinking
things
overdoing
exercise.
partying
and
a
other
were my chosen coping mechanism at the time then anorexia came
along and / suppose without the others putting the pieces together
and finding out what was going on, next time I could be a drug addict
or something else thatjust comes along.(P349)

For those participants although they would no longer have symptoms of
AN they would not view themselves as recovered because they are
swapping one unhealthy solution for another. They avoid dealing with the
issues and do not achieve the recovered status they are seeking as a
result. Recoveringfrom AN is more than not having the symptomsof AN it
also requires change in how the individual deals with difficult issues which
arise in their lives.
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Before moving on, I want to draw out another aspect of recovering which
participants revealed in their accounts. They emphasised that if physical
health is the only focus of recovery and underlying issues are not
addressed then this would lead to an unstable situation and result in either

resistance to change or relapse. The opposite, addressing only the
underlying issues without improving the physical state would result in a
similar situation. The individual would be too physically compromised to
benefit from any psychologicalwork undertaken.

The first condition of improving physical health with no attention to
underlying issues I have observed in my clinical career. Amongst my
colleagues, the outcome of such an approach is described as the
revolving door syndrome. Individuals with AN are admitted to eating
disorders units, gain weight and are discharged only to return after losing
the weight some months later. Another scenario is when the individual,
aware of the focus on physical symptoms as measure of recovery literally
eats their way out of hospital and no other work takes place. This
participantcapturesthis scenario.
Yes -I

think the first time, maybe the first I didn't really want to

recover. Maybe / said I wanted to but I don't think I did. Now I look
back and I knew that when I came out I would immediately go back
to restricting. (P342)

The second condition I have less direct clinical experience of but the
literature holds some cautions about it. The literature on avoidance as a
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coping strategy outlined above, alongside Keys study (1946) and some
recent work on emotional processing at low weight (Treasure et al. 2005)
all suggest that neglecting the individuals physical well being is likely to
have a detrimental effect on the successful outcome of any psychological
work. It is important to acknowledgethis connection between the tasks for
a number of reasons.

First, change in one will affect others and this has to be considered when

instigating action so that all of its impacts can be considered. Second, it
emphasises the need to address a number of areas in the recovering
process both for the individual with AN and just as importantly for those
trying to help them. Third, it reinforces the holistic nature of the recovering
process and that reducing it to categories such as physical or
psychological

can give a false sense of its overall nature. This

interrelatedness is a common characteristic throughout the study and
needs to be accommodated into any theory which seeks to explain
recovery from AN. I will therefore return to it in my conclusion.

Re-establishing Control
Dealing with the power of the AN is a necessarytask and a concept which
is linked to this is that of 'control'. Participants spoke of control in many
ways and appeared to describe both a sense of control and loss of control
depending on the context. Control has been 'hypothesised to play a
natural course, variability and treatment of AN'. (p.499 Surgenor et al.
2003). Bruch (1981,1978)described the search for control as a means of
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solving a sense of powerlessnessbrought on by early experiences whilst
Garner et al. (1985) suggest that it is the construct of control that
differentiatesAN from other eating disorders. Lamoreux & Bottorff (2005)
suggest that in contrast to other mental illnesses destructive impact on a
persons sense of control AN provides the individual with a sense of
control. They also suggest that as a result, this will influence the process
of recovery and the findings of this study support such a suggestion.The
redefining of the meaning of control is necessary because of how the
participantsand the literature give it a central role in AN.

For participantsthe AN is first experiencedas a way of being in control in
circumstances where the individual feels they have no control or are
disempowered. If they cannot control anything else, they can at least
control what they eat and how they look. This initial sense of control can
also arise from the discipline imposed by the AN and the rigidity it
demands. Earlier I spoke of the sense of control reported by those with AN
as part of the benefits they associated with it. Here participants spoke of
feelings of being unable to control the AN even when they wanted to. The
following quote captures this dilemma.
When / was low weight the choice wasn't mine, / was out of control
and / couldn't control it. Though it started as my way of controlling it,
it became out of control. Then / couldn't pull it back on my own. /
needed to go in as an inpatient. I kept telling myself I was going to
pull this up, I'm going to eat this, eat that, but it never happened. I
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I
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needed
better or not. (P343)

However, as the individual becomes unwell physically the sense of control
is eroded and they feel out of control. The aspect of control that relates to
'choice' is gone, as they no longer feel able to choose what to do and this
decision
for
In
to
them.
intervening
the
lead
to
to
order
make
can
others
is
dependant
have
that
they
to
sense
of
control
not
a
re-establish
recover
on the destructive control afforded by the AN. This is not an easy task as
illustrated by this next quote which speaks of how the requirementto 'let
go of' the sense of control provided by the AN interfered with efforts to
recover.
I just took it a stage too far, but then it was something that /V taken
control of and worked for -/ resisted letting go of that because it was
again the control thing. I didn't want to let go of the control / had.
(P345)

For some individuals it represented a way of creating a sense of power
and control in the context of feeling powerless and out of control
emotionally. Recoveringmeant they would feel empowered.
Sometimes/ feel quite sort of - empowered.(P342)

Part of redefining control related to re-establishingwhat they saw as the
proper mechanismsfor managingtheir food intake and hunger.
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The control thing goes a bit warped and I'm controlling my food for
the wrong reasons so recovered and control would be ... Almost like
If
intake
to
food
having
body
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my
of
my
control
my
that makes any sense (P 348).

Where individuals are unable to act to change the situation because of the
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treatment. This can give rise to two scenarios both of which complicate
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retains the sense of control they value. The second is where they are
unable to cede control and this is taken from them through the use of
is
likely
for
battle
legislation.
In
health
a
control
such circumstances
mental
to emerge between the individual and those seeking to offer treatment.
(Lancely & Travers 1993). However, research into compulsorytreatment is
found
50%
Ramsay
individual.
that
how
it
the
to
et
al.
affects
equivocal as
of patients treated compulsorilyfound it helpful at follow up and Cockett et
al. (1992) found that patients treated compulsorilywere generally positive
about their treatment with hindsight. However, registering the other sides
to these findings, that 50% found treatment unhelpful and that some were
not positive provides a different perspective on these studies. Also given
the involvement of the researchers in the delivery of the treatments in
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each study raises the possibility of bias in the findings. Szmukler et al.
(1981) in a broader study not involving people treated by the service in
which he worked found that those treated compulsorily had a long-term
unwillingness to engage with treatment services compared to those who
were not. Such findings serve to underline the caution required when
intervening to help the individual with AN particularly if it involves reducing
the sense of control the individual has.

However, another aspect of the concept of control that emerged relates to
the process of recovering itself. Participants reported that seeking to
regain control through eating more or engaging in psychological treatment
can result in initial relief followed by thoughts and feelings which are
anxiety provoking.

When the weight does start to go on - to start with it is really scary
and you kind of lose control of something that you have had tight
control of all the time and you feel frightened that you're going to lose
control and not stop putting weight on (P345)

The emergence of these fears and anxieties led to a desire to bring them
back under control which the individual can achieve through a return to
AN. Participantsunderlined the importance of this to recovering because
it could cause an individual who embarks on treatment to withdraw at the
point when the sense of control they value is threatened. There are a
number of points, which arise from this. One, the changing meaning of
'control' across the recovering process requires flexibility and the ability to
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reduce the sense of loss of control that will arise. This participant conveys
how their sense of control is tenuous and usurped either by others or by
the illness when they intend to retain the control for themselves.

/ think / don't feel very in control during it because I think sometimes
the illness takes over or other times some of the people who are
trying to help take over. I think / am quite determined to be doing it by
myself. (P343)

It is the latter point that is important in that for individuals to recover they
re-establish

must

a

healthy

sense

of

control.
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participant

developed
different
have
just
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they
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now
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shift
acknowledges
understanding of control as they recover and that they used food to
in
didn't
feel
lives
in
they
their
where
other areas of
exercise control
control;
It's only really over the last year - 18 months that I've actually
realised what it meant to control. I used the food because there was
other stuff in my life that I didn't fee/ I could control (P342)

There is another aspect to control in recovering from AN, and it relates to
the management of the whole process. Participants emphasised that it
was important to their sense of control that they were able to manage how
the recovery was going.
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It was a physical and mental thing that happened to me and it was on
a physical and mental level that I had to recover from it, which was
hard because it had to work hand in hand with one going one way
and one going the other way. They didn't always tie in with each
other but as soon as I found a way of trying to keep those two
together it all sort of looked up and got more positive for me. (P347)

This was important because the individual had to keep within their own
tolerance levels even if this was difficult with 'one going one way and one
going the othee. Once they had found their way of tying the progress in
the physical and mental areas together then things improved for them. A
consideration, which flows from having control, is that individuals have to
have as much responsibility for the whole process as they can tolerate if it
is to have the best chance of success. Driven too fast or too slowly by
others and the individual will not recover. Pursued too quickly or too
slowly, individuals will learn what is required and adjust it to reflect their
own abilities to tolerate its demands. The only exception to this is when
the individual either cedes responsibility to others or has it taken away due
to an immediate threat to the individual's life. Even then recovery is more
likely to be supported if they are collaborated with in their treatment and
responsibility restored to them as soon as practicable. One way in which

this could be achieved was if the individual was allowed to manage the
whole recovery process. This long quote from a participant begins with a
sense of how this might be done and goes on to outline the benefits of her
doing so.
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The thing is when you put weight on in here often initially as well your
weight can increase massively and your mind can be still however
many miles behind .... its not just about weight restoration but also
tackling the underlying issues that caused you to lose the weight in
the first place so almost like when you put on the weight you give
yourself a trigger of what caused it in the first place and that's why
like I know in my recovery I am aware that I have to let my mind
catch up with my body before I can carry on so that's why I am quite
aware that it could take much longer than I first anticipated. But its
better to be safe than sorry. You know, because I'd prefer to do it
comfortably and properly rather than pretend and go straight back
into denial again, pretending I'm better and I'm not (P350)

If she does not manage the process there is a danger that it will lead to
pretending to be well which leads to denial of the problem and pretending
that she is better. The outcome of these set of circumstances are that she
will not continue with recovering and is likely to relapse. The selfawareness that is obvious in this quote is important to the recovering
process as it informs the individual of their capacity to tolerate the
demands of recovering and increases the likelihood of success. Indeed
the components of this category in a similar way to those in deciding to
recover, interact and influence one another leading to an alteration in the
individual's response to the recovering process either towards further
recovery or away from it.
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Responding to such a complex and interactive set of circumstances is a
challenge for the individual and is likely to be best managed by them.
Maintaining a balance between the various necessary tasks is important
also as any one alone is not sufficient to guarantee recovery. It is here that
the individual emerges from what are the tasks which are common to all
with AN. Each individual will undertake their necessary tasks in their own
unique way bringing their particular set of skills abilities and weaknesses
to bear on it and carving their own journey. This participant highlights how
such an approach could benefit them.
/ suppose if you're talking about recovery for you rather than being
told what recovery is then it makes it more somethingyou have to do
that
to
you can challenge and
something
more
personal
you
and
tackle in yourself rather than being told ' this is what recovery is this is what you've got to do - this is how it's going to be. If you're
asked what recovery is to you because everyone is individual, then
you can say this is what it means to me, this is what I've got to do to
get towards recovery and to be recovered,rather than being dictated
to. (P344)

The individuality and uniqueness of recovering emerges from the
participant's accounts. Each individual will share the commonalitiesof the
journey which are the necessary tasks outlined above but will progress
through them in their own unique way determined by their personal
context.
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Summary of category
Figure 3.3 is a diagrammatic representation of how this aspect of
recovering works. It is deliberately radial in nature to convey how each of
the activities named in the arms is necessary for all individuals with AN.
The bidirectional arrows are also designed to convey the sense of
constant flow of influence back and forth and through the system which
contributed to or not the progress of recovering through doing what was
necessary. The central circle represents the individual with AN engaged
with the necessary work and they have an executive function in that they
manage the process. The work done in each spoke influences the centre
and by doing so influences all of the other spokes. There is a constant
flow through the system, which sustains the recovering process. This is
important as participants emphasised how interlinked these aspects were
and that if one aspect was neglected this was likely to undermine the
whole process of recovery. Outlined below is a detailed account of how
they link together which emerges from the findings. Having decided to
recover the individual must now engage with doing what is necessary.
They must start with repairing the damage that has been done to them by
the AN in all areas of their life. They are starved and underweight and

whilst like that are denied their full potential to help with the recovering
process. They are terrified of any weight increase and therefore find the
prospect of eating more food daunting. However, they have to start here
for without improvementin their physical state there will be no change in
the other areas of their lives. Participants of this study were clear that
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when they are physically compromised

they have little energy for other

activities.
Figure 3.3: Interaction between subcategories
necessary

of doing what is

Once they had begun to address this by eating more, they then have to
consider starting work in the other areas. When considering this work
participants warned against too rapid a progression in one area. If this
happened it was likely to cause the individual to stop recovering, as they
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felt overwhelmed by the change and unable to cope. There was an

acknowledgement that improvements in physical health would progress
more quickly than in the other areas such as the psychologicaland social.
This was due to the direct impact of food on the person's physical well
being and the more complex work often required in those other areas.

One of the other areas is the individual dealing with the underlyingissues.
These are described as issues which have contributed to the AN

developing. Examples of such issues are low self-esteem, trauma from
childhood such as abuse or bullying or difficulties in interpersonal
relationshipssuch as family members. If these are not addressed then the
individual is likely to relapse back into the AN because of their impact on
the person. Although these underlying issues would be different for each
individual, they are included here because all those with AN have to
address some type of underlying issue. Participants addressed these
usually through treatment or therapy, which supported them to develop
new understandingsof the events, or helped them to develop new skills in
dealing with them.

These activities are not without danger to the individual as they come to
terms with what are often distressing and difficult events. Participants
feared what this might bring and some experienced it as aversive.
However when undertaken successfully (I will address how this happens
later in the study) it had the effects of increasing their confidencethat they
could recover as well as improving their self-esteem. Both of these are
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important given the earlier discussions about the role of low self-esteem in

AN and the difficulty of the task faced by the individualwho is recovering.

The re-establishingof control is necessary because it plays a central role
in the disorder as described by participants and the literature. For
participants the AN is first experienced as a way of being in control in
circumstances where individuals feel they have no control or are
disempowered. If they cannot control anything else, they can at least
control what they eat and how they look. This sense of control can also
arise from the discipline and rigidity imposed by the AN on an individuals
behaviour. Then, as individuals become physically unwell, the sense of
control is eroded and they lose the sense of control. In particular, that
aspect of control, which relates to 'choice', is lost, as they no longer feel
able to choose to act against the disorder. They are unable to act to
change the situation and this leads to others insisting that the individualgo
in to treatment. Such interventionby others if resisted by the individualwill
result in greater dangers to their health and more desperate efforts on the
part of others to intervene to solve the situation. Part of recognising the
limitations of the AN is accepting that individuals need the help offered
and forms a part of the recovery they want.

Individuals must retake control in order that they can choose how to live
their life. Through engaging with the necessary tasks, they get an
increased sense of control from actively doing something about the issues
in their lives. They must also have as much responsibilityfor the recovery
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process as they can tolerate to give it the best chance of succeeding.
Driven too fast or too slowly by others and the individual will not recover
because they will feel overwhelmed by the demands of the process.
Whereas, if they are in control of the pace of recovering in order that it
reflects their ability to tolerate the demands of the process this will result in
a better outcome. There are two exceptions to this, one when individuals
cede responsibility to others and two when control is taken away due to an
immediate threat to the individual's life. Even then, recovery is more likely
to be supported if a collaborative approach to helping them is adopted and
responsibility restored as soon as practicable.

Combating the power of the AN

As outlined in the introduction AN is a serious mental illness with the
highest morbidity of any psychiatric illness (Nielsen et al. 2001), whose
outcome has not improved in the second half of the twentieth century
(Steinhausen 2002) and for which there is little evidence to guide
treatment (NICE 2004). These statistics illustrate the nature of the illness,
and the limited contribution, so far, of treatment models to help with the
recovery process. In a sense, these stark facts also shed light on some of
the difficulties faced by individuals when trying to recover. This is one
aspect of a group of themes that I have labelled the power of the AN.
Alongside this participants outlined other aspects of this power, which
have to be overcome if they are to continue to recover. Table 3.7
summarises the main components of this subcategory some of which I
found surprising and are unique to recovery from AN.
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Table 3.7: Category combating power of AN with Its components
Category

Themes
initial
I. Managing
the
increase
in
symptom
recovery.
2. Addressing demand to
stay true to AN identity
3. Overcoming the intensity
of the disorder
4. Coping
the
without
functionality of AN to the
individual

Combating power of AN

Managing the initial symptom increase in recovery
As participants described this theme, I was aware of how surprised I was
by it. They were describing the AN symptoms as increasing in intensity in
direct response to the individuals efforts to change. This participant
captures this effect.
And it seemed to be the more I tried to recover the harder it was to
climb back up again the more obsessional I became, more afraid, the

more bad foods / would cut out things like that ahmm and the less
feelings / was able to cope with and when I say it seemed very
strange to me that I was ftying to attack it / seemed to be getting
worse. It's kind of like it grabs on to you for all that it's worth, it's got
a hold of you and it won't let go and you've got to smash out of it and
that's hard but I think the more / started to understand that that's
when I started to get a bit more outside help (P351)
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The AN appeared to the individual to fight back against the changes they
increase
in
frequency
the
They
bring
trying
to
an
experienced
about.
were
back
behaviours
AN
to
them
to
thoughts
such
as
cutting
urging
return
of
on food. In a sense the AN was reluctant to let go and as the participant
describes 'it grabs on to you for all that its worth. The result of this is that
it challenges the commitment to recovery is experienced as aversive by
the individual. One consequence for this participant was that having
experienced this during her recovery she now had more empathy and
in
falter
their recovery at this stage.
might
could understand why people
Another author Bills (1993) described that in recovering she would dream
happened
had
it
She
that
when she
not
was relieved
about overeating.
feeling
this
however
almost
as
she also experienced
woke up
'overwhelmedby the power of the disorder' (p.67).

Within the professional literature, there is no direct reference to this
for
for
the
treatment
However,
the
eating
guidelines
within
phenomenon.
disorders produced by the National Institute for Health and Clinical
Excellence (NICE 2004) there is recognition of an increase in risk at times
of transition. The guidelines recommend that professionals treating
individuals with AN be aware of and plan for such an increase. The
specific context being that those with AN often become more distressed
when they start to restore weight. This recognition of the increased
demands on the individual at this point in their recovery reflects the

experienceof the participantsin this study.
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Addressing the demand to remain true to the AN identity
A second area, which emerged from the participants' accounts, relates to
individuals experiences of acting in ways, which they see as not in
keeping with their anorexia. They described how driven they felt by the AN
to adhere to certain patterns of doing things and ways of spending their
time. This participant speaks of the demands they experienced to remain
true to the AN and how this could limit what she was and was not allowed
to as a result.
So its like the anorexia almost had a life of its own in some ways you
began to feel like you were committed to it you couldnYdo things,
that didn't seem in keeping with it, so you lost a lot of weight then it
was harder to go and eat because it didn't fit the picture. (13350)

In a sense individuals were describing a valued identity, a set of rules to
live their lives by which when broken result in feelings of letting
themselves down. When they are recovering, they have to change these
rules and tolerate the feelings they have. Participants can experience
recovering activities as wrong or as a failure, which in turn leads to
negative feelings about themselves. This leaves them vulnerable to a
return to AN as a way of dealing with these feelings. To continue
recovering they have to overcome this and tolerate the initial surge of
emotions they experience. Participantsdid indicate that the initial period in
recovery, without stipulating how long that might be, represented an
intense period in terms of emotional activity and that getting beyond it was
a positive sign for them that recoverywas progressing.
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Overcomingthe intensity of the AN
The power of the AN is also evident in participants descriptions of how
their lives were reducedto just being about food and weight. This led them
to neglect other areas of their lives. In a sense they were completely
for
have
did
time
by
AN
the
other activities;
not
consumed
and
Being anorexic is like putting all your eggs in one basket - the only
thing that matters is losing the weight and you become increasingly
tunnel visioned and you drop friends and everything else. It's just all
consuming.(P349)

Participants described not having time to think about anything else, as
they are preoccupiedwith the demands of the AN. Planning their days to
be
food
intake
that
to
the
could
not
of
any
effects
avoid
and
mitigate
avoided through over activity or purging. It seemed also to participants
that cruelly, they were plagued by thoughts of food when all they wanted
to do was to forget about it. Contributingfactors to this emerged from the
Keys study (1946), referred to earlier in which participantswere deprived
of adequate amounts of nutrition over a period of six months. Participants
of that study spoke of becoming obsessed by thoughts of food and of
losing all interest in other areas of their lives. Human beings denied
adequate nutrition in whatever circumstances obsess about food as a
response to their starved state. In the case of the participantsin this study,
this contributed to the difficulties faced in trying to recover from the
disorder because it reduces their capacity to meet the demands of the
process. This is linked to the deterioration in physical and psychological
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health outlined within acknowledging the limitations of AN earlier in the
thesis.

Coping without the functionalityof AN
Another theme is related to the category recognising the benefits of AN
be
functional
The
AN
to
deciding
to
the
can
recover.
major construct
within
individuals (Gale et al 2006, Cockell et al 2002, Serpell et al 1999) as I
outlined in that category so in recovering the individual must relinquish
these benefits. In doing so, they face events and circumstances in their
lives, which have previously been managed via the AN. These events
bring to mind the benefits which the AN and how it has helped them to
manage things that they fear. They must now find alternative ways to deal
with these events and in the search to do so are exposed to uncertainty
and emotions in their lives. This participant outlines how she is pulled by
the desire to achieve other things in her life but is also drawn by the
familiarity and certainty of the AN;
It's like recovery - not recovery- and if you recover you've got the
things you're looking forward to like going to university, having a
different life and doing things people expect you to do. But then if you
don't recover you're being pulled the other way by the strong part of
you that says - stay like this - you're secure like this - you've been
like this for years why would you want to change - why would you
want to alter. That part just pulls you stronger that way and you can't
listen to the healthy part going that way. (P344)
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Thus the certainty and predictability of AN is contrasted with the
by
AN
life
those
as
perceived
without
uncertainty and unpredictabilityof
is
AN
disorder.
The
the
experienced as preferable
provides
security
with
to the insecurityanticipatedwithout it.

These four sub categories relate to the impact of AN on the individual and
their efforts to recover. The AN is an all-encompassingillness taking up
every available aspect of their lives and squeezing out any competing
interests or relationships.It is an illness with little to guide the individual as
to how to get better and for which treatment has been relatively
first
those
Having
decided
to
steps
and
made
recover
unsuccessful.
participants report experiencinga backlashfrom the AN in response to the
change. I am surprised by this as the implication is that interventions to
give up the AN can lead to an increase in its symptoms.The AN increases
in intensity at least initially and individuals feel as though they are failing
because of the demand to remain true to the AN. Their efforts are
undermined by the grip of the illness on their lives and they have to
develop new ways of dealing with difficult events. They have to deal with
this aspect of the illness or they will not recover. Participantsdescribedthe
AN as being a part of their identity as being a part of them. It provided a
set of rules to live by, which reassured the person. However, it was also
destructive underminingtheir health and isolating them from others.

Participants in this study came to deal with the power of the AN through
eating and engaging in therapeutic work which challenged their thoughts
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about food and weight. They reported that when they kept eating this
helped them to develop a sense of pride in their ability to resist the AN and
continue to recover. They also gathered information about starvation and
its impact on people, which highlighted the risks they were running. They
had to keep on deciding to recover and did so by drawing on their wanting
to be more whilst anticipating the benefits of not having AN. They sought
out support from others and accepted the help offered. None of the
participants who described themselves as recovered had done so without
professional help but this may be a reflection of the sample of the study as
Woods (2004) has described recovery from eating disorders without

treatment.

Lamoureux& Bottorff (2005) in a grounded theory study of individualswho
had recovered from AN and the views they held about the recovering
process, outline a similar theme. The authors describe how recognising
the 'anorexia mindset' and then dealing with it through the use of internal
or external resources helped the participants to recover. The authors
labelled this theme 'Gaining a perspective by changing the Anorexia
mindset' and suggest that this enabled the individuals with AN to
recognise how the AN functioned and how it had limited life. The authors
concluded that it was essential that participant's thinking about AN had to
change to successfullyrecover from the disorder.

In this category just as in the others the subcategories affect each other
and by doing so influence the recovering process. Without addressing the
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In
likely
individuals
be
AN
to
the
relapse
order to cope
more
will
of
power
with the difficulties they encounter whilst recovering. To deal with this
power individuals have to develop themselves and their skills in managing
unexpected circumstances and in interacting with others.

Just as in deciding to recover, the individual engaged in doing the
necessary tasks is becoming more aware of himself or herself. This is
because in meeting the challengesof the recovering process,they have to
explore their personal history and address the issues, which lead to the
development of the AN. In recovering, the individual chooses the tougher
This
had
a
previously
and
gains
a
sense
of
achievement
as
result.
option
been attached to losing weight. In learning more about how to control their
lives in a healthy way and become empowered through choosing to
continue to recover. All of this contributes to the increased self-awareness
which is part of the process of recovering and which in turn helps to
sustain recovering. However, beyond dealing with their personal issues
and developing a healthier sense of control there are other aspects to
recovering and the next section, building a life without AN will address

these.

Building a life without AN
The recovering activities outlined so far illustrate what participants were
keen to emphasise that recovery involved more than not having the
symptoms of the illness. It involved more than getting better in the usual
sense of that phrase and had to include changes in all areas of their lives.
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They must expose themselves to new experiences and learn what their
tolerance levels are for such experiences. They have to cope with this
without the AN and manage the uncertainty and complexity of life.
Contained within this category are two subcategories those of, taking on
new roles and getting support from others.

Table 3.8: Major construct building a life without AN and Its
categories
1. Taking on new roles

building a life without AN

2. Getting and using support from
others

Taking on new roles

You replace it (AN) with a social life and friends and work and
enjoyment and fun - all of those things - that is how I would see a

healthy fully-fledgedrecovery. (P349)

In this subcategory,participantsspeak about the nature of recoveringfrom
AN and how it differs from the normativesense of recovery. The normative
view of recovery, where the absence of symptoms is sufficient to signal
recovery is too narrow for the participants. Instead, their recovering
required that they do more than this and address all areas of their lives. If
they did not then they would be more vulnerable to relapse. Individuals
emphasised that recovery involved 'getting a life' (P345). Table 3.9 below
outlines the codes, which make up this subcategory.
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Table 3.9: Category of taking on new roles
Subcategory

Codes

Taking on new roles

1

Developing relationships with
others
2.
Occupied with other tasks

Developing relationships with others

An essential part of recovering for participants was to address their
interpersonal relationships. As outlined when discussing the category
deciding to recover, relationshipswith others suffer when the person has
AN. This happens because of the impact of the AN on how they interact
with others. They become increasingly isolated to avoid situations where
they may feel under pressure to eat. They are physically and
psychologically compromised because of their starved state with no energy
to maintain relationships. In addition, others are often perplexed and
distressed by behaviours, which to them appear illogical and self-

destructive. In this isolation the AN would 'grow' (P341) taking over more
and more of their lives and relegating interactions with others to the
margins.
The consequences of this situation influence individuals and also those
closest to them. Any relationship they have when ill is largely determined
by the demands of the AN. Individuals have both less access to and feel
less deserving of the support they could get from others to help them
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recover. They are also aware of the distress caused to those closest to
them by the AN.

Its been really hard for them to see how ill I was and then they fought
it all the way with me to try and get the weight back on. Um... I hate
myseff having done that to them. (P345)

Recovering means that must develop their relationships so that they are
more connected to other people. They must play an equal part in their

relationships and not place others needs first.

As outlined in the

subcategories of fears about recovery and dealing with underlying issues
achieving this is complicated by fears they have about fitting in, of not
being good enough and about how they will cope without AN. It also
involves exploring aspects of their identity that they have not experienced
before such as their sexuality. They must seek engagementwith others to
enable them to test out the beliefs they hold and to receive feedback about
how they are as a person.

Participants did this in different ways. They went out, met others, and had
to be proactive in developing relationships otherwise nothing would
change. They were responsiblefor making things happen because no one
could do it for them. The benefits of doing so can be seen from the quote
below. Time spent with people without AN means exposure to lives being
lived differently and to feedback that is not contaminated by the disorder.
This results in individualsfeeling encouragedto keep recovering.
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Being with friends and seeing what they do and seeing what I'm
doing - wanting to do what they do and being round friends that also
makes you want to keep recovering.(P348)

However, developing relationships they experience as challenging
because it involves other people who have needs and make demands.
Often participantsfelt unworthy of contact with others believing themselves
to be worthless and this made engagingwith people difficult.
I had the difficult part because at that point I would have been happy
to sit back and say just leave me. Let me rot sort of thing. I don't
deserve help even. That is how I felt. (P347)

Yet they had to persist in building their social life and relationships if they
were to recover. If they have managed to retain relationships with family
and friends then these are importantto the recovering process. Sometimes
developing those relationships involved putting distance between the
individual and a close other. As this participantnotes,
Correcting family relationships, correcting boundaries in family
relationships, it's just never ending really so it's just a constant hard
work. So my mum, we were very close, perhaps too close in that she
was controlling so part of my recovery was rebelling against that but
also she's my mum and / love and need her as well so there is
conflict there. (P351)
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She had to renegotiateher relationshipwith her mother and in doing so run
the risk of jeopardising the relationship that existed which she valued. By
doing so, she would create appropriate boundaries in their relationship
giving her more space to be herself. In a way, individuals have to
acknowledge their own needs as well as those of others and not resolve
this dilemma by relegating her own in favour of those of others.
Paradoxicallyindividuals become more independent in the context of their
relationships. In new relationshipswhere the other holds an understanding
of the individuals predicament, offers support and continues to treat the
individual as a person and not as a label reflect the conditions likely to
support recovering. Other participants spoke of how support with the way
they thought about themselves, gathering information about relationships,
individual and family therapy as well as 'just doing it'(P347) helped them to
develop relationships.

The literature in eating disorders endorses the role of interpersonal
relationships as important in recovery (Gale et al. 2006, Cockell et al.
2002, Serpell et al. 1999, Herzog et al. 1993, Beresin et al. 1989, Maine
1985). Many of these studies highlight how the development of trusting
and rewarding relationshipsare often the key to helping those with AN to
recover. The literature is less equivocal about the benefits of any therapy
per se (NICE 2004, Steinhausen 2002) but there is some evidence that
supportive psychotherapy in adults, (McIntosh et al. 2005) and
family/systemictherapy in adolescentsis beneficial (Lock et al. 2000). 1will
not address the role of professionals in this section but will cover it under
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the subcategory getting support from others. I will now outline another
important aspect of recoveringwhich participantsidentified.

Occupied with other tasks
Participants were clear that developing a worthwhile and meaningful life
was an important part of recovering. One of the ways they did this was to
involve themselves in education or work. Individuals with AN are often
characterised

as high achieving

perfectionists

and this has been

nominated as a risk factor for the development of the illness (Cooper et al.
2005) and needs to be addressed in treatment programmes (Fairburn
2005). In my clinical experience, I have worked with individuals who
achieved excellent academic results whilst very ill. I have observed them
being treated as valued employees right up to the point they are no longer
physically able to do the job. In these circumstances the job or academic
activity appeared to be a part of how individuals sustained their AN
distracting them from thoughts of food and providing a sense of the
ordinary and nothing being wrong. However, the impact of the AN usually
became so great that there is no time or energy for a job or college course.
This contributes to greater isolation from other people which as we have
seen is one of the conditions where AN becomes more established.

Participantsinsisted that having other activities was essential to recovering
and that without them it would not happen. The type of activity was
different for each individual and could change over the time course of
recovering. It meant that participants had to expand their activities Into
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illness
had
the
took hold.
they
avoided
neglected,
abandoned
or
as
areas
Participants conveyed the struggle involved in recovery from AN as they
battle with facing up to previously avoided challenges. Using work as an
example some individuals benefited from any type of job whilst others
stated it had to be one they regarded as worthwhile. Securing a job is
beneficial to the individual in a number of ways. One is that it builds the
individuals sense of self worth through providing a role they value and they
are rewarded for doing the job. Two, having money of their own and not
being dependant on others for this is another reinforcing consequence of
employment. Three, it increased the chances of meeting other people,
interacting with them and provided opportunities to socialise. The activity
extended for some participants to include university or college courses if
this helped them achieve their goals.

Participants remarked on an aspect that is best described as filling the
space. By this, they meant that being involved in activities they were using
up time during the day. By doing so there would be less room for the AN in
their lives. In a sense by not being isolated from others, by being
preoccupied with other tasks the space into which the AN could grow was
reduced. In addition the amount of space available for activities not
associated with the AN increased creating opportunities to be different. If
they took these opportunities and 'filled' them with meaningful activity then
further recovering was supported. Therefore being occupied by other tasks
served to protect participants through reducing the likelihood of relapse.
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The impact of the above could result in two polarised outcomes one
supportiveof relapse the other supportiveof recovering.Individualswho do
not engage in behavioursin keepingwith the AN, (as previously mentioned
in the subcategory, dealing with underlying issues) experienced guilty
feelings, which had to be overcome to prevent relapse. However, acting
outside of the AN could also lead to the individual feeling proud of their
ability to resist the power of the disorder. In these circumstances
recovering is reinforced and further resistance to the AN is likely. Another
significant consequenceof behaving in this way was whilst engaged in the
know
to
that
they
more about
were
getting
activities participants noted
themselves.
Yes. I have learnt a lot about myself (P347)

This increased knowledge and self-awareness enabled the individual to
have more confidence in what they did and what they wanted to do in the
future. This confidence in turn contributed to their ability to resist the AN
and to take on other challenges in their lives. This synergistic interaction
meant that recovery is reinforced because the more they came to know
and accept themselves the more committed they became to continue to
recover. This work is not easy, can lead to individuals feeling anxious and
becoming overwhelmed by the challenges they face. As such, it can also
contain circumstancesthat contribute to a relapse if individuals are unable
to manage the demands it poses.
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In describing the development of their self-knowledge and awareness
participants spoke of how there would be 'more of them' around and that
'they', meaning their personalitywould take up a greater amount of space
than they had done previously. In contrast, when they were ill they try to
take up as little room as possible. This participant recounted an encounter
with someone who had known her when ill and when recovered. She
recognised the irony in this situation when her friend commented on her
developmentas a person in the time she had known her by using the word
'grown'.
Somebody said that to me the other day she said 'you've really
grown since I've known you'and I said 'oh yeah'(1aughter).(P344)

Being able to recognise this irony and find humour in it was a sign of how
recovered she felt she was. Pettersen and Rosenvinge (2002) reported in
their study of the patient's perspective of recovery from eating disorders
that 'The desire for a better life was a general aspect of recovery' (p.65).
This better life included 'continuing education, getting a stable job, or
having a partner or children' (p.67). Woods (2004) in a study reporting
untreated recovery from eating disorders reported that 'the need to
experience and enjoy an authentic life is the most helpful factor in
sustaining recovery' (p.366). Meanwhile 1-6weet al (2001) reporting on a
21 year follow up of individuals with AN suggest that those who have 'a
good eating disorder outcome were found to have a better living situation'
(p.885). Thus, those individuals in work, in relationships and with children
had less AN behaviours. The literature therefore offers support for the
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benefits of engaging in activities outside of the AN in recovery. What these
The
how
to
do
do
is
they
contribute
recovery.
not
convey
studies
life
had
they
in
that
to
the
this
replace
are
suggesting
study
participants
with AN individuals must develop their relationships and occupational
activities. If they do so then they become more aware of who they are and
their value as a person.

Weaver et al. (2005) in a study entitled 'Understanding women's journey of
recovery from AN' suggests a concept labelled 'replacing behaviours'
which represent a different set of behaviours to those outlined above.
These are behaviours not specifically related to AN but which are designed
to bring about relief to the individual in the same way as their AN
behaviours do. The authors list smoking, writing and suicide attempts as
existing in this category with only writing seen as not dangerous to the
woman's health. In this study participants describe replacing the limited
and destructive life of AN with a different life of people and activities which
help them to grow and make life more enjoyable. I will return to the Weaver
study later in the thesis, as other aspects of it are relevant to the theory

that emerged from the findings.

Once again, it is important to recognisethe overlap that exists between the
categories and their impact on each other. When individuals with AN
pursue activities to support recoverythey also experiencethe thoughts and
behaviours of the illness. This is because the recovering process as seen
by the participants was not linear and that change in one area could and
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Indirectly.
An
both
directly
did
and
areas
significantly affect other
often
example would be where an individual starting to eat appropriate amounts
of food. This would benefit them through improving their physical state and
reduce hunger and preoccupationwith food. This indirectly would provide
more time and energy to engage in non AN behaviourswhich in turn would
result in less time for the illness. A virtuous circle of continuing recovering
is
individuals
likely.
An
therefore
where
engaging
scenario
alternative
was
behaviours outside the AN feel overwhelmed by the demands of the
situation and copes by using the illness. This will reduce their confidence
that they can recover and will result in a greater reluctance to try again.
This staccato like movement in recovery with progress forward being
accompanied by setbacks reflects accurately, how participants describe
the process and highlight how complex and individuala process it is.

Getting and using support from others
The important role of other people in recovery is a central to the
participants of this study and is present in most of the categories, which
emerged. Much of the activity of recovering requires the individual to
connect with others in a way that is more fulfilling and rewarding. This
demands that they change how they have been interacting with others. In
the sub category, functionality of AN we saw how for individuals with AN
the illness offered a means of communicating emotional states to others
whilst also reducing others' expectations.

The literature has highlighted

the reluctance of individuals to accept help (Palmer & Treasure 1999,
Burkett & Hodgin 1993). Combining the above we can see that to recover
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individuals have to overcome significant barriers to accessing whatever
help there is available. In a previoussubcategory,developingrelationships
with others, I outlined some of ways in which participants received support
from others particularly those closest to them. In this section, I want to
deal with two factors those of, what determinedwhether such support was
helpful or not and how professionalscontributedto the process.

The first of these relates to how the involvement of others such as family
and friends was judged to beneficial or not. The two conditions were the
closeness of the other to the individual and the knowledge of eating
disorders the other had. In a previous quote, one participant noted that
being too close to her mother contributed to her difficulties with AN and

that she had to alter their relationship in order to recover. At the same
time, she recognised how a certain level of closeness was valuable and
helped her to recover. Other participants spoke of the closeness helping
them to trust the individual and therefore being more willing to share with
them and to believe what they said.
Ahmm / would say people on the outside yes. For my family we
...
have discussed an awful lot so they are very aware. I would say they
are quite educated about it now because they have read a lot and /
have let them read what / have written... I wanted them to understand
weight was only a part of it and almost could be a trigger again'
(P349)
This is important in an illness where trusting others is difficult. Whilst
others believed that those closest to them would be best able to tolerate
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the strains the AN placed on the relationship. Lamoureux & Bottorff (2005)
and Beresin et al. (1989) both describe the importance of trusting others in
recovery from AN.

The second relates to knowledge of eating disorders and its affect on
individuals. The more knowledge an individual had about the illness the
more they were able to help in recovery. The participant above describes
how she helped her family increase their knowledge of AN and that they
found reading about it useful. Thus, parents and friends who understood
more about the illness were more likely to be seen as helpful when
compared to those who did not. However, only those who had experience
of the disorder were seen as fully understandingwhat it was like and were
therefore perceivedas having more credibilitythan others.
I don't think anyone unless you have had it will understand really
what it takes to get over it ../ think it is hard to explain what its like and
/ think its hard for anyone to ever know what its like. I think there are
some out there who are more sympathetic than others but for most
it's just black and white'(P346)

Thus others need both knowledge and understanding to be helpful and
those who have had experience of AN and are recovering or recovered
have a greater credibilitywhen it comes to offering support.

A particular benefit of understandingthe illness relates to recognising that
it is not just about weight. This is important because of characteristics of
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AN and the invisibilityof mental work. The first discussed earlier is how the
AN can function as a means of communicatingdistress to others. As the
person recovers this means of communicationis gradually eroded because
their physical state no longer creates the impression of ill health and the
need for support. A consequence of this can be that the 'others' become
less concerned about them and reduce the support they offer. This can be
devastating for the individual with AN for whom such a time is filled with
uncertainties, risk and anxiety and they are more in need of support not
less. Their fear that people would stop caring if they are no longer ill is
coming true and they have yet no alternativeway of asking for help.

As it is impossible to observe the mental effort and strain, the individual is

under the work of recovery is 'hidden' from other people. If the 'others' do
withdraw their support when there is physical improvementthen relapse is
more likely as the individual feels abandoned at a difficult time. If
participants asked for help at this time and receive it from the right people
then they will continue recovering. Equally, if the person close to the
individual recognised the struggle despite the improved physical state and
continued to offer support then this would support recovery. One
participant at the end of her interview shared with me how her mother
suggestedwriting a book about recoveringfrom AN and calling it 'When all
the flowers are gone'. The title eloquently conveys how important it is to
continue to offer support when the obvious signs of illness are no longer
present to demand concern.
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Participants initially had little to say about the role of professionalsIn their
care. However, as I have discussed within the reflexivity chapter this was
likely to be due the demands of the context in which the research took
place. As the contextual demands changed during the research the
comments made by participants about the role of professionals also
changed. Participants emphasised that the more knowledgeable the
professional trying to help was about AN the more effective their help was
likely to be. Participants reported that their recovering was at times
hindered by their contact with professionals particularly if the focus was on
weight and shape issues.

7 think that my idea of recovery might be different from a
professionals idea and I imagine that, you know, measurements of
BMI and weight and how its maintained would be an indicator to them
of recover(P349)

Here this participant describes how only after she had lost weight was she
taken seriously.
Still I was fine because / wasn't underweight. In the end / did get
underweight but that shouldn't have mattered the fact is / was bad
when I was a normal weight, but the doctor didn't see the problem...
they didn't take me seriously at all (P346)

The professionals' particular training was not seen as more important
except in the context that medical staff had more power over individuals
than other staff. This was particularly relevant in inpatient settings where
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the medical professionalwas more likely to be associatedwith compulsory
treatment. Recoveringwas supported by attention to these as well as other
issues such as the individuals' relationships,mood, and building their lives.
Participantsdid suggest that those who are specialists in the field might be
different.
'The one I was put with to start with you had to tick suicide boxes
...
about killing myself You donY want someonejust to talk to you, you
need to be told what to do...then I had a social work lady.. I dont
think she had ever worked with anyone with this kind of illness. I've
never actually spoken to anyone that's ever had it. The last two I saw,
I had I found a lot more helpful, Louise and Emma, (Names have
been changed) but I think they more kind of specialise in it(P346)

However, within the literature there are other cautions for professionals.
Malson and her colleagues (2004) employed discourse analysis to
examine the construction of the 'eating disordered patient. 'They found that
when professionals constructed the individual as 'totally pathologised'
(p.482)

then

it

lead

to

depersonalisation

of

the

individual

and

disempowerment. They suggested that there is no place left from which the
individual, labelled 'anorexic can state her case about treatment and it be

taken as valid' (p.482). They argue that professionals taking this position
deny the individualthe possibilityof negotiatingher treatment because 'she
is a patient' (p.482). Given the importance of the individual feeling in
control of the process of recovery discussed within the sub category re-
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establishing control a relationship based on such power relations will not
be helpful to recovery.

Not all of the participants had had inpatient treatment but those who did
had mixed views about. It was helpful in that it provided a setting where
the person with AN just got on with eating and restoring weight whilst
receiving support from staff and fellow patients. It was helpful also to meet
others who shared some of the experience of AN and 7t was nice to hear
other people felt similar' (13343).However, there were other aspects to
inpatient treatment and contact with others with AN which were not helpful
and could be dangerous. This participant describes becoming an inpatient
was less difficult than being at home.
I was in there but it was quite comfortable to be there. It was more
comfortable than being at home really because although you had
choice, a lot of decisions were taken away from you... so being in the
unit was easier in some respects (P342)

Another danger can be seen in participants reports of acquiring new
behaviours when in contact with others and information about how to be
better at AN. These iatrogenic effects have not received much notice in the
literature (Rathner 1998) although Garner (1985) noted their existence and
likely impact on individualswith both AN and Bulimia Nervosa. Individuals
also described an urge to be the best at AN whilst as an inpatient although
this was more manageable the less ill they were. Inpatient settings were
also seen as untrusting and controlling environments with little room for
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individuality. All of these characteristics are at odds with what the
participants say is helpful in the longer term when it comes to recovering.
This participant articulatesthe need for control mentionedin earlier section
but adds that being seen as an individual and not just another patient or
weight chart is importantin treatment being successful.
Yeah,you have to feel in control. Because anorexia is so much about
control that you have to.... for a lot of people... I donT know whether
or not it is because they are so unwell physically that they have no
choice or they are deemed mentally unstable, therefore they have no
choice and they have to come here, and so its just regaining that
control and independence for yourself and not just to feel like a
patient or weight chart its to, its to be recognised as an individualyou
know just to, I dont know, to take control of the anorexia again is
incredibly important. (P350)

Eivors (2003) in study of women's perceptions of their treatment stated that
participants were concerned about the lack of negotiation and the feelings
of powerlessness they experienced in treatment. Colton & Pistrang (2004)
report similar findings in their study of women undergoing inpatient
treatment and make suggestions as to how the centres could change to
address them. They labelled the relevant themes for judging such centres
in their study as, 'being with others; support vs. distress, 'being an
individual or just another anorexic' and 'collaborating in treatment vs. being
treated'. These themes echo what the participants in this study report. The
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authors suggest that treatment be negotiatedwith individuals with AN and
that it reflect their individualneeds. A plea echoed by Kordy et al (2006).

Therapy, particularly one to one therapy was seen as assisting the
individual to recover by helping them to understand both the AN and
themselves.
Yes -I think that by going back into therapy - I've taken a step into
recovery whereas before I didn't think about it, it was too far in the
future and there was no time to think about it because of the food and

eating.(P348)

Tozzi et al (2003) reported similar findings for therapy in their study of
patients perceptions of what helped in recovering from AN. It could assist
them to develop their relationships with others and provided guidance
about 'getting a life', which was seen as very important. The type of
therapy seemed less important than the relationshipwith the therapist and
the knowledge and experience the therapist had. This is a finding
replicated elsewhere in the literature on AN. (Lamoureux & Bottorff 2005,
Maine 1985)

There is no clear evidence to recommend one form of treatment over
another in the treatment of AN (NICE 2004). The aspects mentioned by
participants, inexperienced or poorly informed professionals, limited
collaboration between individualswith AN and the treatment team and too
great a focus on weight as well as exposure to distressing circumstances
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all contribute to a produce a negative experience. Whilst specialist
knowledge, an understandingof AN, a collaborative approach to care and
being listened to combine to produce the opposite. Studies such as those
by Hsu & Holder (1985) and Sohlberg et al. (1989) looked at prognosis
based on treatment response and treatment history respectively. They
concluded that poor initial response to treatment and a longer treatment
history were indicativeof poorer outcomes longer term.

Perhaps rather than seeking prognostic factors in the presentation of

individuals with AN we need to explore the treatment options we provide
more closely for why they are not effective. What we term 'resistance' to
treatment may be in some cases the only logical decision to take in light of
its poor record in helping the individual to recover. Rathner (1998) in a
chapter, which argues against compulsory treatment, suggests 'Moreover,
dropping out from treatment with a therapist not experienced in eating
disorders might be a wise choice' (p.191). Undoubtedly, some individuals
will find treatment helpful whilst others will not. Professionals providing
such treatment could utilise the guide provided by those with AN to ensure
that all models of treatment do not make the task of recovery any more
difficult than it is already. This will require a fundamental shift in how the
therapeutic relationshipis conceptualisedwithin the bio-medicalmodel

The individual with AN who engages in activities to combat the power of
the AN, who takes on new roles and uses support from others will be able
to tolerate life without the AN. In turn, this will support further recovery that
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will develop their confidence in themselves. Treatment, especially one to
have
iatrogenic
is
have
to
but
it
helpful,
therapy
which
effects,
also
can
one
be managed. In a way individuals are building a set of life experiences
is
illness.
This
life
had
the
they
those,
work
constructing
within
outside of
another part of the individual's journey towards recovery. There is another
important part that I have labelled sustaining recovery which is the final
major category of this study.

Sustaining Recovety
Recovery from AN is difficult and hard work and this statement might
it
is
hard
Indeed
that
work.
confirm
other
authors
appear superfluous.
(Stewart 2004, Hall 1993, Noordenbos 1991, Beresin et al. 1989, Maine
1985). The authors acknowledgedthat it requires effort to recover but as
AN
difficulty
this
to
the
and not to the
of
nature
earlier
ascribe
mentioned
process of recovery.All of the studies have in common the individualswith
AN perspective on recovery from AN yet did not go on to elaborate the
process of recovering or how it was to be sustained. Other studies
difficulty.
in
do
AN
this
not
acknowledge
reviewing outcome or recovery
(Finfgeld 2002, Steinhausen2002, Windauer et al. 1993, Lemberg & May
1991, Purgold 1987) Some more recent studies aimed specifically at the
maintaining factors in AN (Schmidt & Treasure 2006) do elaborate the
difficulties faced by the individual with AN. The authors ascribe these
difficulties to personality characteristicssuch as perfectionismand coping
strategies that are predominantly avoidant in nature. Thus, what might
appear as an obvious observationis not much addressed in the literature.
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In my clinical practice, I am aware of just how hard the recovering
process is and that once engaged in it individuals are not guaranteed
success. I distinguish between recovery and recovering to remain true to
and to convey what the participantsof this study said about the process.
They describe recovery, as the destinationthey are aiming for, an event of
the future to which they aspire. In contrast, recoveringis the here and now
and includes what they are doing to help them to get to the point of
recovery. Sharkey-Orgnero (1999) in a qualitative study of the
perspectives of individuals recovered from AN and their parents on
recovery found that 'Analysis of the data indicated that recovery is an
ongoing phenomenon; therefore, recovery was changed to recovering.
(p.129, emphasis in the original). In this study, participants emphasised
that the experienceof recoveringwas predominantlyone of a struggle and
could undermine their desire to persist with the process. My assumption,
linked to the normative view of recovering was that whatever it takes to
recover is worth it.
In labelling this construct as I have, my aim was to stay true to the overall
experience of recovering shared with me by the participants. They
conveyed the necessity of the recovering process to me but also the
potential for chaos and havoc that existed within it. They were clear that it
was a difficult and scary prospect that they needed to undertake and the
earlier subcategory fears about recovery discusses these. However, even
more than this the participantswere engaged in continuous version of the
earlier main category of deciding to recover. In order for recovery to be
successful,they had to attend to it and restate their commitmentto it every
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day. Without such a commitment, the risk of relapse was greater. The
sustaining of recovery consistedof making the most of the positive effects,
which serve to reinforce it, and being aware of and managingthose events
that underminerecovering.

Acknowledging

the positive effects

Participantsdid not exclusivelyfocus on how difficult recoveringwas. They
acknowledgedthat happenings in the recovering process were also likely
to reinforce further recovering. These included improvements in their
physical health, the reduction of preoccupationwith food and the greater
freedom they experienced from the demands of the AN. They
acknowledgedthe benefits of improved relationshipswith friends, families,
and the possibility of greater potential in their future. They identified how
recovering could benefit others who had supported them and this effect
could reinforce recovering.

Yes definitely because although I'm doing it for myself essentially for
my own health. Its also for at home - if I put on some weight seeing
how happy my mum and dad are makes it seem extra worthwhile
because I'm doing it for them as well - and my brother. They've all
been so supportive and I think that after everything we've been
through together it's nice to see them so happy. The smallest things
say like putting on a pound, makes so much difference to them and
definitely make it worthwhile.(P345)
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For the purpose of clarity at this stage, I will separate them into these
distinct conditions. First, the consequences of the work can produce
effects which bolster wanting to recover.They do this by improving the life
experience of the individual. When individuals have improved their
nutritional state and restored some weight this would result in better
concentrationand more energy. It could also result in improved mood and
less preoccupationwith food. (Keys 1946). Similarly, individualswho have
dealt with underlying issues such as a problematic relationship will
experience an improvement in their mood and satisfaction with the
relationship. The rewards for the individual are clear and lead to the
recovering process being supported. Participants were eager to
emphasise that psychological work without attention to physical issues
would not result in recovery. They argued that the impacts of starvation
were such that they either lacked the energy, concentrationor capacity to
deal with their AN without some improvement. They recognised that any
psychological work would be less effective without such changes. Pike
(1998) in her review of long-term outcome studies in AN supports this
finding. However, such positive effects were not the only circumstances
encountered by the individualwhilst recovering

Managing the negative effects

Yes, and / think that's why I said that initially peoplejust give up don't
they; they can't cope with that constanthaving to right. / can see and
understand why they don't want to do it because the benefits don't
come for a while either. (P351)
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This participant conveys how the work of recovering made demands on
individuals and could scupper the process. In the other three constructs of
this study, the individual is required to engage in difficult activities If they
are to recover. Without dealing with all of those particular aspects
recovering will not occur. Once the recovering process is under way
participants had to be very active and were required to attend to it minute
by minute at least initially if it was to continue. Another participantmarked
the progress of their recoveringby noticing the length of time that they had
not thought about their AN on any one day.
Ahm and I just remember it taking a long time before I actually got to
the point where "oh my goodness / didn't think about that for an hour
or / didnt think about it for half an hour" ahm because you are
scrutinising yourself so much you are so hard on yourself ahm on a
day to day basis. P349

Earlier in the study I discussed the guilt experienced by individuals when
they act outside the illness. The AN would in some ways 'fight back'
making eating unpleasant or other AN behaviours appear preferable to
how things were.
Obviously if you have a bad day you think "I'm back to square one"
and so much... even if you do somethingbad you think I've therefore
blown it, I may as well not have bothered and sooooo... yeah I think
all the negatives you think about yourself obviously make it harder
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just still in the haze of that the depression of that, / was very very
depressed(P350)

Individuals had to sustain their commitment to recovering by investing
effort in dealing with the difficult and demanding work. This was in the
context of their experience of recovering as unpleasant and feeling as
though, it would be easier to be ill. If the demands of recovering became
too great then a relapse was more likely as individuals sought a means of
managing the overwhelming feelings experienced. This is not a
is
Usually
held.
seen as a
recovery
on
recovering
generally
perspective
positive endeavourwith its own rewards built in. Participants reported that
recovering could feel wrong to them in the sense that their life was
becoming harder whilst recovering.They reported experiencingrecovering
as being like 'giving in' or failing particularlywhen it came to letting go of
the control of their weight or taking on a new task. All of this contributes to
the experience of recovering as a struggle requiring individuals to remove
not only the symptoms of the illness but also to change their sense of self
to which the AN has become attached.

Beresin et al. (1989) reported a similar finding in their study of individuals
recoveredfrom AN who described it as seeming like a 'defeat and betrayal
of themselves' (p.124). It is important to note that Beresin et al's
participants were those who had recovered and the authors suggested
that those still ill would provide different answers. The participants in this
study included both groups and reported similar experiences. The
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significance for recovery from AN is that the individual with the disorder
has to overcome this sense of recovering as being wrong for them to
sustain their effort.

Sometimes participants found the emotional experiences of recovering
overwhelming. Individuals recovering from AN found managing these
experiences difficult or that the fear of hurting others prevented them from
progressingwith recovery.Although all participantsagreed about physical
improvementbeing necessarythis did not equate to all being in favour of it
happening. This does speak to some extent to the nature of AN and the
denial of the illness reported in the literature. It also highlights again the
interconnected nature of aspects of the recovering process. Recovery is
experienced as unpredictable,there are no certainties with it, it requires
risks to be taken and roles and tasks to be taken on for which individuals
feel unprepared. All of these experiences challenge the motivation and
commitment to recover and had to be dealt with or they would contribute
to a relapse. Dealing with them meant applying specific skills, tolerating
the emotions or calling on others, which in themselves are not easy tasks.
Individuals draw on their reasons for recovering within the subcategory
making it personal to continue the process in the face of these challenges.

Participants pointed out that in engaging in weight gain and giving up
restricting their food they are acting in a manner at odds to the prevailing
ideas within our society.
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It doesnt help that there's all these things in the news about obesity
and bad things and almost the entire rest of the population seems to
be in this big thing about losing weight and you've got to keep your
mind on basically doing the opposite or at least keeping things stable
(P352)

Participants acknowledged that they needed to do this as discussed
earlier however it is important to recognise the demands placed on them
by continuing to do so in the context of cultural messagesto the contrary. I
challenge the reader to examine their instinctive reaction to the words,
'weight gain' and 'fat' to help explore this aspect of the recovering process.
Usually the reaction to those words is universally negative because of the
increasing stigma associated with them. Individuals with AN are just as
attuned if not more so, to these underlying prejudices as we are. They
must in the context of a diet-obsessed culture, engage in weight gain.
Whereas before they received complimentsfor their discipline when losing
weight, they must now forgo that if they want to recover and to use the
participants'label to become Tat.
the same time the weight was dropping because I had to live up
at
...
to this image of a stick thin pop idol sort of thing'(P347)

In western society, the preoccupationwith appearance is well established
and the pressure on individuals to appear in a certain way is culturally
mediated (Gordon 2000). In recovering participants must not only
challenge the power of the AN as outlined earlier but also these culturally
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mediated standards of what is and is not acceptable. In restoring their
physical health, they must achieve a stable weight at which they are able
to function hormonally. The majority of women are now dissatisfied with
their body shape so recovering requires the individual to seek out a body
shape with which they are likely to be dissatisfied. The pressure to appear
in a certain way is now being applied to men through the mass media and
mediated by society.

Therefore, as individuals recover they are faced with circumstances and
contexts to which they have to respond and decide to continue to recover
or not. Participants experienced some of these events as dangerous
because they had the potential to both support recovery but also to
undermine it. One participant (13344)discussed it thus that when giving up
the identity provided by the AN she did not know who she would be
without it, did not know what others would expect of her and how she
could cope with such expectations. The uncertainty, she contrasted with
the certainty of her life with AN, which lead her to initially conclude that
staying in AN was preferable to recovering. Yet the conclusion was not
stable and is challenged by the impact of the disorder on physical health
thereby increasing the motivation to recover. Individuals have to be
vigilant throughout the process and do as this participant does.

Its a constant battle... its really choosing to do the harder thing why
to do the opposite thing to
recovering
you're
choosing
constantly
...
what's going on in your mind and you continue and so you decide to
eat when you don't want to. That's going to change and create
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day
is
harder
inside
that
than
your
struggle
means
you which
conflict
if you just live with it and just decide to stop righting and engage in
the constant struggle and that's just the beginning of it and as you
progress through the recovery it obviously ongoing as the challenges
challengeyour reasons why you got there in the first place (P351)

Individuals have to sustain their efforts in recovering particularlywhen the
experience undermines their motivation to continue. They do this by
acknowledging the positives of the process, remind themselves of the
reasons why they want to recover and manage the events which they
in
do
The
they
AN.
this
to
to
the
which
context
experience as urges return
is also important and is managed proactivelyby the individual.

Basic social process: The struggle to develop a more
complex identity

/ donY know who Louise (all names have been changed) is, / became
so caught up in the illness / cant distinguish between me and the
it
if
I
I'm
to
is
far
illness
the
concerned
was
recover
as
illness
me as
would mean finding my own identity without the illness. (P343)

This quote captures how the AN has become associated with the persons
sense of identity. The disorder defines the way the individual see
themselves and determines how interactions with others and their
environment are carried out. This individual is aware that recovering will
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mean developinga new identity separate from the one provided by the AN.
As they have, little idea of what their identity is without the disorder this
contributes to their fears and anxieties about the recovery process.
However, developing an identity is what is required to recover from AN. In
this section, I will describe the struggle for a more complex identity as the
basic social process in the participant's accounts. Whilst recovering the
individual is doing more than getting better from AN they are developing
new ways of being in the world.

Recovering from AN is a difficult process and requires that the individual
make fundamental changes in all areas of their lives. It involves dealing
with issues, which existed prior to the AN and which if not dealt with will
lead to relapse. Recovering is a time of uncertainty for the individual and
this can lead to progress towards recovery or away from recovery and into
relapse. For the individual with AN a relapse into AN can be perceived as
positive in the context of feeling overwhelmed by the demands of the
recovering process. Whilst recovering individuals come to know more
about themselves and the different capabilities they possess. Recovering
activities have an interactive and cumulative effect on each other and on
the individual's ability to sustain the process. It is therefore important to
retain the holistic nature of the process and not to focus on just one aspect
of it.

What emerges from the findings and discussion thus far is that the AN
identity dominates the individuals life experience at the start of the
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recovering process. Table 3.10, contains both the positive and negative
characteristics of the AN identity which the participants of this study have
highlighted and have been supported within the literature (Cockell et al

2002, Serpell et al 1999).The existenceof these contrasting aspects of the
identity contributes to recovering from AN being characterised as a
struggle by the participants.

Table 3.10: The AN identity
Functional aspects
Safety
Sense of control
Less expectations
Certainty/Rules
Deal with difficult issues
Elicit care from others
Limits emotions
Avoid fears

Limiting aspects
Isolation
Obsession
Physical ill health
Loss of control
Dependence
Limits emotions
Loss of potential

The AN identity is characterised by simplicity, certainty and a sense of
safety. It functions for the individual through limiting emotional experience,
reducing expectations from others as well as a means of dealing with
difficult issues. It isolates the individual from other people, is destructive to
their health and well-being and limits their potential to act in a different
manner. This participant captures the impact of the disorder on her ability
to relate to others.
Then I found I couldnT talk to anyone and then if I did IV panic and
have to be out the situation and make an excuse or you know... even
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on the phone I'd say 'someone'sat the door - got to go' -I just didn't
want to talk to anyone because I felt like I didn't have anything to say
of any relevance. All I was ever speaking about was myself and my
body image and food and everythingthat went with that. (P347)

Thus, the AN identity is ultimately a stifling and limiting influence on an
individuals' identity. The starting point for the process of change is when
the individual becomes more aware of the aversive influence of the AN on
their lives and concludes that the uncertainty and challenge of trying to be

different, is the better option. If the individual does not reach this
conclusion, they will not recognise the need to change. They will regard
any attempts at helping them to change with scepticism and are likely to
resist such efforts. Therefore, the first necessary condition is that the
individual has to want to recover for her or himself.

In deciding to recover the individual considers the limitations the AN places

on their existence and also their desire to be more than someone with AN.
Their reflections illustrate to them both the costs and the benefits of living

their lives as someone with AN. It is essential that they consider both, as
any decision to recover taken without such consideration will be
unsuccessful and short-lived. Often in a therapeutic setting the individual
with AN is provided with information about the negatives of the AN whilst
the positives are neglected or down played. A balance is required, where
greater consideration is given to the downside of recovery. Through these
steps, individuals become more aware of their identity as someonewith AN
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Is
from
involves.
This
that
what
missing
summarises
participant
and what
her life with AN and the areas she needed to address in recovery.
When / started this whole thing and lost so much weight, I was really
/just
had
bored
lonely
too
in
life,
/
that
time
and
was
really
my
at
much time to myself and I didn't have very much self confidence and
my self esteem was really low and / didn't really have much sense of
identity. / didn't really know where I was going with my life or what I
wanted to do and / didn't really recognise any of my own good
qualities as such. Ijust felt as if I was drifting. (P346)

However, as individuals start the process of change they begin to consider
alternativeways of being in the world and the obstacles to achieving these.
Individuals do this by reflecting on the dissatisfactionwith the way things
include
their
desire
for
better
future.
Other
their
considerations
a
and
are
fears about what the future may bring and whether they can cope with it.
This allows the individual to imagine other ways they can live their lives
that are not limited by the demands of the AN. The result of this is a
contribution to their motivation for change and supports them in their
deciding to recover the first necessary step to be taken.

In deciding to recover, the individual must ensure that the decision is
personally meaningfuland do this is by exploring their beliefs and values to
decide which are important to them. This activity provides more information
on which to base their desire to recover and ensures that recovery Is for
them and not for others. Recovery for others means a greater risk of
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relapse in the face of the demands of the recovering process. This is
because giving up the ways in which the AN identity is perceived as helpful
such as providing a sense of safety, will undermine the motivation to
recover. If the person is not doing it for himself or herself then their
motivation may not prove sufficient to continue recovering. Others are
important to recovering and the presence of emotionally close and
knowledgeableothers will help at this time to act as a guide and support to
the recovering individual. Individuals may draw on the positive impact that
getting better would have on others to help them sustain their recovery.
There is one exception to the individual deciding to recover and this is
where the individual is so ill with that others intervene to start treatment. In
these circumstances,individuals may co-operate initially at the insistence
of others. However, responsibilityfor their recovery has to be returned to
them as soon as possible, if they are to continue the process beyond the
crisis point.

When the individual identifies personally relevant beliefs and values these
are often in conflict with those of the AN identity. Previously individuals
only considered options available within the limited AN identity. If they did
not they experienced guilt which would undermine their efforts to change.
Now despite the guilt, behaviours motivated by their desire to recover
based on their own beliefs have to be sustained. Thus socialising with
others becomes a possibility when considered from the perspective of
someone who is motivated to recover. The possibilities support individuals
to build new representations of the self, which contrast with the limited
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range available with the AN identity. The acquisition of knowledge about
beliefs and values continues throughout the recovering process and
contributes to further development and change in the individual's self-

representations.

Therefore, in the activities of deciding to recover individuals take the first
steps in developing a greater range of thought and behaviour than was
available when ill. They do this through their, identificationof why they are
dissatisfied with the AN identity, consideration of possible ways of being
that are outside of the AN identity and by clarifying what it is that is
important in their lives. This knowledgeguides them towards recovery and
informs the plans they make to achieve it. Deciding to recover does not
guarantee that recovery will happen as individuals struggle with giving up
the AN identity. The struggle arises between the wish to retain the benefits
of the AN and to let go of its detrimental effects. Individualsbecome aware
that not having the symptoms of the disorder is only a part of their recovery
and that taking on new roles, activities and tasks are necessary.

The other recovering activities are contained within the main constructs,
doing what is necessary and building a life without AN. However, before
proceeding to address the role these activities play in the development of
the new identity there is another important aspect to highlight. Once the
individual has taken the decision to recover, they must continue to do so to
sustain their recovery. This is important because even though the
individual has decided to recover they will continue to struggle with
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overcoming the AN.

The demands of the recovering process are

significant, not only must the individual overcome a severe mental illness
but they also have to change all the other areas of their lives to remove all
trace of the AN. An example is the continued occurrence of AN thoughts
after the decision to recover has been taken which is frustrating for
individuals who wants to recover and finds such thoughts intrusive. If they
perceive them, as part of what they have to tolerate to recover then they
will continue to recover. Whereas if they perceive them as evidence that
they cannot get well then they are likely to relapse.

Individuals with AN must restate their commitment because of other
demands placed on them whilst recovering.These include circumstances,
which the individual has previously avoided and which they must now face
in order to continue to recover. Examples are traumatic memories or
relationship difficulties with close others. Such circumstances arise
throughout the process of recovery. Individuals have to sustain their
recovery in the face of these challenges. They do this is by drawing on
personalised reasons for change, recollections of how destructive the AN
is and aspirationsfor the future. They draw on the positives of overcoming
the AN, which helps build their confidence. They use support from others
to help them to continue to recover. The result of this effort is to reinforce
new ways thinking and acting and builds confidence that they are able to
live life without the AN. Having taken the risk to recover individuals are
rewarded for their hard work. It also results in the individual acquiring
further evidence of how they can be different. This combination of effects
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creates a loop in which the individuals motivation to recover is sustained
and their experience of life becomes broader because of their willingness
to act outside of the limitationsof the AN.

This concept of developing new ways of behaving rather than be limited by
the demands of to the AN is also central to the construct of doing what is
necessary. Individualswith AN must begin to repair the damage which the
disorder has caused to their physical state. If they do not start to do this
then efforts in other areas will be undermined. If they try to address
psychological issues, they will not have the energy or concentration to do
in
If
develop
they
try
to
occupational activities
or
engage
so.
relationships
the demands of their starved state will prevent these being successful. To
do this properly they have to improve their physical state and they do this
through eating adequate amounts of food and limiting their activity levels.
From the etic perspective these activities hold little fear but to individuals
with AN they are filled with terror. They must choose to face this terror and
tolerate the feelings that arise. They must resist the urge to manage such
feelings and thoughts with other AN behaviours and discover new ways of
managing them. In tolerating those aversive feelings and developing new
ways of managing them individuals develop confidence that they can
continue to recover, that they can tolerate life without the AN and acquire
greater knowledge of themselves. All of these changes contribute to the
developmentof a new identity separatefrom the AN.
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There are certain conditions, which are applicable to addressing the
individuals
In control of the
key
is
A
that
one
physical aspect of recovering.
physical aspects of recoveringthrough having a say In the how and where
are more successful than those who are denied this control. Some
individuals prefer a residential setting whilst others prefer to remain at
home or in the community. Previous experience of restoring weight can
also be helpful unless it was a negative experience, which will undermine
recovering. Individualswith AN must not restore weight too quickly or they
will be overwhelmed by the changes to their body and will relapse. Nor
should it happen too slowly as this will lead to frustration. Instead, the
improvement in physical state needs to be synchronised with the other
aspects of recovering which all combine to provide the skills to develop
and then adapt to the new body shape and size. Just as with the other
activities of recovering the individual is, when improving their physical
state, expanding the possible ways in which they can interact with the
world. The limitations of their emaciated state are replaced with the
possibilities afforded by their improved state of health and greater energy
levels. Such possibilities allow the individual to explore alternatives to AN
and to call on their internal resourcesto help them manage the change.

Once Individualswith AN have addressed the initial crisis in their physical
state, they must start to address the underlying issues that contributed to
the AN. The improvement in their physical state will remove barriers to
engaging in psychological work which served to maintain the AN. The
nature of the issues will be individual to each person and require a solution
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tailored to their needs. Issues such as, low self-esteem,childhood trauma,
difficult interpersonalrelationshipsand fears about maturation may need to
be dealt with if they are relevant. If individualsdo not address these Issues
then they will contribute to relapse just as they contributed to the
emergence of the AN.

Tackling these underlying issues helps the

individual to learn more about themselves,to develop new skills In dealing
with life, to let go of negative impacts on their lives and reduce the barriers,
which existed to a more fulfilling life.
I also feel like I've got my personality back. I really lost who I was my confidence.... I used to get on with all sorts of different people
really well - old people, young people, kids anything -As useful or as
worthy as ...... I didn't have a personality or really think my life was of
any useful purpose. Now because I've challenged stuff in my life I
realise that it is and its only vety very small - minute, in the grand
scheme of things, but its something to other people and its something
to me and its something I probably wouldnt have recognised if I
hadn't gone through this. (P347)

When successfullycompleted this work leads to increased confidence that
the individual can cope with life and addresses fears that they are not
acceptable. In this study, most participants addressed these issues
through engaging in therapy. It was most helpful when they determined
when it took place and the professional providing the therapy was
experiencedin understandingthe needs of those with AN. However, in a
study by Woods (2004) looking at untreated recovery In eating disorders,
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participants reported recovering without formal therapy and that
relationshipswith close others was the key to recovery. The emergence of
therapy as helpful for the participantsof this study is likely to be due to the
fact that all of the participantshad undergonetreatment.

Another way in which individuals manage the process of overcoming the
AN and developing a more complex identity is to take responsibility for
their recovery. In choosing to recover the development of personalised
reasons for wanting to recover from AN creates a responsibility for all
aspects of the recovery process. This is essential to the process being a
success. Individuals must exercise control over the process in order that
they can match recovery to their skills and ability to tolerate change. When
ill with AN control is ceded to the illness, now they have to take it back and
use it to assist recovery. If this does not happen or if others try to control
recovery then the individual will resist change, experiencing it as imposed
and contributing to a lack of autonomy. If control is wielded to support
recovery then the individual will manage the process to reflect their needs
and negotiate with others to support and help them. They will gain
confidence from being responsible for their recovery in this way, as
recovery will be down to them and not other people. The individual will get
an increased sense of autonomy, of being in charge of their lives, which
enhances belief in their ability to deal with further challenges in the
recovering process. It also provides them with further experience of being
a person who does more than just live their life as someonewith AN.
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As individuals continue to recover they acquire more evidence and
experience of not being confined by the AN. The less time taken up with
the illness the more space there is for individualsto build on their recovery
and to explore other ways of being. They do this by taking on roles and
activities neglected whilst they were ill.

The first of these relates to

relationships with others. Individuals who are ill with AN become
progressively more isolated from others and closed off emotionally and
socially due to the effects of starvation and the demands of the illness. To
recover they have to rebuild relationshipswith others and start new ones.
This participant speaks of how big a task there is ahead but that the only
way to succeed is to push herself to be better in relationshipswith others.
I think it's the only way I can cope with it. Just to push myself and if
I'm going to push myself to get over this illness which is going to be
the biggest thing 171ever have in my life, then I'm going to push
myself to be more of a person and be more of a friend, and daughter
and mother and you know - anything. I'm going to do the best that I
can even better than I was before. (P349)

Componentsof this task include individualsrenegotiatingrelationshipswith
close others ensuring that they do not prioritise others needs over their
own. They have to learn to communicatetheir needs as they relinquish the
emaciated state that had previously communicatedtheir distress to others.
They have to acquire new ways of managing their fears that no one will
care about them when they are well. They must learn to tolerate their
anxieties and worries about not being acceptable, of not fitting in or of not
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being good enough to deserve a life without AN. How they go about this
will depend on their skills and abilities and the support network available to
them.

Just as with previous aspects of recovering individuals are acting against
the AN and more in line with their wish to be recovered.They are exploring
alternative complex relationshipsin which they expose themselves more to
others and run the risk of rejection.They are discoveringthat there is more
to who they are and that people value them for that. Helpful ways of doing
this outlined in the study are, individuals communicatingtheir experience,
sharing knowledge with family members and close others to help them to
understand how best to offer support. They identified people whom they
could trust and took responsibility for their needs and renegotiated the
boundariesof relationshipsin line with those needs. They attended one to
one therapy, family therapy and learned more about relationships through
reading and their experiences.All of these activities help to develop selfknowledge and for individuals with AN such knowledge and experience
contribute to their recovery and also to their developmentas a person.

Individuals with AN also have to take on new roles and responsibilitiesin
the world of work or education.These recoveringactivities are another part
of getting a life that has nothing to do with the illness and they are essential
for a number of reasons. The most important initially is that they are
distracting and take up the person's attention and time. This means that
whilst individuals are occupied with the work or education they cannot
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to the individualabout their abilities particularlyif it is personally meaningful
to them. Paid work increases their independence and allows greater
control of their environment.Work or study also provides the opportunity to
meet new people and open up new avenues for social activities. If
individuals take these opportunities then they are acting outside of the
limits imposed by the AN and discovering how they manage in such an
environment. They are also exploring other possible ways of seeing their
'self. They acquire new roles, being a colleague, a student or a partner
and knowledge that they have the skills and aptitude to be successful at
them.

Alongside developing relationships and taking on new roles, I discussed
earlier getting support from others as a means of tolerating the demands of
life without AN. However, the role of treatment in the process of change is
less clear-cut. It can contribute to creating a life without AN and
professionalhelp can be part of how that is achieved. However, individuals
influence the success of treatment with AN and the professional offering
the help. Deciding to accept help and co-operating with the treatment on
offer are necessary for recovery to happen. Making the most of the
treatment offered is also necessary because it requires that the individual
work hard at it, if it is to succeed. However,treatment in its present format
means exposure to others with the disorder. Such exposure to others can
be helpful in that there is a sense of relief that the individual is not the only
one and they can share experiences with others who are recovering.
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Seeing individuals more ill than themselves can sometimes be a stark
reminder of how badly AN can affect a person. This serves as a motivator
to continue to recover and highlights the distance the person has
progressed. However, it can also undermine recovery if the individual
begins to feel competitivewith others who are ill or learns new behaviours
from them, which promote relapse. Resistingthe urge to do so contributes
to the individuals'sense that they can overcomethe AN.

Looking at the personnelwho provide treatment, professionalswith a poor
is
lack
knowledge
AN
who
of
what
or
appreciation
of
understanding or
involved in recovering will hinder recovery. The specialist professional in
eating disorders is more helpful becauseof their knowledgeof AN but most
valued is their awarenessthat it is about more than weight gain. Treatment
that addresses the symptoms of the AN on the one hand and the personal
development on the other is most helpful. Treatments which allow
individuals to control the process as far as possible promote autonomy
through ownership and responsibility for recovery. This increases the
chances of success as well as the positive benefits to the individuals.

Earlier I mentionedthe importanceof keeping in mind the holistic nature of
the recovering process. This is to reflect participants' view that the various
aspects of recoveringare connected and have an influence on each other.
However, it is also importantfor the theory of developing a different Identity
than that which is associated with AN. From a chronological perspective,
the first step is the decision to recover followed by steps to improve
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physical health through eating and reducing over activity. These steps set
up the possibilityof further activities to achieve recovery.After this the next
steps do not follow a particular order instead they reflect the Individual
circumstancesof the person with AN. What is important is that each of the
steps influences each other contributing to further recovery or not as the
case may be. For example resisting the urge to over-exercise allows
improvement in physical well being and gives confidence to the Individual
that they can continue to overcome the AN. The more recovering the
individual has done the more confident they are that they can continue to
recover.
Yeh -I found that the more I was on the path to recovery, the more I
felt confident in talking to peop/e orjust being me (P347)

Another aspect of recovering relates to the uniqueness of the recovery
journey for each person. How each individual manages the recovering
process reflects their particular set of circumstances including how long
they have had the illness, how it manifests itself, the skills the person has
and the support network available to them including professional input. All
individuals have to address the various demands of the recovering process
such as repairing the damage and dealing with underlying issues but each
individual deals with these demands differently.

As this participant

suggests the uniqueness of each person's journey is extremely important
and that because of this standard approaches to treatment will be less
successful.
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So / think its incredibly important but i think that's why its so hard to
treat as well because no two cases are the same, no one gets the
same personal situation which causes their underlying themes and
things you can identify but you cant ever treat two cases the same.
(P350)

When individuals with AN begin to change, they approach the other
The
in
different
than
previously.
manner
of
recovering
a
activities
opportunities to react in a non-eating disordered way are increased.
Because of this, they will experience themselves behaving differently than
they would have whilst ill with AN. Either, these experiences help the
individual continue with recovery or they undermine it. The first happens
where the person can tolerate the uncertainties of the change process.
Whereas the second occurs when they cannot do so and they relapse into
the AN to help them cope. Individuals are building experiences of
themselves as more than someone with AN. By responding to the
challenges of having AN, deciding to recover from AN and then recovering
from it they are developing a new and more complex identity than the one
they had when ill with the AN.

Figure 3.4 contains all of the main activities of recovering from AN, which
have emerged from the study. This figure captures how the various
aspects of the recovering process influence individuals with AN and each
other thereby contributing to recovery. The central hub represents the
individualwith AN and the outer circles representthe activities they have to
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engage in to recover. The individual has an executive function in that they
must instigate actions in each of the outer circles and respond to their
actions. This is conveyed by the arrows within the central circle depicting
the activity of initiating and respondingto changes. The feedback loop is a
constant one from the individual to the outer activities and back to the
individual. The arrows are bi-directional between the individual and the
activities to convey this dynamic and that the influence on the process
goes both ways. An example is when individuals start to eat an adequate
diet, repairing the damage, this results in more energy for the individual.
This energy can then provide momentum for progress in taking on new
roles. The outcome here is towards recovery and the developmentof new
ways of being in the world. The developments in the activity can have a
positive or negative effect on the individual and hence on continuing with
activities of recovery. An alternative is that the individual responds to
eating more by becomingmore anxious as a result of the underlying issues
that are emerging and have to be dealt with. This contributes to an
increase in the urge to restrict and the individual does so to control their
distress. The outcome of this scenario is a return to AN.

The developmentsin the activity can have a positive or negative effect on
the individual and hence on continuing with activities of recovery. An
alternative is that the individual respondsto eating more by becomingmore
anxious as a result of the underlying issues that are emerging and have to
be dealt with. This contributesto an increase in the urge to restrict and the
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individual does so to control their distress. The outcome of this scenario is

a return to AN.
Figure 3.4: Diagram of Processes

involved

in developing

a more

complex identity.

However if the individual responds by sustaining their recovery then they

progress towards a life without AN. The cumulative effect is that the
individual develops a more complex array of behaviours and responses to
their surroundings.

The work of recovering

means

that the individual

develops new ways of living their lives as well as giving up the AN. In turn,
by virtue of the effort they put in and the experiences they gain, they are
better able to continue recovering by drawing on these changes.
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Having begun this section with a quote from a participant describing the
need to develop an identity different from AN I will now return to the
participant's words to help capture the impact of the work they undertake
on their sense of themselves. First, for this participant the increased selfawareness, which arises because of the work she has done and how this
contributesto her being true to herself.
/ think it will make me a more complete person really. People go
through day-to-day not really understanding themselves, and so at
least / know I am being true to myself (13348)

Second, that of exploring their personal history and addressing whatever
underlying issues that lead to the development of the AN, they have to
tolerate new experiencesand learn what their tolerance levels are for such
experiences.
Yes. / have learnt a lot about Myself and I am very positive and very
motivated. But / do have my black moments, obviously. But I am also
very aware of how I deal with things, and why this was caused in the
first place. (P346)

Third, the individualshave to change how they were in the past and use the
knowledge gained from their recovering activities to help keep it going.
Reconnecting with others is vital to the recovering process because in
isolation the AN grows.
To get an identity instead of being trapped in your own home or
whatever. Isolating yourself -I
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think that's when anorexia breathes

and grows is when you isolate. To get out and to do things I think Is
very important. (P341)

Fourth, in keeping on recovering, the individual is choosing the tougher
option and this makes them a stronger person more able to deal with
whatever may happen in the future.
And, I mean, whatever happens at the end of this, / will come out a
stronger person. / will know how / react to things and how I deal with
certain things. (P349)

Fifth, because of how the individual comes to control their life in a healthier
way leads to a feeling of empowerment.Another impact is the feeling that
the individual can help others in recovering through sharing their
experiences.
Sometimes I feel quite sort of - empowered. That I want to talk to
people that are suffering now because I feel I have recovered. Like I
say, I feel exactly.... And when I was ill I would never have imagined
being like this. I did think it was going to be here for ever. I never felt I
would change, when I was better -I

felt I'd go back to where I was

and you know, I feel empowered that, you can do this because if I can
do it, anybody can. (P351)

This was not something the individual had imagined happening to them
when they were ill. Instead, they felt they were going to be ill forever but
now they had more options. Sixth, how the experience of recovering has
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shown them how limited their identity was before and that they must now
work very hard to retain what they have achieved
Because I was so
Yes definitely. I think now that I have to
....
unhappy, I have to give more and get more back to make up for the
time when I was so bad. And because I don't want to go back to the
person I used to be, I want to be better than that and be the best that I
can be so I'm actually doing more and taking on more and being more
of a person than I used to be before it happened. It's very weird - it's
like being re-bom (laughs) (13352)

Ultimately, how the process has changed them as a person and that the
person they are now is preferableto the person they were when ill.
Yes -I recovered, but / didn't recover to the person I was before. I
recovered to a different person, which is why, when we were saying
this morning, would you want to go back - no I wouldn't because /
was a different person before I was ill so if / went back / might go
back to that person again. (13345)

Yet even that is not enough for the participant who describes how
previously she was stuck and unable to progress further in her
development as a person. However, recoveringfrom AN has changed all
of that, she is a different person but she also feels as though she is
growing as a person all the time. Recovery for her has unlocked her
potential to be different and to continue to develop as a person.
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Yeh -I feel like a completelydifferent person - that's the only way I
can look at it really and I still fee/ like I'm changing now. Whereas
when I was the person I was before I was ill, there was no change that was just it. I never expected any change and it was just 'this is
how you are. Now I feel like I'm growing all the time. (P343)

Therefore recovering from AN involves individuals in the removal of the
symptoms of AN but also replacement of the AN identity with a more
complex identity that has more potential for growth. Table 3.11 lists the
main aspects of this more complex identity which accompanies recovery
from AN.

Table 3.11: Characteristics

of the more complex Identity

Functional aspects
Physical health
Sense of control
Empowered
Strong
Assertive
Self aware
Connected with others
Continued growth
Potential

The blank column under the limiting aspects of this identity reflects the
absence of commentaryon these by those who were recovered. For those
still recovering there are fears about how they will cope, will they be
acceptable or will others reject them when they recover. What the theory,
which emerges from this study, suggests is that the further along the road
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to recovery the individual is the more confidence they have and the more
they are able to manage those fears. This comes about from their
development of a greater array of behaviours and ways of being in the
world than were previouslyavailableto them.

Identity in AN
AN has been characterised as a disorder of the self with authors proposing
a causative function to such deficits. Bruch (1982) suggests that AN is
caused by impairment in identity development and failing to develop many
and different ways of self-definition. Bruch (1978) also suggested that
eating disorders including AN may function as a maladaptive attempt to
develop a self identity. Strober (1991) suggested that it is the personality
variables of individuals who develop AN, such as high stimulus-avoidance
and low novelty seeking that limit the exploration of alternative ways of
being and therefore inhibit the development of more and diverse self
representations. This view can be criticised as it struggles to explain those
who have married, had children and jobs and then develop AN later in life.
This may reflect Strober's background in working within a child and
adolescent population. Wechselblatt et al. (2000) found that women with
tendencies to be compliant and perfectionist are at greater risk of AN at
times of developmental stress suggesting that their personality variables
contributed to this vulnerability by limiting the development of a greater
range of self-representations.
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Other authors suggest that the difficulties with identity formation arise from
parenting problems (Goodsitt 1997, Sands 1991). Piran (2001) and Malson
(1999) suggest that society and culture contribute with pressures to
develop in certain limited ways determined by the feminine ideal. This
prohibits the acquisition of a richer more diverse set of identities and
paradoxically promotes reliance on the feminine ideal to cope with the
absence of an authentic self. This view contributes to an understanding of
identity impairments for women with AN, still the vast majority of those with
the illness, whilst neglecting the experience of men with disorder. Stein &

Corte (2007) in looking at identity impairment in eating disorders note that,
there is a general consensus within the literature that identity impairment
has a role to play within eating disorders but that the specific nature of this
'has not been systematically addressed' (p.59). This consensus on the
role of identity impairment in eating disorders including AN and the
acknowledgementof the limiting effects of the AN identity on the individual,
(Cockell et al. 2003, Tan et al. 2003, Serpell et al. 1999, Hombacher 1999,
Way 1993) lend support to the findings in this study relating to the limited
nature of the AN identity.

Yet recovering from AN is difficult and demanding work. The etic
perspective on such a limited existence would be that change would be
welcome but for those with AN this is not always the case. In the
introduction I discussed the concept of the 'egosyntonicity'of AN. Tan et al
(2003) describes this as a phenomenon 'where the individual with AN
experiencesthe AN as being a part of themselves or their identity' (p.537).
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Surgenor et al. (2007) suggest that recovering activities In AN may be
accompanied by an initial drop in self competence particularly if the
individual has previously gained self esteem from the AN. Other authors
(Surgenor et al. 2003, Serpell et al. 1999) have echoed the finding that the
recipient does not always welcome improved eating disorder status. Tan et
al. (2003) suggest that this sense of the AN having become a part of the
person with the disorder, means that any 'decision to take up treatment
can become heavily loaded with the implication of giving up a part of
themselves' (p.546) The participants of this study also experienced
recovering as aversive and described it as perilous. This sense of danger
arose not only from the work of overcomingthe mental illness, AN, but also
to having to make changes in other areas of their lives. They had to
develop an alternative set of ways of relating and being in their world and
they were uncertainas to how they would deal with this.

Identity Formation
Stein and Corte note that problems with consistent definitions of the
concept of identity hinder understanding and the progress of research
(2007). 1agree with identity defined as the theory the person holds about
the self (Berzonsky 1992). Dunkel (2000) writes that this view treats the
individual as an active participantin the constructionof their identity or selftheory. The issue of identity formation, particularly in adolescents and
young adults, has a distinguishedhistory of theoretical modellingand Is still
being explored by researchers (Tan et al. 2003, p.537). Erikson (1968)
made a major contributionto the developmentof self-identity by describing
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a series of psychosocialstages through which the individual could pass as
they developed their identity.

Each stage posed its own particular

dilemmas and difficulties for the individual and successful resolution saw

the individual achieve a more complex identity. A key contribution of this
work is that as Wilber (2000) puts it 'Instead of reducing all of life's
problems to something that went wrong in the first age of a person, there
are six or seven other ages, equally important, sometimes more important'
(p.40). The implicationwas that it was no longer possible to reduce all of
life's significant events to the early years of a person's life.

Marcia (1966) expanded Erikson's work and developed a model in which
individuals could be classed 'on the extent of exploration and commitment
they exhibit in life's domains such as occupation and ideology' (Dunkel
2000, p.519). Four classifications were possible. Those of the Identity
Achiever, who had explored the options and were now committed to their
choices; Identity Moratorium who are exploring their options but have not
committed; Identity Foreclosure, who have committed without exploration
and Identity Diffuser,who is neither exploring nor committed to any identity
choices. Drawing on this model the AN identity is best situated in the
Foreclosed Identity, classification as the individual is committed to it
without exploring other alternatives. Recovering from AN would be placed
in the moratorium classification as the individual begins to explore their
options for the alternativeselves they can be.
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How does one move from one classification to the next? Berman et al
(2001) state that 'Exploration is thus a process of examination and
discovery of who and what one might be, with commitment to an identity
being a consolidationof this process. As such, exploration might be seen
as a basic process underlying the formation of identity' (p.513). Grotevant
(1987) suggests a process model of identity formation and elaborates
further on what exploration involves. He suggests that there are five
processes that 'interact over time as the individual considers possibilities
and moves towards making choices' (p.211). These are,

0

Expectations and beliefs: where the individuals beliefs about the

potential change and what possible options there are available.
0

Exploration: This relates to the actual information gathering that the

individual engages in and consists of both breadth and depth
considerations.
0

Investment: This relates to the amount of time energy and emotional

investment the person makes. The greater this is the more likely the
course of action will be continued. It is also likely to reduce explorative
activities in other areas.
9

Competingforces: Acknowledgesthere may be other events or choices

in the individual's life that compete for their attention. In addition, there may
be aspects of their lives they are not willing to give up for the new choices.
9

Interim evaluation: This is an ongoing activity in which the individual

evaluates the process, weighing the pros and cons and deciding to
continue the path or not.
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Table 3.12 reflects the positioning of these components of Identity
formation with the components of the theory of recovery from AN, which
emerged for this study.

Table

3.12: Comparison

of Grotevants

components

of Identity

formation with components of the theory of recovery from AN In this

study
Recoveryfrom AN

Identity exploration(From
Grotevant 1987)
Expectationsand beliefs

Decidingto recover/ Make it personal

Exploration

Deal with issues/ Take on new roles

Investment

Repair damage, Get support from
others

Competing Forces

Combat the urge/ Tolerate life
without AN

Interim Evaluation

Sustain recovery/ Make the hard
choices

In deciding to recover individuals review their expectations and beliefs
about the future option of not having AN and draw on the pros and cons of
their present situation to help them decide about starting to recover. They
reflect on their beliefs and value base to make it personal and ensure it is
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something they want to do. They use their experiences from the past to
decide if this option is one they wish to pursue. The conclusion that it Is Is
essential to beginning the process of recovery. After this, Individuals
engage in doing the necessary tasks and in building a life without AN and
these activities equate to the stage of exploring. Individuals are actively
trying out behaviours, which are not in keeping with the present AN
identity. They are experimenting with different roles and activities and
testing out possible selves. The greater the range of alternatives they try
the more likely they are to find agreeablealternativesto the AN.

The investment individuals make in the recovering process is reflected not
just in the initial decision to recover but also in their taking on new roles
and acting in conflict with the AN identity. It is also evident in the effort
required to combat the power of the AN and to sustain the recovery. In line
with the prediction that the more time, energy and emotional resources
committed to the process the more likely the process will continue, is the
finding that the further along individuals are in recovery from AN the
stronger and more confident they feel that they will recover.

The concept of competing forces is a key one for recovery from AN. As I
have described in this thesis the AN identity comes to be valued by
individuals and to recover they must let go of these functional aspects as
well as those destructive ones so obvious to those without AN. Where AN
has served to manage trauma, deal with difficult interpersonalrelationships
or an intrapersonal sense of being unworthy exploring alternatives will
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inevitably lead to feelings of vulnerability and distress. These competing
forces may derail individuals from further exploration of the new identity
and lead to relapse into the AN. If this should happen individuals may
Instead
he or she
AN
to
the
alternatives.
and
cease
exploring
recommit
may reinvest resourcesin defending the AN identity making further change
is
decision
difficult.
However,
more appropriately
a
such
making
more
placed within the concept of interim evaluation. Individuals review their
decision to pursue the path of change on an ongoing basis and this
resonates with the requirement to continue to recover from AN. When
doing so individuals reflect on the pros and cons of their decision and
depending
the
on their conclusion.
with,
or
stop
process
proceed
modify

There are some aspects of the theory of recoveringfrom AN that have not
being addressed by what I have described so far. These are the
aversiveness of the process and the individual nature of the recovering
task as described by the participants and covered in the literature. The
concept of competing forces provides some explanation for such
experiences in that giving up a personal identity the individual will also
experience uncomfortablefeelings. However, alongside this the individual
would have to move into 'role confusion' (Erikson 1968) and here the
individual must tolerate 'anxiety, struggle, and fluctuation without a settled
sense of personal identity until the final (or alternative) identity status is
found and established' (Tan et al. 2003, p.544). Individuals with AN may
have developed the disorder to address low self esteem or to manage
uncertainty in their life. In these circumstances,the reality of role confusion
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would add to the demands on the individual and would be especially hard
to tolerate. It would demand significant resources from the person to
continue to recover which is how participants have described their
experience of recovering.

The individual nature of the recovering process was emphasised by
participants because of how it influenced the way in which recovering
progressed.The response of the individualwas determined by not only his
or her own skill and resources but also those of the people in contact with
them. Grotevant's (1987) process model includes a component labelled
'individual characteristic which he describes as, 'individual characteristic
includes abilities and orientations that individuals bring to bear on the
identity formation process' (pp.204-205, emphasis in the original).
Incorporating this concept recognises the influence the individual has on
the identity formation both in terms of how these limit and expand the
possibilitiesfor the individual.

Another concept from the constructivisttheories of identity formation that of
'possible selves' (Markus & Nurius 1986) is also helpful in this context. I
unintentionally employed this term earlier in the thesis when discussing
what an individual was doing when they were engaged in taking on new
tasks. However, Markus & Nurius describe 'possible selves' as
representing an 'individuals' ideas of what they might become, what they
would like to become and what they are frightened of becoming' (p.954).
They go on to state that possible selves are the 'cognitive components of
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the hopes, fears, goals and threats, and they give the specific self-relevant
form, meaning, organization,and direction to these dynamics' (p.954). The
Individual
to
the
the
will
selves
available
array of possible
make up of
influence how they respond in different situations. These possible selves
are hidden from others and provide a template for the individual to judge
have
They
here
in
the
is
happening
to
them
can
positive
and
now.
what
from
how
is
the
foster
hopes
that
these
possible
change
selves and
individual is now. Possible selves can also be negative and the effects and
be
An
these
would
where an
example
change.
can
stifle
consequencesof
individual with AN has a possible self of 'I am determined' they will react
differently to an individual who has one which states 'I am a failure'.
Although positive and negative selves are different in many ways they
have one thing in common they 'make it difficult for the observer to fully
963).
Nurius
1987,
&
(Markus
behaviour
p.
understand another person's
This characteristic is particularly applicable to AN as the disorder is very
difficult for the outsider to comprehend.Stein & Corte conclude their study
on identity impairment in eating disorders by suggesting that the
'development of new possible selves may be an important factor in
recovery' (p.58)

Returning to the four classificationsoutlined by Marcia (1966) the person
is
This
because,
identity'.
they no
from
is
'Achieved
AN
recovered
within
longer see the AN as their identity, they have through the recovering
activities explored alternatives to the AN identity; they have invested time
energy and emotional resources in pursuing alternatives to it and acquired
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They
have
different
knowledge
possible
selves.
also
of
and
experience
experiencedand tolerated the anxiety and uncertaintiesof giving up the old
identity before the new one becameestablished.Therefore, the exploration
process has exposed them to other ways of being In the world and
encouraged reconnectionwith others and their environment. They are no
longer stifled by the AN identity but report a greater array of means of
being in the world. They are committed to their new identity and
demonstrate this through their drive to continue to invest in their recovery
in terms of time, energy and resources. Table 3.13 lists the characteristics
of this new identity.

Table 3.13: The recovered identity

Functional aSDects
Physical health
Sense of control
Empowered
Strong
Assertive
Self aware
Connected with others
Continued growth
Potential

Therefore, recovered individuals have improved their physical health; they
are connected with others, mindful of the needs of other as well as their
own. They feel stronger as a person and empowered in who they are and
their place in the world. They have engaged in new roles and taken
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responsibility for meeting the expectationsof those roles. They are proud
of the ability to overcome the AN and now see themselves as more than
someone with AN. All of this is in stark contrast to the stifled, limited and

self-destructiveexistence they had whilst ill. The result for individuals of all
their hard work and effort is a greater awareness of, who they are, their
strengths and weaknesses and confidence to live their lives as they
choose.
All of these changes are part of the more complex identity the Individual
recovered from AN possesses. The individuals identity or theory about the
self contains a greater array of possible selves than when they were ill with
AN.

A return to the literature
I began this study in September 2001 and I have revisited the literature
from time to time to ensure that relevant articles are incorporated.Also as
outlined in the introduction there were a small number of studies of the
patient's perspective on recovery from AN (Hardin 2003b, Tozzi et al.
2003, Garrett 1997, Winclauer 1993, Hsu et al. 1992, Beresin et al. 1989,
Maine 1985) which I set aside to reduce possible contamination of the
concepts emerging from participant'saccounts. Two studies, Lamoureux &
Bottorff (2005) and Weaver et al. (2005) employed a Grounded theory
methodology to examine recovery from the perspective of the Individual
with AN. In this section, I will discuss the theory of recovery from AN, that
of developing a more complex identity in relation to this part of the
literature.
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All of the studies were designed to access the individual with AN's
perspective on recovery. The studies with the exceptions of Hardin (2003b)
and Garrett (1997) reported on either turning points on the recovery
journey

or helpful aspects that contributed to recovery from this

perspective. Tozzi et al. (2003) noted that the participants in their study
endorsed 'relationships, therapy and maturation' (p. 143) as the three main
contributing factors to recovery. The finding that relationships are important
in recovery is repeated in other studies (Windauer 1993, Hsu et al. 1992)
however there is no attempt to describe why this might be the case.

Beresin et al. (1989) describe how interpersonalrelationshipsenabled the
person to take risks with others and helped them to come to accept
themselves, 'the good and the bad' (p.121). In this study, the renegotiation
of and creation of new relationships provided valuable information about
the individual's sense of self and self-worth outside of the AN. In this way,
relationships contributed to the development of a more complex identity.
This was achieved because the individual in exploring the new
relationships acquired experience and knowledge of other selves they
could utilise.

Across the studies, reference is made to the role of self-development in
recovery from AN. Beresin et al. (1989) state that 'the process of
recovering from anorexia nervosa is the process of becoming a real
person' (p. 127). They describe it as a slow process, which occurs only
when the individual has a sense that 'someone is truly with them' (p. 127)
and this enables the person to 'unravel her maladaptive and self-
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destructive defences' (p. 127). The authors did not pursue the analysis
beyond a descriptive stage but the similarities of the findings are
supportive of those in this study. Hsu et al. (1992) in their study interviewed
six individuals who had recovered from AN and asked them about what
had helped and what had not in their recovery. Their participants endorsed
the concepts of personality strength and self-confidence as important in
recovering from AN. The authors did not develop these concepts beyond
the descriptive stage, suggested that these terms would be difficult to
quantify but that they would be a valuable part of future research into
recovery from AN.

However, it is within the studies by Lamoureux & Bottorff (2005) and
Weaver et al. (2005) that the finding about self-developmentin recovery
emerges in a remarkablysimilar way to those, which emerged in this study.
I will first describe their main findings and then discuss them in relation to
the findings of this study. Weaver et al. (2005) employ a feminist grounded
theory method and describe a theory of self-developmentmoving from a
stage of 'perilous self soothing' ( ill with AN), through 'Finding Me' (Decide
to recover) to 'Informed self care' (Recovered from AN) ( p.191). I have
included in brackets how the concepts relate to the stages of recovering.
The authors describe the developmentalprocess as running through three
streams related to the self; those of self-awareness, self-differentiationand
self-regulation. Through work in each of these activities the individual
moves from the perilous self-soothing of AN to the informed self care of
recovery. In 'finding me' which consists of a 'cognitive and affective
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dawning that something is wrong', (p. 195) the individual reaches a turning
point in their illness and begins to recover.

Lamoureux & Bottorff (2005) employ a grounded theory method and
describe their findings on the process of recovery as 'Becoming the real
me'. This consists of five stages; seeing the dangers, inching away from
anorexia, tolerating exposure without anorexia, gaining perspective by
changing the anorexia mindset and discoveringand claiming self as "good
enough". The authors note that one of the difficulties of recovering was
because the individuals 'sense of identity had become associatedwith AN'
(p.182). Also that recovery involved embracing 'unconditionalacceptance'
and this was possible when' the women had clarity of boundaries, identity,
and self worth'

The similarities in the findings to those of this study are clear. Each of the
processes refers to a turning point when the individual begins the
recovering process, (Seeing the danger, finding me, Decide to recover).
They also share the importance of the individual taking responsibility for
their recovery, of reconnecting with others and the difficulty of the
recovering process. Such a coalescence of findings around the concept of
self-development is supportive of findings that incorporate redefinition of
the self in recovery from AN.

There are significant differences to how

these similarities are theorised.
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Lamoureux & Bottorff (2005) describe what the individual does to recover
and refer to the similarity of the process to the work of 'identity
development of Erikson' (p. 184). However, they do not develop the
analysis further remaining at the level of description rather than developing
the links to identity formation further. Weaver et al. (2005) whilst
emphasising the role of self-development suggest that the shift in self
occurs when the individual recognises the dangers of AN and this
facilitates the move to informed self care which in the model equates to
being recovered. Given this both studies neglect the functionality of the AN
as described in the literature and its role and impact in the recovery
process. Although both studies acknowledge the difficulty of the recovering
process, they do not develop the reasons for this and it is not apparent in
the theory developed. This neglect of the experience of the nature of
process is puzzling. The hard work and effort of the individuals who are
recovering is not fully acknowledged nor is how it influences the process
itself. The success experienced by participants of this study in resisting the
AN is essential to their self-development and ultimate recovery from the
disorder.

Perhaps as Garrett (1997) suggests studies need to 'focus on

the positive phase of an eating disorder; the process of its overcoming and
eventual dissolution' (p.271)

Hardin (2003a) in contrast to the others moved the analysis into 'social and
cultural discourses concerning recovery from anorexia nervosa' (p.5). She
concluded that questions about recovery 'cannot be separated from social
and cultural assumptions about, women, the body, weight, exercise and
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how selves are constructed in western influenced cultures' (p. 15). She is
critical of attempts to do because they contribute to the lack of consensus

in the research into this area and underestimates what is required to

recover.

Only two participants referred to such cultural influences within this study.
These were engaging in weight gain in a society obsessed with weight
control or loss and the pressure to be thin when in certain occupational
roles.

All of the participants emphasised their role in the recovering

process and their responsibility in ensuring it happened. Although they
acknowledged the role of others in helping them, they were clear that they
were the only ones who could make it happen. The participants may not
have been aware of the societal influences on their views of their illness
and recovering from it. Alternatively this finding could attest to the intensely
personal nature of the recovering process for participants of this study and
how they perceive it as a 'struggle with the self.

Perhaps it is also a

researcher effect, in that Hardin analysed her participants' views from the
cultural perspective.

What emerges from this return to the literature is,

*

Support for the concept of self development as the mechanism for

change in recovery from AN and reference to the link with the work of
identity formation
0

Recognition of the difficulty of the recovering process but a relegation

of this within the theory developedin terms of why it may be so difficult.
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The theory of developing a more complex identity, which emerged from
this study, captures all of these aspects through explaining the selfdevelopment through the mechanismof identity formation. The individual is
engaged in developinga new identity and does so through rejecting the old
one and exploring alternative ways of being other than those dictated by
the AN. It captures the difficulty of the process because an individual in

transition between identities experiences insecurity and negative affect
associated with this stage of identity formation. Thus in equating recovery
from AN with the formation of a more complex identity this would predict
that the individual would engage in activities that lead to self development
and would find this difficult and demanding.

Another area of the literature that contributes to the discussion of recovery
from AN is the literature on recovery from mental illnesses other than
eating disorders. Anthony (1993) remarking on the emergence of concepts
of recovery in the literature, notes that 'it is most often found in the writings
of consumers and survivor clients' (p. 15). Ridgway (2001) ascribes the

absence of the concept of recovery as possible for those with serious
mental illnesses to 'the idea of recovery as heretical within the dominant
biomedical model' (p.335). This she argues has had the effect of slowing
the progress of research in this area. These observations echo the ones
outlined in the introductionabout the literature on recovery in AN and other
eating disorders as described by Garrett (1997). In her study in recovery in
AN she comments that the meaning of recovery as described by those
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who have recovered is not taken seriously because of 'the unconscious
power the medical model still exerts on the thinking of professionals'
(p. 271). The inference is that the concept of recovery has not only been
neglected but the medical model has undermined its value to those with
mental health problems. Table 3.13 contains a summary of themes, which
emerge from the recovery literature in serious mental illness

Table 3.14: Themes in the recovery literature
Recovery literature (Adapted from Allott & Loganathan 2003. )
Reawakening of hope after despair
Breakthrough denial to acceptance
Withdrawal from to active engagement with others
Passive adjustment to active coping
Alienation to purpose
Moving from a sense of oneself as mental patient to a more
positive sense of self
Recovery as a complex journey
Recovery is accomplished with support from others.
Recovery is more than not having the symptoms

The similarities with the findings of this study are clear from this table. The
requirements to overcome denial, to be an active agent in recovery, to reengage with others, to draw on support from others and to change ones
sense of self are all present in the accounts of the participants of this
study. Equally, that the process is a complex one is in keeping with the
findings. One missing from this table but cited in Olson (2002) is the impact
of those involved in delivering treatmentýon the recovery process. He
remarks that his recoveryjourney has been made more difficult through not
meeting someone who could 'throw off their diagnostic and treatment
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blinkers, see my situation as it is and respond to me holistically' (p.442).
This observation resonates with participants of this study's remarks on the

need to see the AN as more than just about weight.

There are however some differences of note. The absence of the concept
of hope from the findings of this study is surprising. Lamoureux & Bottorff
(2005) and Weaver et al. (2005) also do not highlight the role of hope in
their theories of recovery from AN. The literature cited earlier (Ridgway
2001, Garrett 1997, Anthony 1993) suggested that this could be due to
Other
from
the
the
studies
model.
medical
absence of
concept of recovery
in recovery in AN (Hsu et al. 1992 & Beresin et al. 1989) identify hope as
important in the recovery process. Both of these studies specifically asked
for participants views on what was helpful in recovery in contrast to this
study which sought a description of recovering without an emphasis on
what was specifically helpful or not. Thus, the participantswere describing
what it was like as they recovered rather than what their views were on
what helped.

Participants in this study suggest that recovery means no longer having the
AN as part of their identity whereas within the recovery literature in serious
mental illness, absorbing the illness into ones' sense of identity is seen as
part of the recovering process (Ridgway 2001). This difference reflects a
distinction between AN and other illnesses outlined in the introduction,
particularly its being of benefit to the individual. The fact that AN comes to
be perceived as part of the self implies that recovery from it will mean it
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can no longer remain so because of its destructive impacts. The
conclusion is that some of the work of recovery in AN will be different from
in other serious mental illnesses.
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Chapter 4: Conclusion and Implications
Theory of recovery from AN.
The four main dimensions and the tasks associated with them are listed in
table 3.15

Table 3.15: Four main dimensions of recovery and their tasks
Dimension
Deciding to recover

Tasks
1. Recognising the limitations of AN
2. Acknowledging the benefits of
AN to them
3. Wanting to be more
4. Fears about recovery
5. Make it personal

Sustaining recovering

1. Acknowledging the positives
2. Managing the negatives
3. Deciding to recover

Doing what is necessary

1. Repairing the damage
2. Dealing with underlying issues
3. Re establishing control.
4. Combating the power of AN

Building a life without AN

1. Taking on new roles
2. Getting support from others

Recovery for the person involves the successful integration of the four
major dimensions of recovery; deciding to recover, sustaining recovering,
doing what is necessary and building a life without AN. Each of these

dimensions representsa series of tasks, which the person must complete,
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to varying degrees, if they are to recover. The person must distinguish
between recovery, the end point of the process and recovering which
contains the work of integrating the four dimensions. Integrating the four
dimensions is a spiralling process where the change in one depends on
and is influenced by change in the others. If the configuration of the four
dimensions

is favourable

towards

recovery then

recovery will

be

supported, if it is towards relapse then relapse will occur. Recovery is
meaningful and is established when the person develops a more complex
identity. If the individual fails to do so, they will remain vulnerable to

relapse. If they engage with the difficult and demandingwork of doing what
is necessary and building a life outside of the AN then they will create and
experience new ways of being in the world. It is in the courageouswork of
the struggle to recover that the new more complex identity is forged. In
tolerating the demands of these difficult tasks the individual is transformed
into a stronger person, reconnectedwith others and in control of their lives.
What follows is a description of the conditions which apply to the process
of recovering from AN which emerged from the study.
Individuals with AN have their identity limited by the illness. The
characteristics of the AN identity can be seen on the left hand side of figure
3.10 on page 210. When individuals decide to recover, they begin the
process of developing a more complex identity. When the individual
examines the limitations and costs of the AN and recovery from it, they
increase self-knowledge then become aware of other possible ways of
living outside of the disorder. Once the balance of costs and benefits is in
favour of recovery individualswant to recover more than they do not. If the
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individual

makes

the

decision

personally

meaningful

and

takes

responsibility for the recovering process it will continue. The exception is
where they are so ill that others take the decision away from them and they
are treated against their will. However if individuals allow others to remain
responsible for recovery then they are likely to resist recovering and
relapse because of the lack of sense of control they have.

An effect of the process of recovering is when the individual becomes more
aware of their motivations for a life outside AN they imagine themselves as
being different from how they are now. The individual then engages in the
rehearsal of possible alternative selves, which can replace the AN identity.
Individuals use their desire to be different and invest effort in making it
happen which provides the energy to drive the process of identity change.
Others, such as friends, family and professionals can help reduce the
symptoms but no development of identity will take place without the
individual. Once having decided to recover the individual has to tackle the
necessary tasks. If these tasks are avoided then recovery will not progress
beyond the wish to do so and the individual will become frustrated. They

must begin to behave differently, i.e. eat and thus tackle their physical
state. If the damage the illness has caused is not repaired then the
individual will not have the capacity to sustain the process of recovery.This
is because of their starved state and its impact on cognitive functioningand
physical stamina both of which are essential to sustain the process. Figure
4.1 is a more detailed summary of the theory.
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In addition, if they do start to eat and restore weight then they experience
behaving and feeling differently from how they do when dominated by the
AN identity. Tolerating these different experiences builds confidence about
recovery not tolerating them leads to relapse.

As the individual improves their physical state they are faced with those
issues which contributed to the AN and may now serve to maintain it. If the
situations and events previously avoided for whatever reasons are not
dealt with then individuals will relapse. Successfully tackling these issues
opens the individual to new ways of being which are outside of their range
when ill with AN. If through therapy and calling on others for support they
can learn to tolerate the demands of facing such difficult issues then they
will build confidence in their ability to recover. The individual comes to see
themselves as more capable and as building knowledge and awareness of
who they are. If this is the case then they build ongoing commitment to
recover which in turn supports further recovering work. Another outcome,
of tackling these issues for the individual is, coming to see themselves less
as someone limited by the disorder and more as someone recovering from
AN. If the individual is successful at this they become proud of their
achievement and develop more commitment to continue the process.

Others have an important role to play but as mentioned cannot take
responsibility for the recovering process or it will fail. However, they are
important in other ways. If those who offer support to the individual are
both close to the individual and knowledgeable about AN then they are
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more effective at helping than others who hold only one of these
characteristics. An important aspect of this is that the understanding that
improvement in physical status does not mean that individualswith AN are
less distressed. If those who offer care and support think like this and
reduce the support offered then individuals with AN feel abandoned with
the result that the risk of relapse increases. Similar conditions hold true for
professionals who are trying to help. If the professional demonstrates
understanding of the disorder and skills in supporting those with AN then
any interventions are more effective. If they focus too closely on weight
and neglect the other issues then they are less effective and may cause
harm. The individual with AN must control the process of recovery. If
anyone else tries to make him or her recover, it will fail because ultimately
no one can force recovery on another against their will. The individual's
sense of autonomy which has resided in the AN must now be reclaimed.A
consequence of choosing to start and then persist with recovery is that the
individual comes to feel empowered. It is from the commitment and effort
required that a sense of control and power over life emerges and leads to
an increased sense of autonomy. Without this sense of autonomy and
control of their life the individualwill relapse into AN to find the control they
need.

All of the above is essential because of the need to integrate the four main
dimensions of recovery. The direction of change in one depends on and
influences change in the others. Therefore, if the progress is towards
developing a more complex identity then recovery will be supported.
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However, if progress is away from a change in identity then the risk of
relapse is greater. An example would be if individuals have not begun to
repair the damage caused by the illness then they are not going to have
the energy to continue to recover. Thus for individuals to continue the
process by taking on new roles they must have begun work in at least one
other area. If they do start to take on new roles in life then they will react in
two ways. If such change cannot be tolerated or the fear of rejection by
others comes to dominate the individual then they will be more likely to
relapse. If it can be tolerated and positive feedback received from others
then they will continue to recover. Further explorationof new ways of being
in the world and respondingto it are possible as someone recoveringfrom
AN. This requires the renegotiation of relationships a striving to connect
with people as opposed to the isolation which is part of being ill. Without
such exploration no challenge to the negative beliefs held about
themselves is possible because no evidence is gathered to contradict
them. Individualsmust take on or retake roles in their lives neglectedwhen
they were ill and meet others expectations in those roles. Taking these
roles and tolerating the demands of this change leads to the development
of new representationsof themselves and helps build confidence in their
ability to recover.

In developing a more complex identity individuals with AN have to reengage with the world of work and/or- education. Opportunities for
distraction from the AN are sought which provide respite from the power of
the AN and builds confidence in their ability to recover. There are other
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benefits from the financial and social opportunitiesoffered by the worlds of
work and education. The more personally meaningful these opportunities
the more helpful to the aim of recovery. If the individual cannot find these
new roles, or tolerate the demands made they relapse into AN or adopt
other unhealthy coping mechanisms such as alcohol or drug use. When
individuals use the new representationsof themselves generated by this
work to replace the AN identity then they recover.

The essence of the theory is that individualswith AN have a limited sense
of identity when ill. This identity has both functional and dysfunctional
aspects to it, which make changesto it difficult and demanding. However, if
the individual does not take steps to move away from the limited identity
associated with AN they will not recover. Not being able to tolerate the
change associatedwith these steps leads to any recovery being fragile and
the risk of relapse very high. If however, the individual explores different
ways of being in the world and takes responsibilityfor building a life without
AN then they build knowledgeof and confidence in their ability to recover.
Recovery is difficult and demanding. Individualsmust invest sufficient effort
in the struggle and become committedto the process.The more committed
the individual is to recoveringthe more successfulthey will be in managing
the process of integrating the four main dimensions of recovering. The
result of this work is that individualsin sustainingthe effort, will be exposed
to a process, which alters them as a person and when complete creates a
new identity. The limited, isolated and self-destructive identity of AN is
replaced with a more complex identity which promotes connection with
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person.
Recovery from AN is a struggle with the self and it requires that individuals
engage in courageous work to overcome the devastating effects AN has
on their lives. The illness comes to be experienced as part of the
individual's identity and to recover this has to change. Unlike other identity
development, it is not a naturally occurring process rather the individual
has to instigate and then maintain the process. The first step on this road is
when the individual decides to recover. This involves reflection on the

destructive impact of the disorder on their life and that of others and from
this emerges a desire to change. Acknowledging the benefits of the
disorder reduces this desire as does the individuals fears about how they
will cope without the AN. Without consideration of these aspects of
recovery, the individual's motivation will not be sufficient to withstand the
demands of the process. It is also essential to allow individuals to take
from
knowledge
for
his
her
The
engaging
gained
responsibility
or
recovery.
in the reflections helps guide the individual as to what they must do to
recover and to be better prepared for its demands. Individuals through
their reflections are consideringother ways of being in the world outside of
the limited repertoire available to someone with AN. This new array of
thinking and behaving then serve as a template for how they manage the
next steps in the recoveringprocess.

However, the AN remains as one of the possible identities they can choose
so the individual must sustain the decision to recover. The attraction of the
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AN identity with its certainties and security is made greater because in the
transition between identities, the person encounters a period of anxiety and
uncertainty which is likely to be aversive. Individuals must therefore invest
resources in sustaining their recovery. These include time as well as
physical and emotional energy aimed at dealing with the demands of the
recovering process. In addition, in the transition phase the individual must
begin to deal with the damage caused by the AN and the issues, which
contributed to its development.

In doing so, they are actively exploring

alternatives to the AN many of which are in conflict with the AN identity.
They must tolerate this and if they do, they will increase their repertoire of
possible ways of dealing with future demands. They gain confidence from
this success and the increased self-knowledge that it brings which in turn
positively influences their desire to recover. The more resources applied to
the process the more committed they become to recovering and the
greater the changes they will make.

In line with this, the individual with AN must now expand their efforts at
recovering to include reconnection with others through relationships and
beginning to take on new roles. In the former, individuals must renegotiate
old relationshipsto reflect their new identity particularly in recognisingtheir
own needs alongside those of others. It also involves the development of
new relationships, which are based on new ways of relating to others
outside of the limited ways available as someone with AN. The input of
others is very important to the recovering process in terms of the support
they provide and the opportunity to provide feedback to the individual
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about their new ways of interacting. Professionals also can play a role in
providing specialist input and providing psychotherapy,which assists the
individual to deal with issues and acquire more self-knowledge. In the
former, the individual is also exploring new ways of being. They take on
jobs, education or return to old roles whilst accepting the responsibilities
that they bring as opposed to avoiding them as they did within the AN
identity.

In recovering individuals must challenge themselves to respond in ways
different to those dictated by the AN identity and more in keeping with the
in
individual
The
identity
developing.
they
engages
more complex
are
regular reviews of how their recovery is progressing. Initially very
frequently and maybe even daily or hourly as the individual struggles with
the demands of the process. The outcome cannot be taken for granted
particularly if the demands of the recovering process overwhelm the
individual's available resources. In this case recoveringwill be abandoned
for the lure of the AN or an alternative means of coping with the situation.
Therefore relapse into the AN remains a possibility until the individual has
committed fully to the new identity and describesthemselvesas recovered.

However as recovering continuesthe reviews become less frequent as the
individual becomes more comfortable with their change in identity. The
individuals success in their new roles and the benefits of their new
relationships provide confidence that they can tolerate life without AN.

They describe themselves more in terms of who they are rather than In
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relation to the AN. Individuals develop greater self-awareness, recognise
their strengths, and do not focus only on their weaknesses. The recognition
of the transformation in their identity contributes to a pride in their
achievement in recovering. They are confident that what they have learned
about themselves and others will help them deal with difficult issues in the
future.

Some individuals demonstrate their newfound confidence by

offering to help others to recover just as they have done. When this point is
reached the new identity is well established and the individual no longer
see the AN as part of their identity and describe themselves as recovered.

Implications
Contribution to knowledge
This study contributes to knowledge in two ways, supporting previous
findings on recovery from AN and adding new insights which have
implications for how recovery is perceived.
It supports previousfindings of,
a) The existence of functional as well as destructiveaspects of AN
b) The role of self-developmentin recoveryfrom AN
c) The difficult nature of the process of recovery from AN from the
perspective of the individual with AN.

d) The importance of the individual with AN being responsible for his or
her own recovery.
It adds to the literature,
1) That the formation of an identity different to that of someone with AN is

a central task of recoveringfrom AN.
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2) Further understanding of the demanding nature and difficulties in

it.
This
from
from
those
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the
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of
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perspective
recovery
individual
insight
the
from
the
entering roleof
contribution comes
confusion in the transition from the AN identity to a more complex one,
a time of insecurityand anxiety.

Taking what the study adds as a starting point, there are many implications
for those who are involved with individuals with AN. Given that self-

development is a frequently reported finding and that the creation of a
more complex identity emerged as central to recovery in this study, greater
attention should be given to interventions that can support such selfdevelopment. Treatment models, which rely too heavily on a focus on
physical symptoms, will be unsuccessful at promoting recovery and are
likely to contribute to relapse. Professionalswill need to continue to provide
interventions to address physical needs but should promote models of care
that give equal weight to the self developmentwork. There should also be
more efforts aimed at assessing identity, particularly on presentation to
services to guide further intervention. By necessity, this implies greater
understandingof and training in available methods for doing so such as art
and drama therapies.

As outlined in the introduction of the theses the focus on a limited set of
measures of outcome does not capture the complexity of the process of
recovering from AN. The increasing tendency for resources in mental

health care to be linked to outcomes presently measured as important
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highlights the dangers of not measuring outcomes more appropriately. A
specific risk given is that the limited nature of outcomes measured at

present will hamper the development of more appropriate measures and
stifle progress towards more effective models of intervention. The findings
in this study suggest that it is important to employ a broader approach to
the measurement of outcome to embrace qualitative and quantitative
methods in order to capture more fully the impact of any intervention.
However it also implies that a greater weight be given to the individual with
AN's perspective on how they are recovering and not just be focussed on
their satisfaction with treatment received.

The difficulty of the recovering process is a common theme within the
literature reporting on the experiencesof those who have experience of AN
but is dismissed more lightly by the professional literature. The finding in
this study of the difficult nature of recoveringallied to participantsreporting
that discussing recovery was a novel topic merely adds further support to
such a position. The result of this for the participants is that they believe
professionals confuse treatment with recovery and do not give enough
recognition to the difficulties the individual faces when recovering. For
professionals, a lack of appreciation as to what recovery involves may
unintentionally promote prejudices about 'resistant anorexic patients who
reject treatment' with detrimental effects on the therapeutic relationship.
Being treated as an 'anorexic'was universallyexperiencedas aversive and
likely to lead to a withdrawal from treatment. It may also mean that they
underestimatethe effort taken to recover and offer adequate support when
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the individual is recovering at a time of more need not less. The findings of
this study imply that the accepted prejudices that exist in the professional
lexicon in the treatment of AN need to be revised in the light of this finding
in particular. Given the suggestion by participants that those staff with a
specialist knowledge and understanding were most helpful to them,
both.
to
knowledge
information
add
would
about
recovery
additional
and
Such information could more credibly be shared by those who have had
experience of recovering from AN as long as they were appropriately
rewarded for it. This would also be helpful to those who care for someone
in
AN
individual
AN.
A
the
to
as
engaged
with
with
shift
a perception of
courageous work would more accurately reflect what emerges from this
study.

This study provides insights into the process of recovery from AN, from the
perspective of those who have experience of the disorder. Aspects of this
in
the
the
present
of
recovery
perspective challenge
normative view
medical model and as such have implications for models of treatment
predicated on such a model. The central role of the individual with AN to
the success of recovery requires that professionals delegate greater
responsibility to the individual in deciding how to proceed with any
treatment. The professional has to cede that the individual is an expert in
their situation and acknowledge that because of this the individual will be
the best guide as to what happens next in recovery. The main advantage
to this is in the sense of ownership the individual has which is essential to
a successful recovery. It will also avoid the battle for control, which
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participants reported as occurring between them selves and professionals.
Both of these outcomes will assist the individual with AN to develop their
sense of autonomy a key component of their new sense of self.

There are also implications for the carers of those with AN and guidance
on how best to help. The finding that those closest to the individual can
both hinder and help is not new but the suggestion that the more
knowledge they have about AN does help is significant.The natural instinct
to become less concerned as the individual starts to restore weight has to
be resisted as for the individual with AN this is a more uncertain and
unsafe time. The individual needs more input not less at this time. Such
information needs to be made available in an easily accessible form to
carers so that it can inform their caring. Janet Treasure and her colleagues
in London have over recent years been developing just such carer skills
training and have been employingcarers alongside professionalsto deliver
this. The imperative of having sufficient knowledge of the disorder holds
true for the professional as well as those without professional healthcare
related training. The implication is therefore that whoever delivers
interventions to individuals with AN will do it more effectively the more
knowledgeable they are about the disorder and how it affects the
individual. A better understandingof what recovering from AN is like and
what it takes to be successful at it are also important skills to be available
to the professional. Developing training modules to deliver these skills to
the professional should draw on the experience of those with AN,
professionals with experience in the field and lay carers. These training
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modules should also place greater emphasis on an agenda of social
inclusion particularly educational and occupational opportunities for those

with AN.

The finding that the first step in the recovering process is the decision to
recover implies that interventions could be fruitfully aimed at helping the
individual reach this conclusion. Support to reflect on the pros and cons of
the AN already occurs within treatments designed around the transtheoretical theory of change (Prochaskaet al. 1992). What this study adds
to this is that attention should also be paid to the individual's fears and
hopes about recovery and the recovery process. Identificationof obstacles
to recovery by the individualwould provide guidance as to how they could
be overcome and to which interventionswould be helpful in them doing so.

This also implies that the individual undertake more preparation for the

recovery process in order to increase their chances of overcoming the
obstacles to it. This by necessity means that they should be provided with
accurate information about recovery and outcome in AN. A problem with
this, as outlined in the introduction is that the data we have on recovery
suggests low rates of recovery and is unlikely to engender hope. Although
not a finding in this study, hope has been found to be essential in recovery
from other serious mental illnessesand in other studies in AN. One method
implied by this study is to draw on the experience and knowledge of those
who have recovered from AN. For present service models, this would
require considerablethought as to how this could be arranged and how the
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individual could be rewarded for their input. Within the local service we
employ an individual who is recovered from AN through a voluntary sector
organisation to contribute to the therapeutic programme we provide. The
small bureaucratic burden to this is more than offset by the credibility given

to this individual by others in treatmentfor AN.

Suggestions for further research relate specifically to ways in which further
information could be gathered about the role of identity formation in
recovery from AN. This may be particularly relevant in the context of the
concept of early intervention which has become established within the
treatment models for psychosis. Research looking at the impact of early
intervention strategies particularly in preventingthe AN identity taking hold
could provide beneficial information.Research into the range and types of
possible selves present in those with AN and those who are recovered
would provide insight into changes in these mechanisms of identity
formation. Assessment of possible selves as an adjunct to treatment trials
could also provide information as to interventions,which promoted one of
the means of self-development.

There should be more qualitativeresearch into the process of recovery and
outcomes. This research would add complexity to the bones of the
quantitative measure already available and provide more detail for the
individual with AN, the carer, the professional and the commissioner of
services to base their decisions about care. Such research would also
inform the debate around what outcomes are most appropriate to measure
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and help develop consensus about recovery. Differences in approach
adopted by services particularly relating to the level of control offered to
individuals with AN and the role of a motivational based philosophy are
likely to impact on outcomes. Research which examines differences in
outcomes would provide information as to what aspects of service models
would be most helpful in recovery from AN. Another area of research
would be to examine the impacts of employing individuals with experience
of AN gained either directly or through caring for someone with the
disorder on the delivery of care and treatment. Such research would look
at the impact of individuals with experience of AN on the perceptions and
interventions carried out through involvement in the training and education
initiatives for professionals. Another important aspect of such research
would be to develop knowledge on how best to structure the delivery of
such interventions and to support their delivery from these experts by
experience.
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Chapter 5 Reflexivity and reflections
In this section, I will outline my reflections on the research process and
strive to reveal my role within it. The process has influenced me, those who
participated, the environmentin which I work as well as my life away from
research and work. However,I will not address the final area listed and will
contain my reflectionsmostly to the first two areas.

Reflexivity
'Reflexivity is a curious term with many meanings' (Dowling 2006, p.7) and
has become important within the field of qualitative enquiry. Finlay (2002)
has argued that it is an essentialcomponentof all types of research activity
not only qualitative methods, without which validity would be undermined
(p.453). In a later paper, Finlay (2006) argues that evaluating qualitative
research against established criteria helps address criticism that it is a
subjective account of the data and she lists reflexivity as one method of
doing this. Koch & Harrington suggest that reflexivity, 'in all its guises'
(p.888) has a central place in qualitative research where it is 'taking
different forms and raising different questions' (p.888). Dowling (2006)
sees reflexivity as a central concept and argues that it be 'viewed as a
means of adding credibility' (p.70) a view shared with other authors.
(Bradbury-Jones 2007, Baker 2006, Finlay 2006, Ballinger 2004, Wren
2004, Chiovitti & Piran 2003 Schutz 1994).
,

Thus, reflexivity adds to the trustworthinessof the findings of a qualitative
study and it consists of a number of aspects. Holloway (2005) defines
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reflexivity as being about 'the interaction of the researcher with the
research and the participantsas well as reciprocity between the researcher
and the process of enquiry' (p.279). Wren (2004) suggests that reflexive
researchers, 'whatever else they may be exploring or measuring - are also
prepared to make their project itself an object of study' (p.476). The
researcher turns a reflective but critical focus on themselves and the
research project. Wren goes on to state that 'by doing so they
(researchers) acknowledge that

social science research is

an

'interpretative activity'.

Yet a stance insisting on establishing rigour is more reminiscent of the
positivist tradition and creates difficulties for a research paradigm, which
acknowledges the possibility of many different interpretations of reality.
(See Ballinger 2004, Koch & Harrington 1998). Indeed Schutz (1994) in an
article exploring the benefits of a subjective approach in qualitative nursing
research, argues that 'the transition to a more subjective and reflexive
approach to nursing research may be painful but it brings benefits' (p.412).
As an illustration of the difficulties that can exist between the applications
of the two paradigms, Schutz (1994) makes the assertion that one of the
benefits of the subjective approach is the 'eliciting of true meaning'. Such
an outcome is more reminiscentof the claims of the quantitative paradigm
in its pursuit of a single verifiable truth. As such, Holloway (2005) cautions
researchers to avoid 'blurring the boundaries' (p.276) between the two
research paradigms. Notwithstandingthe claim made in the article, Schutz
(1994) argues for the subjectivity of the researcher as an asset to the
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to make explicit decisions made in terms of methodology and method'
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(p. 291). Such knowledge she argues enables the researcher to use these

as a 'platform to research, analyse and make explicit their subjectivity'
(p.291).
Types of reflexivity

Finlay (1998) differentiates between two types of reflexivity, which she
labels 'methodologicalreflexivity'and 'personal reflexivity' (p.453 emphasis
in the original). The first contains reflections on the method employed
whilst the second contains reflections on the researcher's subjective
responses within the research process. She goes on to note that the
separation of the two can be problematicwith overlap often occurring.
In her 2006 article, Finlay suggests that there are diverse terms used
within the qualitative paradigm for evaluative purposes and that they often
have similar meanings. Koch and Harrington (1998) when examining the
concept of rigour identify four types of reflexivity,which they believe have a
role to play in the reporting of qualitative studies. The first is similar to
Finlay's personal reflexivity, as it has its focus the subjective and is
concerned with the researcher's perspective. They caution, as does
Holloway (2005), that this type of reflexivity is open to the charge of selfindulgence particularly if it has too narrowed a focus on the researcher's
viewpoint. The risk is that the voice of the participants is overpowered by
the voice of the researcher and lost. As a 'counter-practice' (p.888), Koch
& Harrington (1998) suggest that, the researcher should incorporate many
other influences and voices in their final report.
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The second form of reflexivity identified by Koch & Harrington (1998) as a
means of sustaining objectivity of demonstratingadherence to the method
employed and resembles the methodological reflexivity suggested by
Finlay (2006). For the authors this type of reflexivity has no overlap with
the personal sphere and as such, it differs from Finlay's position that holds
that some overlap can occur. A third type of reflexivity, referred to as the
'politics of location' (p.888) acknowledges the large number of possible
interpretations of the data. Here the researcheris encouragedto reflect on
not only their subjective position but also the many other interpretations
that are possible. This also includesconsiderationof how the context of the
research may influence the whole of the research process. Such
awareness they argue, can contribute to the insights and critical
appreciation of the research. A fourth type of reflexivity outlined by the
authors is that of reflexivityfrom a 'feminist experientialstandpoint' (p.888).
Also referred to as 'positioning' (Dowling 2007) it has particular relevance
to the reciprocal nature of the researcher-participantrelationship.This view
sees the researcher as unique and emphasisesthe collaborative nature of
the research process with impacts in both directions. Thus, this type of
reflexivity challenges the notion of an objective detached researcher. This
view also places value on the knowledge and experience brought to the
research by the researcher.
I employed each of the types of reflexivity within this thesis and outlined
next are examples of this activity. Hand (2003) suggests that reflexivity
should not only be a post hoc activity and that researchers should engage
in reflexivity throughout the research process. One way I have done this is
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to keep a research diary in which I have recorded my reflections about the
process as they occurred. Also as I have been writing this thesis over an
extended period of time I have outlined the various decisions I have taken

as well as the reasons for them. I would suggest that different forms of
reflexivity are more apparent at different stages of the process and this
was the case for me. When I was deciding on the topic to research, I was
reflecting on what I might study and the environment in which I would it
carry out from both a personal and organisational standpoint. Whereas
when I progressed to choosing the methodology my reflections had more
to do with the methodologicalissues that I was likely to face. In agreement
with Finlay (2006), 1 believe overlap is possible between the types of
reflexivity as is clear from my reflections on using interviewing as my data
collection technique. The methodological and subjective concerns that I
had coalesced around my ability as an interviewer.The research interview
and those, to which I am accustomed in my work as a nurse/therapist,are
very different.
What follows next is an outline of some of my reflections on the research
process. However, throughout this thesis I have recorded the
circumstances of my decisions and the rationale behind them. Within the
introduction and methodologychapters,there are a number of examples of
reflexivity to which I would direct the reader. This is in line with the
requirement that the research process be as transparent as possible for
others to follow but also to reveal myself in the research. The choices
which I made to exclude carers and focus groups from the study reflect my
decision making when faced with the practical dilemmas in the process.
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Other researchers could undoubtedly make different choices and this
would be likely to alter the findings of the study.
Reflections on method
Another key decision point was the choosing of a qualitative methodology.
In this study my aim was to explore the concept of recovery from AN from
the perspective of those with experience of the disorder. I had worked in
the field of eating disorders since 1991 and this had influenced me in many
ways.

My clinical experience had reflected a picture of treatment

interventions with poor outcomes for those with AN as well as an often-

strained relationship between those providing treatment and those
receiving it. I was dissatisfied by this situation, this has influenced me in my
professional development and in the way I have developed eating
disorders service locally. I have adopted a philosophical approach that is
important to acknowledge.The service does not provide treatment against
the will of the individual with AN and seeks to negotiate treatment
objectives in a collaborative manner which respects the autonomy of the
person. The latter half of this philosophy is generally accepted with little
argument but the former is not. I will not go into detail as to why this is the
case but raise it here to provide the reader with context about one area in
which I was researching and also to reveal my prejudice in my clinical
practice. These are important in that they can influence the individualswith
AN who chose to attend and then stay in such a service. This in turn will
have an impact on the participants who are available to take part in the
study. A countering factor to this possible bias was the recruitment of
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participants from other services who do not have a similar philosophy to

the local service in which I work.

In the literature which I had reviewed there was an absence of the
perspective of those with AN about recovery from it. Therefore, I needed a
research approach that enabled me to develop a deep appreciation of the
concept of recovery from such a perspective. A methodologythat did not
require an established hypothesisto test but one which encouraged me to
keep the themes emerging from participants accounts as the dominant
data in the analysis. Alongside this, I hoped that the research would
generate implications for clinical practice. I hoped that gaining a richer
understanding of recovery from AN would lead to suggestions for change
in my day-to-day clinical practice and that these would be shared with my
colleagues. The existence of these motivations may be seen as benign in
one sense but they influenced the research method I chose and continued
to influence the data collection and analysis.

The methodology I chose, Grounded theory (Glaser & Strauss 1967)
reflects these aims, with its emphasis on and specific procedures for the
development of theory. If my research aim had been to describe the
concept of recovery then my choice of methodology would have been
different. During the study, I experienced a tension between the need to
develop theory and my urge to describe what the participants were telling
me. It seemed to me that in the act of developing theory I was distancing
myself from the words of the participantsand creating new concepts. I was
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uneasy with such a development as I felt a strong commitment to report
the story as described by participants. However, there were safeguards to
help me with this tension. The constant return to the interview transcripts
demanded

by the method helped in keeping the participants words

embedded in the new concepts. My decision to return to participants with
the

emerging

theory

not

only

addressed

issues

of

rigour

and

trustworthiness but also reassured me that they recognised what was
emerging. The comparison with the literature, both professional and that
provided by individuals with experience of the disorder also help by
I
have
Given
findings.
support,
such
confirming many aspects of study's
taken the findings to my colleagues within the service and explored what
This
has
do
them
therapeutic
resulted
programme.
we could
with
within our
in the development of a therapeutic group entitled, Recovering from AN,
within our treatment programme. It has run for four cohorts of individuals
and the feedback has been positive. A frequent comment has been that
participants have not talked about recovery in this way previously rather
the topic discussed with them has more often been treatment. This
comment reveals a prejudice which can exist within the service models in
place for those with eating disorders and which may be unintentionally
limiting the possibilities for those with AN. I address this more within the
implications section of the thesis.

Within qualitative research,there is an acknowledgementthat the research
endeavour

is a joint undertaking between the researcher and the

participants in which they co-create an understanding of the topic being
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researched.

As such, it is essential that care be taken to minimise any

adverse impacts on both parties through the research process. This is
usually achieved through the researcher reflecting on possible dangers
and risks and then demonstrating how these will be addressed within an
application for ethical approval. As I stated in the methodology I initially
found this process cumbersome because of its bureaucratic demands but
then came to value its contribution to the research process. It encouraged
my concern for and commitment not to do harm to participants and guided
me to consider areas that I would otherwise not have done. Alongside this,
I am aware that the procedure if fully utilised will protect the researcher but
on reflection, I did not give this sufficient attention.

I took steps to reduce the possibility of anyone feeling compelled to
participate by virtue of being in treatment within the service, which I have
outlined within the methodology section. Early participants came from
within the inpatient arm of the service by virtue of being first to respond to
the invitation to participate. Individuals in treatment with colleagues in the
community arm of the service participatednext. Such a variety I viewed as
a strength of the study as any findings would incorporate both
perspectives. However, as I reviewed later interview transcripts, comments
about professionals involved in treatment were more frequent than
previously. These comments were sometimes critical in nature and I
wondered what might be happening. The first group of participantswould
have been more likely to know me as part of the treatment team that was
caring for them whilst for later participantsthis was unlikely. I wondered if
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indirectly my association with the inpatient treatment team had influenced
those early participants in their responses. Further interviews were carried
out outside of the service altogether. The participants also spoke about
professionals and were critical of the input of those without knowledge
and/or sympathy.

Given the emergence of these themes in these two

groups of participants, it is more likely that their absence in earlier
interviews could have been due to fears about negative comments
affecting people's treatment. As it turned out in this study, the remaining
participants emerged from either, the community arm of the service or from
out of the area covered by the service. However, I believe that research
within a practice setting, as Butler pointed out, requires extra vigilance on
the part of the researcher to minimise influencing the responses of
participants.

In future research, I would expend more effort in recruiting

participants from outside of the service and would strive to recruit only new
patients to the local service to reduce this bias.

My choice of the interview as the data collection method requires that a
researcher and participant engage in a dialogue about a topic. They are
both affected by what takes place; they cannot avoid having had the
experience once they have taken part. Participants expressed surprise by
the topic of the research but were pleased at the opportunity to discuss
recovery. Those who were ill often had not considered some of the themes
that arose in the interviewsand as a result were respondingto them for the
first time. The effects of this are unpredictable. I had assumed that
participants asked to speak about recovery from AN would be less likely to
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experience harm from the interview than if they were discussing another
aspect of their illness. I had arranged for support should distress arise
because of the research. However, participants expressed fear and anxiety
about the recovering process describing it as a difficult and demanding
process. One outcome of this could be to decide not to recover or to

become hopeless about the possibility of recovery. Although no
participants described such an outcome and I received no feedback from
the professionals involved in their care, it highlights an area that would
need to be addressed in further work in this area. This may particularly be
the case when an individualhas had the AN for an extended period.

I was also surprised that participants had not discussed recovery before
but maybe should not have been. The absence of this topic from the
services within which I have worked reveals another prejudice about
recovery in mental health now only being addressed. The recent Chief
Nursing Officers for England (2005) report on mental health nursing
specifically urges nurses to embrace the recovery model in their practice.
This model differs from the traditional models in mental health care as can
be seen from this quote from the service user organisationRethink;
'Recovery can be defined as a personal process of tackling the
adverse impacts of experiencingmental health problems, despite their
continuing or long-term presence. It involves personal development
and change, including acceptancethere are problems to face, a sense
of involvement and control over one's life, the cultivation of hope using
support from others, including direct collaboration in joint problem
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solving between people using services, workers and professionals.
Recovery starts with the individual and works from the inside out. For
this reason, it is personalised and challenges traditional approaches'.

(Rethink 2005)

This quote captures the personal nature of recovery but it also highlights
the significant demands of the recovering process, an emphasis not often
found within the normative view of recovery that exists within the medical
model. I was surprised by participant's perspective on recovery as a
difficult, demanding and dangerousactivity that could contribute to relapse.
In interviews with individualsstill ill with AN they shared the fears they had
about recovery whilst those recoveringdescribed the hour-by-hourbattle to
sustain their commitmentto recover. As a nurse my training had socialised
me to perceive recovery as a, if not wholly positive process, then one that
is worth it in the end. Individuals sometimes had to work hard to recover
from illness and that there were often costs to be borne such as in the case

of chemotherapy or radiotherapy.Yet I had not heard or read any stories
about what I perceive as courageouswork within the field of mental health.
As I listened to the participantsdescriptionsof recovery I became aware of
just how hard it is to recover from AN and by extension from mental health
problems. The stigma and prejudice that they experience increases the
task and can undermineefforts at recovery.

My decision to interview those still ill with AN and not just those who were

recovered also had a distinct impact on the research. These individual's
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descriptions of their struggle with recovery including deciding to recover
were particularly clear and conveyedtheir dilemma. They were questioning
the utility of recovery because of their perception of both the benefits the
AN brought and their fears about being able to manage the tasks of
recovering. I found myself empathising with this perspective and at times
reflecting on the hopelessness of the possibility of managing such a
difficult task. Treatment interventionsdid not have a good outcome record
and we know little about what treatmentswork for whom. At the same time
these individuals could articulate what they anticipated would be the
benefits of not having the AN. This ambivalence is characteristic of
individuals with AN at times in their illness. What is clear from including
those still ill is that they provided a powerful description of 'being in
recovery' or recoveringfrom AN which has informed the theory of recovery
which emerged from the study. The similarities as well as the differences
between their contribution and the contribution of those at other stages of
recovery allowed these differing perceptions to be included and to inform
the outcome. Without this breadth of experience, the influence of the
active disorder on recoveringwould have been lost and it is likely that the
findings could have been different.

Another area that warranted reflection on my part was the different roles I
had and how these influenced the research process. I am a nurse, a
therapist, the clinical lead to the service as well as a researcher. This
history brings with it certain ways of being in the world, which will influence
the research I undertake. I am a nurse by training and this has influenced
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my focus on a holistic approach to the individual in need of care. However,
this has been tempered and at times limited by the medical model in which
I trained and initially worked. The momentum for this study emerged from
my taking on the role of the consultant nurse, which amongst other things
allowed

me research time and removed operational

management

responsibilities from my role. Earlier I discussed how my significant role in
developing the service has influenced its philosophy and as a result, how
others perceive it. This 'insider status' is also likely to have impacted on my
colleagues and their response to my requests for prospective participants.
The steps I took in meeting with them and discussing the study whilst
emphasising

the voluntary nature of participation were designed to

minimise any sense of compulsion they may have had to provide
participants to me.

However, I cannot ignore the possibility of such an

impact.

In the methodology chapter, I listed the steps I took to reduce confusion for
potential participants, which included excluding those I had been in contact
with as a nurse or therapist. I also arranged interviews to take place in a
non-clinical setting and undertook interviews on my allocated research day.
Another

step

I

took

was

to

change

the

uniform

I

wore

as

nurse/therapist/clinical lead. My badge, shirt and if I was wearing one, a tie
were removed and I adopted a more relaxed style of clothing to reflect my
role as researcher. This served to prompt not only me, but also my
colleagues that I was there to undertake research and not to address
queries about the service. It also facilitated me in distancing myself from
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the other roles I had of nurse or therapist within the service. These steps
served to help me switch from my work role to the research role. I have
argued earlier that my knowledge and skills are valuable aspects of the
research

process but I am not speaking here of bracketing

assumptions.

my

I am speaking of reducing role confusion for both the

participants and myself.

The above steps also helped me to address concerns I had about the
research interviews evolving into therapy. I have outlined the steps I took
before the interviews to set them up as research activities and again
emphasised this in the interview proper with research participants. The
tape recorder and microphone were also indicators to me that the
interviews were separate from my clinical role, as we do not record clinical
interviews within the service. However individuals shared with me their
hopes and fears about their recovery or not, and I found it difficult not to
engage in a dialogue which supported recovery. I worried that if someone
expressed little or no hope as to recovery what my response would be and
decided that I had to avoid becoming the therapist. Fortunately, this did
not arise although how difficult the process of recovery was did. Perhaps
as discussed in the introduction the fact that the topic was recovery from
AN and my role as interested outsider combined to reduce the likelihood of
such a response emerging.

A final dilemma for both the participantsand me emerged from the differing
roles I have and I believe it to be important. It relates to individuals who
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took part in the study who were then readmitted to the service for treatment
later. The dilemma for the individual was that I was a member of their

treatment team by virtue of my role as a clinician in the service but they
had talked to me previously as a researcher. As for me, I had excluded
people with whom I had worked from the study because of concerns about
dual roles and wondered how previous participation in research would
influence my relationship with the individual. A separate but connected
dilemma arose when an individual from out of the catchment area, who
had participated in the study, was referred to me personally for an
assessment. I discussed the broader dilemma with colleagues at work and
my clinical supervisor before reaching the conclusion that I could not
in
had
because
from
they
participated
a
exclude myself
someone's care
research project. In addition, I had not included in my information sheet
about the study any suggestion that future care could be compromised in
any way by participation in the study. For the participants rather than
assume that they would agree to this the team decided that another
member of the team would ask any participant admitted about my
involvement in their care and to respect their wishes. In the case of the
personal referral to me, a similar approach was taken to ensure the
individual was given the opportunity to proceed or not with the knowledge
that I would be carrying out the assessment.

The emergence of these dilemmas highlights a difficulty in carrying out
research in clinical settings by clinicians who continue to work in the
settings. This is particularly so where individuals may return for treatment
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I'll
after participation

and where the participants are vulnerable which was the

case here. It presents as the corollary of, do you undertake
people you are directly involved with treating? Skarderud

research with

(2007) suggests

that it is possible to do this and to resolve the tensions that exist between

the roles of the clinician and researcher.He suggests that in studies where
the aim is 'the patients improved self understandingand articulation of her
situation' (p.166) there is no conflict as this is also the aim of therapy. He
further suggests that the information the therapist brings to the research
interview is important to the interpretations made and that the research
interview be seen as an 'intersubjective co-construction of meaning'
(p.166). Both of these resonate with the qualitative method and my own
view of the value of experience and knowledge in the research setting.
However, I cannot agree with his stance. He states that the research
interview can become a channel of communication between the patient
and the therapist, which to my mind blurs both the therapeutic and the
research endeavour making it impossibleto separate them out and decide
what is being learned. He does not address the issue of power in the
therapeutic relationship or how it could be addressed in the research
context. The vulnerabilities of those engaged in therapy are not protected
when the therapist has another motive for seeing them. This can be
particularly true for those with AN who have been described as overly
compliant and sensitive to the needs of others. Ensuring informed consent
is also more complicatedwhen engaging in research with those for whom
you are also providing therapy. Therefore, I believe it is best not to
undertake research with those to whom you are offering therapy.
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In this section of my thesis, I have captured some of the key decision
points and revealed both my decision-making and myself. I have also
recorded the circumstances of the thesis and how they too have influenced
the findings which have emerged. Perhaps the next set of reflections does
not fit in this section but they are for me part of how the process has
affected me as a researcher and a person carrying out research. The
research process helped build my confidence academically and this
influenced my clinical activity. I have read about, discussed and analysed
more information than I care to recall in the completion of this project.

However, it has developed a confidence in defending my position with
colleagues from other backgrounds who often appear more at ease with
research and its uses. Previously I would not have done so or would not
have taken the position in the first instance. Now the skills and knowledge
acquired from this process serve as a toolbox I can draw on in dialogue
with these colleagues that enables me to constructively present my case
as well as provide evidence for it. Another effect has been that the world of
research is now a reasonably friendly environment and I find myself
looking for more research opportunities and encouraging others to do
likewise. I have started another project employing quantitative methods
and have secured funding for a researchassistant to help with this. I do not
think this would have been possible before. As important is that in carrying
out the research interviews I have developed a greater awareness of the
struggle for recovery which those with AN undergo. Only through the
research process have I been able to appreciatethis.
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'The real voyage of discovery consists not in seeking new landscapes
but in having new eyes' (Marcel Proust)

I have outlined the likelihood of the researcher being changed by their
participation in the research process. The interaction with the other
participants is not a one-way process and affects the researcher in a
number of ways. Significantly, for me the quote above captures an
influence participatingin this study has had on me. The generosity shown
by the participants in sharing their stories with a complete stranger despite
their vulnerabilitieswas humbling. However more than this their desire and
ability to communicate their situation was a powerful force, which enabled
me to think outside of the theoretical models to which I had been
socialised. I was helped to see with 'new eyes' experiences that I had
observed previously through the eyes of a professional. This has altered
my perspectiveon recovery and the need for it to have a much greater role
in our service models. It has already contributed to change in my clinical
practice and to how I acknowledge the struggle at the heart of recovery
from AN. For these new eyes, I will be eternally grateful to the people who
took part in the study and who also reminded me that I have much to learn
from those who come in need of care.
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No
No

Z

No

Z
Z
Z

No
No
No
No
No
No
No

Z
r-1 No

Details:
Focus group
* Ifyes, will samplesbe retained beyondthe end ofthe studyfor testingfor otherfactors beyondthat In this
No
Yes
proposal?.
Ifyes, will samplesbe anonymised?
No
Yes
If no, pleasejustify

If additional investigations or tests are involved with revenueconsequencesfor the MIS the relevant head(s)
of department(s) must be contacted.
Date
Signature of Headof Department
..................................................
..............................................................
NAME' IN CAPITALS

,Ipd I Ygy

Position
.........................................................................
....................................................

SECTION 6
28.

Risks and ethical proble

Are there any ethical problems or considerationsthat the investigators consider to be Important or dinicuit
with the proposed study?
F711Yes
No
14N
If Yes, pleasegive details:

F1

Vulnerable

leading
to issues
group
of participants
around
consent.
Clinician/researcher
roles,
conflict
of interest
possible
and further
letter
See Q29, my covering
consent.
around
and sampling
methodology
issiiPs.
to address
these
289. Is It possible that the trial medication will not be available at the end of tile trial?
[]Yes
[3No

28b. If yes, is this made clear in the patient information sheet?

Fl

Yes

issues
for

steps

[D N/A

No

If No, give reasons

29. Are there any potential hazards to subjects or patients?

17 Yes
r-I No
V-N
If Yes,pleasegive details, and give the likelihood and detailsof precautionstakento meetthem, and arrangements
to deal with adverseeventsand overdoses,including reporting to the relevantauthorities.

Some distress
in reflecting
may arise
health.
The likelihood
is low.
If

this

lead
the
occurs
that
time
assistance
at
interview/group.
Should
from
the
Eating
worker
All
arranged.
participants
a member
of
martp--at--thg-

the
s-rrj

researcher
including

on their

own or

their

relatives

is

an experienced
clinician
and
in
terminating
the
participation
the
to have
participant
wish
a meeting
with
Disorder
this
service(EDS),
past
or present,
be offered
the
telephone
option
of
will
(EDS)
interview
1-2 weeks
This
post
and group.
offer
nf F.;NrR jnt-Pr-Krj4-w/rYrn11n

will
the
their
will
contact
will

offer
key
be
by
be

30. Is this study likely to causediscomfort or distress to subjects/patients?
Yes

M

No

If Yes,estimatethe degreeand likelihood of discomfort or distressentailed.
The degree and likelihood
differs
but is
of distress
amongst the participants
low for all groups. See answer to question
29 for precautions
to be taken to
that may arise.
manage any distress

Apa 19.99

31.

Will Information be given to the patient's General Practitioner (especlailyIt a drug Is to be given or an
Invasive procedure is undertaken)?
M71 No
Yes
L,:
ýJ
If Yes,pleaseenclosean information sheetfor the GP.
If No, pleasejustify.
Not

applicable

If the study is on hospital patients,hasthe consentof all consultantswhosepatientsare involved in this research
been obtained?
If the study is in generalpractice,has the consentof all the partnersbeenobtained?
[]
Where available, please enclosean informationsheetfor consultantsor GPs.

Apdl I PYR

10

Yes

No

Yes

No

Indemnity and confidentiality

SECTION 7

Product liability and consumerprotection legislation makethe supplier andproducer (manufacturer) or any person
changing the nature ofa substance,e.g. by dilution, strictly liablefor any harm resultingfrom a consumer's(subjector
patient) use ofaproduct.
If you are not a member of staff of an NHS Trust or Health Authority what arrangements have been
made to provide indemnification and/or compensationin the event of a claim by, or on behalf of, a
subject for negligent harm?

32.1)

ii) What arrangements been made to provide indemnification and/or compensation In the event of a claim
by, or on behalf of, a subject for non-negligent harm?

If applicable, the arrangementsinvolving a drug suppliedby a companyshouldconform to the most recent
ABPI guidelineson patient indemnity or individual Trust documents.
Iii)

Will a medical student be involved directly in the project?
0

Yes

Z

No

33. Has a manufacturer provided any equipment or medical devices?
(Please indicate NA i(not applicable.)
E]

Yes

r-1

No

Z

NA

If Yes, what arrangements have been made with the manufacturer to provide indemnity?

Has the relevant Data Protection Officer been notified of the study?

34.1)

Give nameof Data ProtectionOfficer:
Iii)

Andrew Betteridge.

If No, give reasons

11

Yes

No

I

-

3& - Will the patient's medical records be examined?
If Yes,will information relevantto this studyonly be extracted

D
El

Yes

[D

Yes

CD No

No

If extra information is extracted,pleasejustify.

What, if any, additional steps have beentaken to safeguard confidentiality of personal records?

36.

Will the study include the use of any of the following?
Audio/video tape recording
Observation of patients

0
E]

Yes
Yes

[D
Z

No
No

If Yesto either,
a) How are confidentiality and anonymityto be ensured?
in
locked
kept
be
Interview
focus
tape
a
will
recordings
and
group
be
Transcription
Use of participant
will
cabinet.
numbers in transcripts.
by a secretary
to the clause of confidentiality
within
undertaken
subject
be made anonymous. Tapes and
identites
trust
All personal
will
contract.
transcriptions
be kept secure in a locked cupboard at the Eating
will
Disorder
Service
base on the St. Anns hospital
site.
b) What arrangementshavebeenmadeto obtain consent?
Prospective
be invited
to
participants
will
including
the details
oulining
of the study
Consent
be sought
at each
will
and recorded
each group
on tape.

via a letter
participate
taping.
the use of audio
interview
and at the start

of

c) What will happento the tapesat the endof the study?
They will
hospital.
submitted
raw data

37.

base at St. Anns
Service
Disorder
be kept secure
at the Eating
be
An article
be destroyed.
After
5 years
they will
will
journals
that
it
is
for publication
of
many
requirement
a
and
is retained
5 years.
for

Will medical records be examined by researchworker(s) outside the employment of the NIIS?

EDYes

Z

No

If Yes,it is the responsibility of the principal investigatorto ensurethat researchworkers understandthat they
must:
i)

undertakenever to divulge informationaboutpatients or researchsubjects,recordedor otherwise,to anyone
without the authority ofthe ConsultantIGPunderwhosecare thepatient Is:

ii) also understandthat the names,addressesandplaces ofwork oftatients or researchsubjectsare conlWential
and must not be divulged

Please ensurethat you completethe checklist on the front cover of the application form and enclose
all relevant enclosures.
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Recovery in Anorexia Nervosa: What do sufferers and those who have
is
important?
think
recovered
Researcher; Ciaran Newell
You are being invited to take part in a researchproject. Here is some information to help you decide
whether or not to take part. Pleasetake time to readthe following information carefully and discussit
witli your friends, relatives and your G.P. if you wish. Ask me if there is anything you do not
if
or
you would like more information. Take time to decide whether or not you wish to
understand,
take part. Consumersfor Ethics in Research(CERES) publish a leaflet entitled 'Medical Research
You'.
This leaflet gives more information about medical researchand looks at some questions
and
you may want to ask. A copy can be obtainedfrom CERES, P.O. Box 1365, London N16 OBW.
Thank you for readingthis.

What is the purpose of study?
The main aim of this study is to explore the individual views of sufferersand those who are recovered
believe
they
to be important in recovery from Anorexia Nervosa (AN). Researchinto
what
on
in
(AN)
has beenundertaken,but the focus has often beenplaced on physical measurese.g.
outcomes
is
It
hoped
the study will identify other measures,which will give a richer understandingof
weight.
from
illness.
The study will comparethe groupswith each other, as well as with present
this
recovery
in
identifying
this
area,
similarities and differencesif they exist.
research
The study is being undertakenby Ciardn Newell a part of a DPhil Degreeat the Institute of I lealth and
Community Studies of Bournemouth University. The part of the project in which you are being
invited to participate,will take place betweenOctober2005 and August 2006.

Why have I been chosen?
you have beeninvited to participate becauseone or more of the following criteria apply to you;
A. You suffer from Anorexia Nervosa(AN)
B. You have suffered from (AN), but now identify yourself as recovered.
C. You are over the age of 18.
D. Have or have had contact with the local Eating DisordersService.
B. The lead researcherhas not beenyour key-worker

I!

Do I have to take part?
is up to you to decidewhetheror not to take part. If you do decideto take part you should keepthis
,Tformation sheet,sign and return the consentform. A copy of this will be given to you to keep. If
pu decide to take part you are still free to withdraw at any time and without giving a reason. This
;ýill not affect the
standardof careyou receivefrom the Eating Disorder service.
1ý-

What

will happen to me if I do take part?

The researcherwould like to invite you to participatein an interview. The interview will last between
45 minutes and one hour. You will be askedquestionsrelating to the aims of the study statedabove.
The interview will take place at a location you find convenientand comfortable.The interview will be
recorded on to audiotapeas part of the research.The researchermay requesta follow up meeting to
check with you that what hascome out of the interview is what you wish to say.
it is difficult to know for sure how a personmight respondto discussing issuesimportant to their
health. In this study the focus is on what you seeas important in recovery from Anorexia Nervosa.
There is a risk that you could becomeupset by recollection of information about your health you are
inform
be
happen,
following
to
Should
the
the
this
take
to
assistance
will
view you want
using
now.
available: a) The lead researcher is an experienced clinician/therapist and will offer support and
intervention at the time, including terminatingthe interview.
b) Alternatively, or as well, if you have an identified key worker, a meeting with them will be
arranged. (If you have previously had a key-worker in the Eating Disorder Service, contact
with them will be arranged.)
for
Contact
for
those
and
advice
support
C)
numbers voluntary sectororganisationswho provide
affected by an eatingdisorderwill also be madeavailable.

What do I have to do?
There are not any specialrequirementsof you.

What are the possible disadvantages and risks of taking part?
The only risk that can be foreseenis the one mentionedpreviously: that you may becomeupset by
designed
to assistyou
health.
The
to
are
of
above
events
mentioned
relating your
steps
recollections
happen
this
should

What are the possible benefits of taking part?
Although participating in the study will not be of any clinical benefit to you, the information you
in
future.
the
help
the
treatment
the
nervosa
researcher
with
anorexia
with may
of others
provide

Will my taking part in this study be kept confidential?
All information, which is collected, about you during the courseof the researchwill be kept strictly
Any
information
about you will haveyour nameand addressremovcd so that you cannot
confidential.

2

--

--

------

-------

------*---.

recognised from it. The tape recordingsand transcriptswill be kept in a locked cupboard at the
Eating Disorders service base.The researchermay include quotesof what you have said in the rcport,
6ut will make
sure that you cannot be recognisedfrom these. Many journals require that tapesand
ranscripts are kept securefor 5 years,after which time they will be destroyed.

What will happen to the results of the study?
Ile study will be completedby September2007 and a copy will be available to you on requestfrom
the researcher. An article will also be submitted for publication. You' will not be identified in the
report.

Who is organising and funding the research?
This study is part of the researcher'sjob. As such the main funding comes from the National Ilcalth
Service via Dorset HealthCareNHS Trust, the researcher'semployer.

Who has reviewed the Study?
The East Dorset Local ResearchEthics Committee has reviewed the study and decided that it
addressesthe ethical issues,particularly risk or harm to participants,as well as its scientific merit.

CONTACT FOR FURTHER INFORMATION: Ciardn Newell,
Consultant Nurse,
C/o Kimmeridge Court,
69 Haven Road,
Canford Cliffs,
Poole,
Dorset.
BH13 MN
01202 492034
Tel:
Fax: 01202492019
Ema,il: ciaran.newell@dorsethc-tr.swest.nhs.uk
Thank you for participating in the study.
11.08.2005 version 7
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ParticipantNumbcr:

CONSENT FORM.
have
do
those
What
Nervosa:
in
Anorexia
who
and
Recovery
Project:
sufferers
Title of
recovered think is important?
Name of Researcher: Ciarin Newell

PleascInitial Box
I
2

3
4

I confirm that I have read and understoodthe information sheetdated
10.08.2005(version 7) for the above study and have had the
opportunity to ask questions
1 understandthat my participation is voluntary and that I am free to
withdraw at any time, without giving reason,without my medical care
I or legal rights being affected.
1agreeto take part in an interview.
1agreeto the interview being taperecorded.

........

......................................

Date

Name of Participant

.............................

Name of Person taking
Consent (if different

0................

#.

0.9..........

Signature

I.

Date

0..

......

**

.06.0*

Signature

From rcsearclicr)
*sees@$$*

Rescardicr

Date

Signaturc

I copy for participant, I for researcher,I to be kept with hospitalnotesIf mppllcablc)

ParticipantNumber:

CONSENT FORM.
have
do
What
those
Nervosa:
recovered
in
Anorexia
who
Recovery
sufferers,
Title of Project:
important?
is
think
carers
and
Name of Researcher: Ciarfin Newell
PleaseInitial Box

I

I

2

3

I confirm that I have read and understoodthe information sheetdated
11.02.2004(version 6) for the above study and have had the
opportunityto ask questions
1 understandthat my participation is voluntary and that I am free to
withdraw at any time, without giving reason,without my medical care
or legal rights being affected.
1agreeto take part in an interview.
agreeto the interview being taperecorded.

......................................
Name of Participant

........
Date

..........................
Signature

.0.....

................................................................

Name of Person taking
Consent (if different

Date

Signature

Date

Signaturc

0

From researcher)

Researcher

I copyror participant, I for researcher,I to be kept with hospital notesIt applicable)
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QUM
Dorset Research Ethics Committee (REC)
PooleHospitalNHSTrust

Our Ref: 1007/02/B
1 March 2004

Claran Newell
Consultant Nurse Eating Disorders Service
Kimmeridge Court Therapy Service
St Anns; Hospital
69 Haven Road
Canford Cliffs
Poole BH13 71-N

D Block (Eddie Hawker Wing], Room 20
Longfleet Road
Poole, Dorset
BH15 2JB
Tel:
Fax:

01202 448 201
01202 442 954

Dear Mr Newell
LREC 1007102/B
Recovery in anorexia nervosa :a qualititativestudy of sufferers, those who have recovered and
carers views on what is importantin recovery in anorexia nervosa
Thank you for the protocol amendment:
Removalof Focus Group
Patient InformationSheet version 6 dated 11.2.2004
Sent to the Dorset ResearchEthics Committee. This was recently consideredat the meeting of
February 2004 by the Committeeand was noted for informationand approved.
Should members raise any further issues I will advise you in due course.

Present at the Meeting :
Ms S Wheeler, Chair
Mr M Leggett
Mrs S Elliot
Or B Quilty
Observer
in Attendance:

Dr D Jones, 2ndVice Chair
Dr R Day, Vice Chair
Ms F Cowdell
Ms LA Wareing
Ms BJ Waltho
Dr J Begley
Dr P Leigh
Dr T Howard
Dr AJ Williams
Julia Marsden, Pre Reg Pharmacist
R Hanson,Administrator

Yours sincerely

RACHAEL HANSON
ADMINISTRATOR, DORSETRESEARCHETHICS COMMITTEE

Chair stephanie Wheeler

Vice Chair Richard Day

Administrator RachaelHanson

EAST DORSET LOCAL RESEARCH ETHICS COMMITTEE

AMENDMENT APPROVAL REQUEST FORM
To be completedby theprincipal researcheror sponsorcompanyon behatf of the
principal researcherand submittedto the appropriateREC.
3
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(
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j

e:
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Name & Address of Principal Researcher:
Full Title of Study:
j
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%JIG-JS
rv--e-r, v t-r C-CI C. A
(A
ý
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%C.. t%. 4u- %)0 C.C), týi)

e-

LREC No and Version Number:
too
Drug Company.

o. [if applicable]:

Amendment Number & Date:
: Llc--',,r.

Information about the amendment :ý
1.

-

U
t,
ý-X:
k-t--aA
) re--, Z>V4LeQ s e- NA

Is W amendment purely administrative?

Has the Patient Information Sheet/ConsentForm been changedas a
result of the Amendment?
0
NO
NA
Ifyes, please enclosea copy.
3.

Has this amendment been submitted to the Medicines Control Agency?
YES

4.

NO

Has the Medicines Control Agency approved the amendment?
YES

1-0"TN
(
NO
NA

If no, please state the reason.
Summarise the issuescontained in the amendment.
Underline the amendment where appropriater-,
ý-,

O C',

S
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Dorset Research Ethics Committee (REC)

Poole Hospital NHS Trust
D Block [Eddie HawkerWing), Room 20
LongfieetRoad
Poole, Dorset

RH/MY

BH152JB

4 November 2005
Tel:
Fax:

01202 448 201
01202 442 954

Mr Ciaran Newell
Kimmeridge Court Therapy Service
69 Haven Road
Canford Cliffs
Poole,
BH13 71-N
Dear Mr Newell
Study Title:
Recovery in Anorexia Nervosa (AN); What is Important?
REC reference: 1007102/B
Thank you for letting us know of the recent alterationsin your research. This
has been reviewed by the Committeeat their meeting on the 13thOctober 05.

i i0o, 1102.
ib

Fiease quoie this number on aii currespundence

I

Yours sincerely

Rachaell-lanson
Committee Administrator
E-mail: Rachael.hanson@poole.nhs.uk

Ur

Stephanie Wheeler

Vice Chairs: RichardDay/ DavidJones

Administrator: RachaelHanson
E-Mail: Rachael.hanson(Mt*ole-nhsuk
An advisory committee to Dorset and SomersetStrategic Health Authority

elm.

East Somerset Local Research Ethics Commlttoi
Research & DevelopmentDepartmen
Level4
Yeovil District HospIta
Higher KIngstor
YEOVIL
Somerset BA21 4AI
Ib

I'll
wit

Tel: 01935 384615
Fax: 01935 384653

Our Ref: JM/nnVmar242
8th April 2004

Mr ClaranNewell
ConsultantNurse
DorsetHealthcareNHSTrust
KimmeridgeCourt
St Ann's Hospital
69 HavenRoad, CanfordCliffs
Poole, BH137LN
Dear Mr Newell
Full title of study.- Recovery In Anorexia Nervosa: A qualitative study of sufferers, those who
have recovered and carers views on what Is Important In recovery In Anorexta Nervosa
REC reference number: 04IQ220314
Thank you for your applicationto conductthe above researchas Chief Investigatorfor East
Somerset NHS Trust. I can confirm that the applicationwas receivedon 5th April 2004.
An assessmentof the suitabilityof the local Investlgator(s),support staff, site and facilities will be
made by the Local ResearchEthics Committee. We will notify the main Research Ethics
Committee, Dorset Local ResearchEthics Committee,within 30 days of receiving your application
whether or not there Is any objectionto the researchbeing conductedlocally.
It is your responsibilityto ensure you have final managementapprovalfrom the host organisation
before commencingany researchprocedures.
Yours sIncerely

Mrs Nicky Marks
AdmInIstrator

Oe

ro

An advisorycommittee to Dorset and SomersetStrategic Health Authority

M

Central Office for Research Ethics Committees
(COREQ
Room 76, B Block
40 Eastbourne Terrace
London W2 3QR

Our Ref: JW/013/EE
Mrs Rachel Hanson
Dorset LREC
Poole Hospital NHS Trust
Room 20, D Block
Longfleet Road
Poole, BH15 2JB

Tel: 020 7725 3431
Fax: 020 7725 346S
Website: www. corec.org. uk

2"dApril 2004
Dear Mrs Hanson,
Re: Study Reference: 1007/02/13
Recovery in Anorexia Nervosa: A qualitative study of sufferers, those who have
recovered and carers views on what Is important In recovery In Anorexia Nervosa.

The above study originally receiveda favourableopinionfrom Dorset REC. The Chief
investigator now wants to add a second site at East SomersetLREC.
In order to manage this processwithin our new SOPs I am appointing Dorset as the main
REC. All amendmentsneed only be reported to Dorset. In order for the SSA to be
rnanaged using the database I would be grateful if you could enter the Reference Number,
Cl details and title on RED.
When the SSA is completedat East Somersetthey will notify you if they have 'no
objection'. You should then inform the Cl using the interimletter attached as a template
(copy will follow by e-mail).
I
Please do not hesitate to contact me if you require clarificationon any of the above.
Yours sincerely

Jcicci
Dr Janet Wisely
Director of Corporate Affairs
Central Office for Research Ethics Committees (COREC)
CC.
.

Ms Nicky Marks, qast SomersetLREC
Mr Ciaran Newell, Chief Investigator

JunAM

Wa
/H
Dorset Research Ethics Committee (REC)

27 May 2004

Mr CiaranNewell
ConsultantNurse Eating DisordersService
Kimmeridge Court TherapyService
St Anns Hospital
69 Haven Road
Canford Cliffs
Poole BH13 MN

Poole Hospital *fS Trust
D Block [Eddie Hawker Wing), Room 20
Longfleet Road
Poole, Dorset
BH15 2JB
Tel:
Fax:

01202 448 201
01202 442 954

Dear W Newell
Full title of Study:

Recovery in Anorexia Nervosa: a qualitative study of
sufferers, those who have recovered and carers views
in
in
important
is
recovery anorexia
on what
nervosa
1007/02/B
04/Q2201/8
East Somerset04/Q2203/4

Old LREC Reference:
New REC Number:
SSA Reference:

has
been
facilities
An assessment
investigator,
the
the
made
site and
of
suitabilityof
by East SomersetLocal ResearchEthics Committee.
The detailsof the site are asfollows:
Principal Investigator:
Researchsite:

Mr CiaranNewell
SomersetPartnershipNHS Trust

We havereceivedwritten notification from the assessorthere is no objectionto the
researchbeing conductedon the abovesite.
Yours sincerely,

RachaelHanson
Dorset REC Administrator

Chair stephanie Wheeler

Administrator RachaelHanson
Vice Chairs: Richard Day & David Jones
E-Mail: Rachael.honsonftDoole,nhs.uk

An advisorycommitteeto Dorsetand SomersetStrategicHealthAuthority

Allf,

0111012002

I?cf

/ 01)/ "0., B

NFIS Research Ethics Committee

FORM

APPLICATION

SITE-SPECIFIC ASSESSMENT

PARTC:
Thisfivin

V(Ily)
should be completedhi, the Principal Invesligator. 101.cach. sIti. occ 910S.

Part C'should be completed and sent with rdevant enclosures to cach MIS Research A'thics Committee or Hesearch & Oevelopment
department which needs to vonsidersile-sperific issues. Consult the applicationprocedure on the ('ORI-, (' websile.

I

I The data in this box is populatedfrom Part A.

Name of MIS
East Dorset

Research Ethics Committee to which application

Project Reference number from above REC:

1,01CtIlical I-cvlcw Is hellig Ilulde..

: 1007/02/11

Name of site NHS REC (or. JZ&D.department) undertaking sitc-spc6fic asscssment:
I-,'ast Somerset local ReseachEthics committee.
Site NJ IS REC (or R&D Department) Identifier:
. .....
Questions C I, C4, C5, C6, C7 and C8 correspond to questions A I, A2, A65, A 10, A 12 and A 13 on main application
form respectively and will populate autornatically:
Cl. Title of Research. (Populatedfrom A])
Full title:

Recovery in Anorexia Nervosa; A qUalitativC StUdyOf'SLItTercrs,those who have rccovei-ed and
in
hiiportant
in
Anorexia Nervo.sa(AN).
is
recomy
on
what
carers views

Key words:

Recovery, SLifferers Recovered individuals, Carers, llerspectivcs, Anorcxia Nervosa, O-oulldcd 111cory,

C2. Who is the Principal Investigator for this study at this site?
Titic:

First Naine/Initials: ciaran

1111,

Post:
QUillifications:

consultant Nurse
RMN. BA(hons) Diploma ('11T. Diploma Manageniclit

orgallisatioll

Dorsct I Icalthcare N1IS Trust

Address:

Ao
Poole
Dorse.t

11" AII;

...........................................................

131113
7 LN

l"Illail:

ciaran.newell0adorsetlic-tr.swesuflis uk

Telephone:

01202,192 1147
01202 492019

A cOpyqj'a currem CV(inavinnan2pages

1

. .............................
- ....................................
ff.

Postcodc:

Fax:

Ritt 'Alplicalion

hist Namc: newc1l

f-orin - Version 3.0, Jan 2004

ofA4)fi)y-Ihe 1'riticil)tillnt, estigiitot-(.v) musibesubmittedivith

47.

applictuion.

1),111,011101200.,

C3. Indicate the number of trials/projects Nvithin tile orgailisatioll
involved with in the previous 12 months:

I?Vlf 1001102111

IhM file local I'l iocipal 111%csfigatotlilts liven

I low many are still current (active or recruiting)?
Cive details of'other illembers of the local research (caill respollsible 11)the local Prilicip'll
T it le:

Last Namc

First Name/Initials

Position:

Imusligahm

wqm..
ýý

Qualifications:
Role in the research team:
Title:

First Name/Initials

...................................
.......... Last Namcý

Position:

w .-m
...........

Qual i ficat ions:

.............
..

Role in the research team:
'ritic:

Last Name:

First Name/Initials

Position:
Qualifications:
Role in the research teani:

. .....

..........

If there are more membersof the local researchleum,detailsshould beprovided (it questionC18 or on aii alluchedsheet,

Poslcodc:

BI 113 71,N

1"'Illail:
Telephone:
Fax:

swest.nlismk
cim-an.
newcIl(a)(forsetlic-tr.
..........
01202 192147
0 120249.201,9

C5. Other I-clevallt reference 1111inhersif known: (Populated. 1rom 405)
.
Applicant's/organisal ion's own rellerence munbcr, e.g. M, 1)
Sponsor's/protocol number
Funder's reference number
International Standard Randomized Controlled h-ial Numlicr(ISR(IN):
Furopean Clinical Trials Database (FUDRAC V) Number
Project WCbsile:

1WIS RECAI)plicafion Vorin Version 3.0, Jan 2004
-

48

Ol IC-02-007 (R& I

Date: 01/10/2002 Ref- 10071021B

C6. Give a brief synopsis/summaryof methods and overview of the planned research. This should Include a
brief description of how prospective research participants and concerned communities (not necessarily
geographical) from which they are drawn have beenconsulted over the design and details of the research.
(Whereappropriate aflow chart or diagram should be submittedseparately. It should be clear exactly what will
happento the researchparticipant, how many times and In what order.) (Populatedfrom A 10.)
IA GroundedTheory approachwill be employedto ensurethat any theory that is
de
( veloped will arisefrom the dataand reflect the participantsperspectiveon recovery.
JA puIrposive sampleof 4 presentsufferers,4 recoveredindividuals and 4 carers
wil11be identified. The samplewas chosenon the following grounds,incidenceof
(AN)is low, the willingnessof targetgroupsto participateand that participantshad
not had any treatmentwith principal investigator who hasbeena major provider of treatment
and care in the local area.
Participants will be invited to participatein an interview which will last between30 minutesand an hour and a half
to exploretheresearchquestions.Interviews will take place in settingsthat are convenientfor participants.
Data from eachinterview will be recorded,transcribedand a systematiccontentanalysisundertakento identify
important themesand new questionsto be employedwith further interviewseither with other participantsor with the
participant who gavethe interview to clarify and to checkthat they accuratelyreflect their perspective.Ile important
themes that arisewill undergoconstantcomparisonwith the literatureto identify relevanttheory if available.If not
then new theory will be developed.
The principal investigatorwill maintain a diary throughoutthe researchprocessto record impactson the
researcherin line with the demandsof the methodology.
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PAGE
NUMBERING
AS

ORIGINAL

Date: 01/10/2002 Ref 10071021D

C7. Will the research participants receiveany clinical intervcntion(s) or procedure(s) Including taking samplesof
human biological material over and above that which would normally be considered a part of routine clinical
care? (Populatedfrom A 12)
YES 13
NO 0

JýIISREC
Application rorm - Version3.0. Jan 2004
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Date: 01/1012002 Ref 100710218

C8. Will the research participant be subject to any non-clinical rescarch-rclatcd Intcrvention(s) or procedurc(s)?
(Populatedfrom A 13)
YE-SEJ
NO
Averagenumberper Average
Additional intervention
Details of additional interventionor
time taken
patient
procedure,who will undertakeit, and
(mins/hrs
hatt raining they have received
w
.
Routine I Research /days)
Care
I
45rnins
Principal invstigatorwill sharea 1:1 interview with
Face to FaceInterview
. ...............................
.........
.......
...............................
the participantutilising a topic guide, to cover the
topics to inform the researchquestion.
Clinician of 12 yearsexperiencewith PsychiaVic
nursetraining, training in Cognitive Behavioural
therapy,motivational interviewing and counselling
skills.
ýSmins

Xu_aiý7ie rd*ing-'
c-o
..............

...............
I
..............
interview
for
taping
thr
transcriptionand
audio
of
analysis.Principal investigator.

. ...........................
........ ..... . .......
.
.............. .....
.... ......
............
.......
. ................
.............. ............

P.I.e.ase.g.iYed.c.t.a.i.l.s. r.o.t.h.ýr.(A).:
..............
......
-fo.........

..........

. ..................
........
.........
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Date: 01/1012002 Ref- 100710218

C9. Name of MIS or other organisation where the research will take place.
.....
.......................
.
........
.
............
.............................
.
...........
...
.
..........
......
................
.
.................
.
........
.
..........................
.
.....
............................
............
.
.......
.......
.....
.
...............
.....
.............
Partnership
NHS
TRust.
oinerset

. .... ..... ........................
........................
...........................
I.....................
.............
................
. ...............

..............
. ............
...............
I.............
.............................

CIO. Specify the location(s)/department(s)within the MIS or other organisation where the research will take
place.

-a
-s--d-c-pa-r-t---m-e--nt-.
J-T;-6ýcon-fi-irm.
-d.
but
-in
--ti-h-c.
--e
Ji
-Plikefy
-c-e.
-It--i-s--th-e-..
-0-1-C
-C
fl
-g-a
it
i'n-t--e-n
in-V.
t-in_g--d_-i-s_o_rd_er
s.p-.
e.
0; 0--f
M.O.
s.
W-i-t-ha
s. 0choicein wheretheinterviewtakesplace.
itogiveparticipants

CII.

How many research participants/sampies is It anticipated will be recruitcd/obtained from this orga
in total?

C12. Give details of who will be responsible for obtaining informed consentlocally, their qualifications and
relevant expertise and training in obtaining consent for research purposes:

C13. What local arrangements have been made for participants who might not adequately understand verbal
explanations or written Information given in English? (e.g. translation, useof Interpretersetc.)
riiý-jZj;

ýicfuf-samplling
.
..........
................
due
demands
to the
of the research.
meth-odwill-precludesuchparticipants

C14. What arrangements have beenmade to inform those responsible for the care of the research participants
of their Involvement in the research?

["iT(Wtf,
'd'"w"
-t
,
'd-iio'c'
it'in
Tc-oi
i'l"I
h-c're"fl,
b'e'
t-h-c"ifoc-aI-a-b*o*r-a-t*o*r*s-i'n-t'h"e-'E'a't'i
y"*t'h*'e'y"*-w'i'1*1"*b""c
O-r"e
nir"d"e'r-s'"s-e*r'v"i'c"'e"'fio'r*'t'h"e""p"'r'o"j-e'
identifyingprospective
fromwithin theirservice.It isalsosuggested
thattheydiscuss
to participants
participants
1participation
with theirGPin theinformationleafletthatis suppliedto them.
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Date.,01110/2002 Ref- 10071021B

C15. Are the facilities and staffing available locally adequateto perform any necessaryprocedures or
interventions required for the study, and to deal with any unforeseenconsequencesof these?(This should
include considerationofproceduresand interventionsIn both control and interventionarms of a stu4)
YE-SEl

NO [3

Give the information necessarytojyjý?fy.y iCgmYm
.
........
.
.............
.
.....
.
............
............
.
........
.
.....................
............
ýifýýi!
'P!
ýýe
be
have
They
c*offýi3;
agreedto provide appointmentsto participantsshouldone required.
,no otherrole to play.

......... ......
C16. Give details of a contact point where Darticipants may obtain further Information abouQ! i.e,.st.u.4y..
Id*- -**-,Newell
-*,--* ---0102M2034
. ...........
. ..............................
.........
*........ ..........
............
. ............
....................
. ..........
.....................................................................
..........
.............
iaran

Please st)ecify the headed naDer to be used for the Information
15ýr
.
..........
....
II
MIS
Trust.
calthcare
set

....

sheet.
............

..
..... ...........

If there is no Principal Investigator at local level is there a local Individual who Is undertaking a task
,
relating to the research?
YES [3
NO [3 Not Applicable

CIS. Do you need to add further Information
about certain questions In Part C?

YES[3
II'VIISREC Application
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NO E3

Alit,

011101)002

Rel

1007102111

Part C: Declaration
is accuiale to (lie best of'my kiio\%,Ic(il,,c and bclicl and I lakc hill icspoir,, ihilili, loi it
*'I lie inforillmioll ill this 1,0111i
01 undertake to ithide by the ethical principles underpililling tile Decimation of' I Iclsinki, and ( iood Pmclit-c (juidclmc,,
oil ctll*l,cllt Imopc]. conduct of' research,
01 I'dic rcscarch is approved I undertake to adhere to the sludy protOCOIWitil0kit lll)ilplCL'(I (IL-VidtlOllMid 10(()11)1)1\\ýItll
s.
ally conditions set out ill tile letter sell( by the NI IS Rcscarch Fillies Committee nolil. Ning inc of 11ii.
41 1 undertake to inform tile N1IS Research Fthics Collililittce ol'ally Chaill"es ill the protocol, and to i'llbillit minlial
reports scttilig olit the progress of' the research.
law and relevant jillidclillcý,
lie
the
to
millil-Ciliclits
of'(IIC
to
With
;
111(1
C01111fly
am
aware
ol'iny
responsibility
111)
(IjItC
01
relating to security and confidentiality Of'patient or otlicr pasollill dala, including tile need to wplisicl. when ll(.( essillV
with the appropriate I )ata Protcction Officer.
01 understand that research rccordShliltil may lie sub.jcct to inspection for aildit purposes it 1equired ill 1,111111c
e1 understand that personal data about me as a researcher ill this ill)I)IiCý16011
Will be IICILIby tile RCSCill'CIl1-111IL",
Committee and its operational managers, and that this will tic managed according to tile principles established ill 111C
Data Protcclion Act.

Signature of the IoejI I)l-ilicip, 11I , vestig.,to,-*

Signature

................................

.......... . ... .....

Date:
. ............

Prin( Name:

* 'I'he Chief Investigator should sigii where there is no local Principol Investigator. lor the research locality

PARTC 1SNOW ('OAlfl'LEI'I!, ANI), ýll()tjll)
81, SUBAfl7TI-, D to the MIS Research Ethic., Commilt ee or MIS
Organisation conducting Site-SPI'Vificassessment
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SIT

Somerset Partnership
Social Care Trust
NHS and

BroadwayHouse
BroadwayPark
Barclay Street
BrIdgwater
Somerset
TA65YA
Tel: 01278-720209
Fax: 0 1278-720201
Our Ref: TA/dmg
th

12 20
Mr Cl6ran Newell
ConsultantNurse
c/o KimmerldgeCourt
69 Haven Road
CanfordCliffs
Poole
Dorset BH13 7LN

14

, %,2004
N".

Dear Cibran
Re: Study Into Patient Carers Perception of Recovery of Anorexia Nervosa
Thank you for your correspondence In respect of the above which I have now had
broadly
Somerset
to
that
through
the
the
you
share
service
and
can
reassure
opportunity
partnershipwill support your proposedresearchproject.
Effectively I believe that this response Is sufficient for the East Somerset Ethical approval
Research
Lead,
LREC
to
they
as
a
nominated
your
me,
actually
sign
may
require
although
happy
I
be
do
to
form,
will
so.
course
which
of
application
Alt!tough I am the nominated lead for research for the Somerset Partnership,on a practical
day to day basis Ruth Halsey, Professional Head of Nursing/AssistantDirector of Nursing
that
to
be
in
you
support
be
far
to
any
practical
you
offer
a
position
easier contact and
would
Information
that
letter
the
her
Into
this
I
have
you
As
and
copied
a consequence
may need.
sent me In respect of your proposedresearchproject.

It was goodto see you at the ExecutiveNurseForumand lookingso well, I hopeto see you
to
I
In
see your research
future.
the
opportunity
an
would certainlyappreciate
again
near
findings.
.
Yours sincerely

k
AV61T
TIM ARCHER
Director of Nursing & Services
for Adults and Young People
Copy to:

Ruth Halsey
No. 654911113
VAT REGISTRATION

*ISA

DearTim,
Re. Local R&D approval for study into patient and carers perception
Nervosa.
in
Anorexia
of recovery

My nameis Ciaran Newell andI am ConsultantNurse in Eating
Disordersin Dorset and it is in that capacitythat I think we havemet. I
for
Partnership
for
R&D
lead
the
in
am writing to you your capacityas
for
to
trust to seekapproval recruit participants the study mentioned
This
disorders
local
in
from
service.
eating
people contactwith the
above
have
I
is
MPhil
receivedethical
studyprogramme.
study part of my
is
I
A
that
this
LREC.
Dorset
from
East
should
the
condition of
approval
has
had
the
have
this
I
interview
contact
clinical
anyonewith whom
not
in
available
effect of reducingthe small groupof possibleparticipants
Dorsetfurther and making recruitmentmore difficult than anticipated.
In discussionwith my supervisorat BournemouthUniversity, whose
I
have
to
the
was
encouraged
study,
committee
also
approved
research
discussions
informal
in
had
have
I
with
seekparticipants other areas.
in
in
Somerset
Eating
Disorders
the
and they were
colleagues
service
supportiveof the proposalandbelievedthat there are possible
One
discussed
it
Churchill-Moss,
his
Duncan
colleague,
with
participants.
Sue
Flynn
and Mr. JamesMarriott. I telephonedthe latter at
manager
Duncan'ssuggestion,and he kindly informed me of the processI would
for
follow
his
to
support the proposal.
and of
need
I havebegunthe processof obtainingSite Specific Assessmentfrom the
EastSomersetLREC as requiredunderthe new ResearchGovernance
in
Nicky
Marks
I
the administrator.
contact
with
arrangementsand am
Nicky informed me that local R&D approvalwas also necessary.I
is
documents
letter
the
this
proposal,what required
outlining
enclosewith
die
leaflets
that participantswill receive.
of participantsand samplesof
I would be most grateful if you could deal with this within your systems
information
further
let
Should
know
the
and me
you require any
outcome.
pleasedo not hesitateto contactme.
Yours Sincercly
CiardnNewell
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INTERVIEW OUTLINE

Briefing

Introduction- thank them
Have they any questionsbefore we start?
Definesituation:
a)
b)
c)
d)

Interaction

Purposeof Interview
Use of tape recorder
Importanceof their views
Revisitconsent.

Switch on tape recorder
Confirmconsentfrom participant

A. When you hear the words "Recoveryfrom Anorexia Nervosa" (RFAN) what
springsto mind?
Listen for key wordslphrases
Seek further information
Can you say more about
..........
B. Thank you for that. When others hear those words" RFAN" what do you
believesprings to their minds?
C. Have you discussed recoverywith others. If so could you share your
thoughtson this?
How would you describe others' ideas about recovery?
Are they similar or differentto yours for example?
Check If any questions; are they still comfortable?
D. Would you say your ideas about RFAN have changed over time?. If so could
you say something about how they have changed.
E. How would you describe your role ln"RFAN"?
Can you say more about that?
F. How would you describe the role of others In RFAN?
G. From what you have said their role would appear to be distinct from yours.
Can you say more about that?
What are their contributions?

INTERVIEW OUTIAN.E,

() Participant342 - Recovered.
Briefing

Introduction- thank them
Have they any questionsbefore we start?
Define situation:
a)
b)
c)
d)

Interaction

Purposeof interview
Use of taperecorder
Importanceof their views
Revisit consent.

Switch of tape recorder
Conji'm consentfromparticipant

A. When you hearthe words "Recovery from Anorcxia Ncrvosa" (RFAN) what
springsto mind?
Listenfor key words1phrases
Seekfurther information
Canyou say more about
... .......
B. Thank you for that. When othershear thosewords "RFAN" what do you
believe springsto their minds?
Partners
Relatives
Friends
Professionals
Church
Parents
Children
From what you say they appearto differ from yours. Would you say they differ from
yours?
C. Have you discussedrecoverywith otherswho were ill. If so could you share
your thoughtson this?

flow wouldyou describeothers'ideasaboutrecovery?
Are they similar or different to yours for example?
Checkif any questions;are they still comfortable?
D. Would you say your Was about RFAN havc changcdovcr time?. If so could
you say somcthingabout how thcy havc changcd.

299

E. How would you describeyour role in "RFAN"?
Can you saymore aboutthat?
F. flow would you describethe role of othersin RFAN?
Partners,parents,friends?
G. From what you have said their role would appearto be distinct from yours.
Can you say more about that?
What are their contributions?
H. In your opinion if askedto choosewhat is important to RFAN - what might
you include?
1. What are your thoughtson whetherothersare necessaryfor recover?
J. Thank you. I have no further questions. Was there anything you would like to
add, anything you wantedto saybut you havenot beenaskcd? Anything you
want to bring up before we finish the interview?
K. Reflectback on someof the ideas,emphasisefirstimpressionsand seek
feedback?

Switch off tape recorder.
DEBRIEF

Thank participant.
How was it?
Inform participant of next steps?
Copy of transcribedinterview?

Yes/No

Possibility of follow-up to check on accuracyof my understanding.

Anyquestions,
gucries
contact
rcscarchcr.
End intcrvicw.
Allow 10 minutes to reflect on interview to rccord imprcssionson tapc.
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